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PRACTICAL TELEVISION

This is the latest list of Line Output

Transformers and inserts from D

Et

ULTRA

Television
NOW UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
ALBA
BUSH

CBL31
DAF91

Prices on request.
TV53, TV56, TV57,

DAF96

TUG58, TUG59,
M59, TV63, TV66, TV67. Inserts 27/6.

DF91

DF92
DF96
DK92
DK96
DL94
DY87
EABC80

Other types rewound at 70/-.
DM3, Exchange unit 70/-.

DECCA
EKCO

TC208, TC209, TC209/1, T221 to 331.
Complete L.O.P.T. 40/-. TMB272 48/6.
T344, T344F, T348, T348F, T356, TC312,

EMERSON

T313, 7313F, T335 58/6.
E700, E701, E704, E707, E708, E709,

EB91

E710, E711, Portarama, Inserts 35/-.

FERGUSON
FER RANTI

306, 308 40/-. 204 to 246, Inserts 30/-.
1472 to 1475, 17K3 to 17SK4, Inserts 35/-.

T1001, T1002, T1002/1, T1004, T1005,
T1021, T1011

40/-.

T1012,

T1023,

TV1722,

TV1725,

ECL80
ECL82
EF80
EF85
EF183

TV1418,

TV1726, Inserts only 32/6.
V4, V7, VT4, VT7, CTM4, CTM7, Insert
only 40/-. V200, V400, V210 55/-.

PYE

V110, 117U, Inserts only 30/-.

REGENTONE T14, 10-6, 10-4, 10-17, 10-21, Inserts
only 30/-. T176, 191, 192, T21FM,
Inserts only 45/-. Deep 17, THE17, T21,
600, 590, Inserts only 35/-.

6/3

EZ81

4/11

PY81

PY82
PY800
PY801

10/9
PC86
PC88
10/9
7/3
PC97
PCC84
5/6
10/PCC89
PC189 10/10
6/2
PCF80
7/7
PCF82
7/9
PCF86
7/PCL82
8/6
PCL83
7/6
PCL84
8/11
PCL85
PFL200 13/6
10/6
PL36
7/6
PL81

UABC80
UCH81
UCL82
U25
U26
30C15
30F5
30FL1

30L15
30P12
30P19
30PL1
30PL13
30C18

6/6/-

5/3
6/3
7/12/3
12/3
11/3
9/9
13/9
14/9
8/11

12/9
14/9
14/9
10/ -

01 540 3955

S.W.19

01 540 3513

COLOUR
TELEVISION
SCHOOL

"SABRINA"
STILL WELL IN
FRONT

DAYLIN ELECTRONICS ANNOUNCE A
CORRESPONDENCE COURSE IN THE THEORY
AND PRACTICE OF COLOUR TELEVISION
A series of 10 lessons dealing in detail with: Colour mixing, the PAL colour system, colour receivers, decoders, IF circuits, time -bases, convergence, waveforms, set-up
procedures, test equipment, fault finding, typical circuits.
This course is designed for engineers who will be called upon
to service colour television receivers within the next four months.
Expert guidance throughout the course. Test questions with
each lesson. Model answers supplied. Terms available. Certificates awarded.

COMPLETELY REBUILT C.R. TUBES
ALL TYPES
.. £5. 0.0 For
..
12" now
.. £5.10.0 Single
14" to 17" now
.. £6.15.0 Tubes
19" now
.. £8. 0.0
21" now
ALL C.W.O.-TRADE SUPPLIED
Special Bonus Scheme for Service
Engineers -Reducing to:

12"-87/6; 14"/17"-97/6; 21" 147/6
FREE Pass. transit

Fee for the complete course 10 guineas.

Please send, without obligation, details of your colour

7/9
6/9
5/9
6/3
6/3
3/4/3
6/6
4/9
9/3
5/6/9
6/3
4/9
6/3
6/-

EY86

131

All the above L.O.P.T. can be rewound at 70/-.

To: DAYLIN ELECTRONICS LIMITED
32 PARKSTONE DRIVE
SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX

3/_
6/11

6/6
6/6
13/6
8/6
6/5/6

D. a B. TELEVISION (Wimbledon) LTD
KINGSTON ROAD, WIMBLEDON,

T25, T280, 193, SC24, SC34, SC370,
T279, TPS186, Rewinds only 70/-.

SOBELL

1967 REVISED VALVE LIST
6/3
PL83
EF184
14/4/2
PL84
EL84
4/3
6/9
PL500
EM81
6/3
6/10
PY33
EY51
3/-

All Line Output Transformers, Inserts and Valves
are new and are fully guaranteed for 3 months.
C.O.D. 5/- extra. Return of Post service.
S.A.E. all enquiries. Post and packing 4/6.

Other types prices on request.

PILOT

EBC90
EBF89
ECC82
ECH42
ECH81

T1034, T1022 58/6.
PV40, MV100/1, 0E100, PV100, NV40,
K.B.
NF70, OV30, QV10, QV30, Inserts only
45/- pair. All other types rewind 70/-.
PETO SCOTT TV1416, TV1419, TV1716, TV1719,
TV1720,

1984, 1984C, 200C, rewind only 70/-.

B

1

British Isles or

Et

Ins.

Ireland
guarantee).
N.

anywhere in
(12 months'

ALSO FULL RANGE OF VALVES
(Guaranteed 12 months)

television course.
NAME
ADDRESS

L

SABRINA C.R. TUBE CO.
Electron Works, 50 North Bar
BANBURY, OXON
Telephone 2390
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600** need 2 klla r cave
AMAZING 'KNOW HOW' BOOK
Brings You RIGHT UP TO DATE!

576
470
PAGES
OVER

ILLUSTRATIONS

REVISED AND ENLARGED-this essential handbook for the enthusiast, handyman or professional repairer, is packed with detailed information and easy -to follow instructions on how to service radio and TV sets (including all -transistor and
61.11.F. circuits), audio equipment and domestic appliances of every kind. Shows
every step in fault tracing and the use of modern test gear, from simple meters to
complex oscilloscopes. Also provides practical guidance on household electrical
installation work. 576 paces. Over 470 illustrations. Mammoth value-Special
Library Edition, superbly bound in Leathercloth, 50,', or on easy terms: 13j- down
and 3 monthly instalments of 14'- (total credit price 550. But first accept 7 Days
I lame Trial Offer-without obligation!
4

COVERS ALL THE LATEST TECHNICAL ADVANCES!
U.H.F. TELEVISION
Here are basic circuits and full instructions to enable

you to service modern sets-get perfect 625 -line
reception.

Getting the best from

This grand book is invaluable for tracing

All you should know about
water heaters and how to
install them and keep them

faults in radio and TV sets (both valve and
transistor circuits). Deals folly with tools and
bench work-shows how to make the best

in perfect working order. How
to service FIRES and SPACE
HEATERS,

use of test instruments. Tells everything you

want to know-from how to carry out prey

HOW TO
MAINTAIN AND

Servicing DOMESTIC
AUDIO EQUIPMENT

liminary tests to how to align tuned circuits,

RADIO AND TELEVISION SETS
HOW to make aihustments and repairs in order to
get the best possible performance from any set.

All you need to know about
DOMESTIC INSTALLATIONS
Learn from these helpful pages
how to carry out modifications
extensions -with efficiency
and safety! Complete guidance on
and

lighting and power circuits, prac-

REPAIR DOMESTIC APPLIANCES
I

irons, toasters, hair dryer:, etc. to cookers,

washing machines and refrigerators. Also covers the
repair and rewinding'of small motors.

SPECIAL SECTION
ON COLOUR TELEVISION

tical wiring work, safety regula-

Fxplains clearly

tions, cables, earthing. fuses, etc.

and concisely the

Also Fluorescent Lighting, Thermostats and Time Switches.

FAULT FINDING

WATER HEATING

principles

of

'prospective'

Flow to locate and rectify faults in hi -1
equipment (mono or stereo), record players.,
tape recorders, etc.

ACT NOW!
Simply complete form, indicating method of
payment preferred, and post in a 3d,
stamped unsealed envelope. Offer applies in

U.K. only. Hurry, make sure of your copy,.

SEND NO MONEY NOW!

colour systems.

To: Dept. 11E35, °dhoti], Books Ltd.. Basted. Seienoaks, Rent.

-1-1-1-1-1--wr

WITHOUT OBLIGATION please send me, on 7 Days' Home Trial, Radio,

9

Television and Electrical Repairs. Within 8 dams 1 will either (a) send the Cash Price
of 5(1!- (plus charge for postage and pocking). or (h) send a down payment of 13) (plus postage charge). followed by a 3 monthly payments of 14/- (Total Credit Price

ONE GREAT VOLUME covers:
Current, Voltage and Resistance, Coils, Capacitors and Tuning,

4
4

Tubes and Transistors, Radio Components, Receiver Design
Principles, Transistor -Radio Circuits, Valve -Radio Circuits, Valve -

55 -). Alternatively, I will return volume in good condition, postage paid, within
8 days.

Television Circuits, Transistor -Television Circuits, Colour -Television Systems, Audio Amplifier Circuits, Audio Equipment and

Cross out words NOT applicable below
I wish to pay by CASH TERMS. I am (a) houseowner: (b) tenant in house or fiat;
(c) temporary resident; (d) single; (c) married; (f) over 21; Wunder 21.

Tracing, Interference Suppression, Domestic Power Supply Circuits,

Your Signature
(Or, if you are under 21, signature of parent or guardian)

9
4
Gramophones, Tape Recorders, Radio and Television Aerials, Tools 4
and Bench Work, Test Instruments and Their Use, Fault Tracing 4
and Circuit Testing, Alignment of Tuned Circuits, Television Fault 9
4

Electrical Wiring Work, Fluorescent Lighting, Thermostats and
Time Switches, Motor Repair and Rewinding, Small Appliances, 4
Space and Water Heaters, Electric Cookers. Washing, Drying and 9
Ironing Machines, Electric Refrigerators, Suction Cleaners and 4

PLEASE SIGN HERE

BLOCK LETTERS BELOW

NAME (Mr./Mrs./Miss)
Full Postal

ADDRESS

Floor Polishers.

HF35/Nov 67

e

November, 1967
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BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.
Tel. Primrose 9090

38 CHALCOT ROAD, LONDON, N.W.1
5/- 00-14 15/6 3513 111/41133
6/- 12806 8/- 35Z4GT 4/0 EBF88 7/02,4141` 4/3 12AD6
9/- 35Z5GT 5/6 EBF89 6/9
11)0
9/0 12AE6 7/6 5085
8/8 EBL21 10/8
110
5/9 EC.IS 12/6
4/9 12AT6 4/8 5005
185
8/3 12806 4/0 50LIMIT 6/- 51.270
4/0
1T4
2/8 128V6 5/9 79
0/8 EC92
6/6
21/81
5/6 p2BA6 51- 8682
8/6 HOC31 15/8
2X2
8/- 1213E6 5/8 9001 10/- 20040 9/6
3A5
13/- 12B/17
6/- 9000 34/- E0081 8/6
90203T BM 12,I7GT 8/6 90CY 83/6 ECC82 4/6
984
4/9 12K5
8/- 15052 14/6 20083 4/6
OA::

5/6 19AQ5 5/- 807
11/9
8/9 2001 18/- 5763
10/4/9 20134 80/5 6080
6/5VO4
6/- 20F2 11/8 7475
8/8
5Y:34T 6/- 3014 15/6 &OVEN
67.3
7/6 20P1
17/6
DD 19/8
7/6 8uP3
57,41:
17/- AC6PEN 4/9
661.1,3 12/6 311P4 17/8 AZ31
7/9
6.8v
7/6 30P5 17/- AZ41
6/6
6807
1/- 852511 8/8 CL3S 19/6
68117
5/9 25Z46
8/8 CY31
8/8
OAQ5
4/0 8526GT 8/6 DAF98 6/6ATO
8/9 30015 18/- DF96
8/6A I',:
5/6 30017 18/- DF97 10/kb - 30018
/AV,:
9/0 DK40 10/8
0E86
4/6 30 FS 11/6 DK92
7/0
811131
4/3 30FL1 15/- DK98 6/6
3V4
51.140Y

51:40

613, Mil 20/5 30 FL12 15/-

6/6 30 FL13 8/7/- 30 FL14 18/6
UINTA 7/- 30L15 14/0111-16

(Paw

5037

9/- 30L17 18/8/- 3024 11/8
7/- 30P4MR
5/13/-

613301

6894'6

68W7

10/9 30P12 11 /-

6C9

EF86

EF89
EF9I
EF92
EF95

EF97
EF98

EF188

EF184

10/- PCL83 8/6 U31
172:37
14/6 P01.84 7/- 033
HABC80 9/3 PCL85 8/3 1135
118309 26/8 201.86 8/- U37
HVR2 8/9 P5845 7/- U45
HVR2A 8/9 PF1.20018/8 U76

8/3

2/6
4/9

8/9/-

8/8 KT41
5/9 KT44

19/8
5/9

EF804 20/5 KPH. 12/21190
7/6 KT63
4/-

a/5/8 21232
5/- 21.33 12/7/- EL34
9/6
8/9
16C091 8/- EL36
200189 91- 51.41
8/EcF80 7/- 51.42
7/6
HCF82 6/9 51.81
8/ECF86 8/8 EL83
6/9
HCF80424/- EL84
4/6
50E121 9/6 ELM
7/6
501135 8/- ELM
8/ECH42 8/9 EL91
2/8
ECH81 5/- 51.95
5/20E183 71- 51,1,80 UVEC1184 6/6 EM71 14/EC1380 8/ - EM80
6/9
8/9
KCMG 8/8 HM81
ECL83 9/- EM84
8/-

8/8 tIET103 4/- 0041
5/3/6 0HT113 4/- 0044
2/1/9
9/- 8E178 10/- 02T110 7/8 0045
3/5/8 AF100 9/8 ET118 4/8 0046
1016 1 1,11
4/9 AFZ12 5/ - tIET119 4/8 0065
22/8
16/8 U Y85
84/11 V P4
14/6 AS Y29 10/- lIET573 8/8 0066 25/Me V P4B 11- BA115 2/8 0E1'587 8/6 0070 2/3
4/6 V R105 5/- 128129 2/8 01T873 4/- 0071
2/p1,33
9/- 0191 12/- V 11150 5/ - 08130 2/- U ET887 4/8 0072
2/9/- 0251 12/8 VU 11 1 8/- 00107 10/- 0 ET889 4/6 0073 18/P136
19/9 U282 12/3 W107 10/6 13010S 5/- 1ET890 4/8 0074
PL38
8/W729
00113
PL81
8/9 0301 12/8
5/- 0 ET896 4/8 0075
2/10/PL81A 6/9 0404
61- X41
10/- 20115 3/- 0,ET837 4/6 0071/
8/18/- X66
5/9 11801
P1.82
7/8 80110 5/- 0E3'898 4/8 0077
3/4
3/.6/- 114020 6/- Y63
P183
5/ - 30118 4/8 02113 3/6 0078
BCY10
0EX35
PL84
6/3 UABC80 5/8 Transistors
4/6 0C7SD 3/6/BOY12 5/- 11E1(66 15/- 0081
P1,500 18/8 06.142 7/9 and diodes
2/2/- Ocsi I) 219/8 01141
PM84
10/8 2422.25 10/8 BeY33 5/- 0A47
px4
14/- UB041 6/6 216404 13/- BCY34 5/- 0A70
3/- 0082
2/8
6/6 CB081 6/6 AA120 3/- 13((38 5/- 0879
1/9 008213 2/8
PY31
PY32 10/6 11141,80 5/8 AC107 3/8 150Y39 5/- 0881
1/8 01283
2/2/6 0084
PY33 10/6 11 13E89 5/9 A0126 2/- 00111 3/8 0890
8/py80
5/- UBL21 9/- A0127 2/- B0119 9/- 0891
1/9 00123 4/8
1/9 00189 3/9
PY81.
6/- 11092
5/8 A0128 8/- 116-154 51- 0A95
p ygg
5/- 00084 8/- AC156 4/- B F159 IV- OASIS 2/- 00170 2/8
PY83
5/8 00085 8/8 A0165 5/- EtF163 4/- 0A202 2/- 00171 3/4
7/3 UCF80 8/3 AC100 5/- 131'167 2/6 082210 7/- 00172 4/PY88
py800 6/- U(.1.131 9/- AC168 7/6 BF173 2/6
25/- 00200 8/8
5/- 00202 5/6
PY801 6/- 001142 8/6 AC177 5/6 B1,184 2/- 0022
P230
9/8 0CH81 8/- A13140 8/- 1181(50 51- 0023 71- 00203 5/6
15/- 11101.82 7/- A1049 8/- BF Y.51 4/8 0025
5/- 00271 27/6
RI0
5/- ORP12 15/17/8 1101.83 8/9 AF102 18/- BEY52 5/- 0028
R17
218
9/6 111,41
7/9 AF114 4/- EY 100 8/8 0t"28
5/- 23468 2/8/9 11F42
R19
4/9 88'115 8/- BY234 4/- 0029 18/8 ZEIOV7 1/9
TY86F11/10 U1,80
8/9 811116 3/ - 111'236 4/- 0030
7/- MATI011 5/9
U10
9/- UM 7/8 AEI L7 3/4 13Y238 4/- 0035 10/- MAT101 8/8
7/6 MAT120 7/9
012/14 7/6 111.86
9/- AF118 3/- 87212 5/- 0038
1116
15/- UF89
5/8 A 1,119 3/- BYZI3 5/- 0030 11/8 MAT121 8/8

6/8 026

9/3 PCL82

8/8 EZ81
4/9 0234

HtX934

KT66

20085
50088

KT138

18/8
27/8

KTW61 4/8
KTW6212/8
KTW63 4/1s111D4

7/8

M810612/6

MU12/14 4/8108 26/7
PABC80 7/6
P61
2/8
PC86
8/8
PC88
9/8
P095
6/9
P097
519
P0900
8/8
PCC84
5/6
PCCS5
8/9

6C1)60 19/8 30P19 11/6F18
8/6 30PL1
6F23
1116 30PL13 16/6F26 10/8 30PL14 15/6L19 19/- 30PLI5 15/- EBC33 13/- EF50
10F1
15/- 35LOOT 8/8 1311041 7/3 EF80
101.13 14/8 35W4
4/6 EBC81 8/8 EF83

2/6
4/8
9/9

We require or prompt ca h settlement all types of
valves, trap istors, and a Lai -conductors, loose or
boxed, but MUST be new. Often made by return.

11 /8/3

YINll

18/8 AF125
10/8 AF127

U Y21

.

8/6/- ECL84 12/- 5518.5 11/- PCC88 10/8
DM70
8/8 PC080 9/9
DM71
9/9 501,80 11/- EM87
DY87
5/6 P00189 8/8
5/9 E013136 7/9 EY5
7/- POF80 8/8
NY81
58000 83/- KOLL/300
580F 24/9/- PCF82 6,123/9 5Y03
585F 24/- E F.22
6/8 EY84
9/6 PCF/44 8/'LYN
58800 111/- EF38
316/9 P0986 8/15180F 17/6 EFS7A 7/- 5Y87
5/9 PCF801 8/6
EY-88
285080 5/9 EF39
7/6 PCF802 9/0 018/20 13/8 0141
40/- 0184
6/- PCF806 9/8 U19
EAF42 7/8 EF40
8/9 5140
5/9 1111180
2141
6/6 PCF80811/6 U22
EB41
4/9 EFS'
9/5591 2/8 E F42
5/8
0196

All goods advertised are in stock

SPECIALISTS IN NEW VALVES AND TRANSISTORS
EB F80 5/9 E1,63
4/6 11200
12/6 UU7
1/9 1'0L0 1 9/- c00

Nearest tube Chalk Farm

8/9
5/8

51 -

Terms of Madness :-Clash with order only. No C.O.D.
Postage/Packing 6.1. per item. Orders over 65 post

free. Any parcel Insured against damage in transit
for only 6:1. extra. All orders despatched on day
of receipt. Callers welcome to the shop, Mom -Fri.

9 a.m.-5.30 p.m. Bata. 9 a.m.-1 p.m.

All goods are new first quality brands only and

subject to makers' full guarantee. We do not handle

manufacturer, seconds or rejects which are often
described as "new and tested" but which have a
Mulled and unreliable hie. Complete catalogue of
over 1000 valves actually in stock with resistors,
condensers, transformers. microphones, speakers,
metal rectifiers with terms of business, 6.1., post free.
,

STEREO RADIOGRAM CABINETS

BI-PRE-PAK LTD
222-224 WEST ROAD. WESTCLIPP-ON-8EA, BMX
PHONE: SOUTHEND (0808) 48844

LOOK -TRANSISTORS 1/- each
SILICON

* PLANAR

* N.P.S. *

P.N.R.

ALL THESE TYPES AVAILABLE
214696
26/1131
28929
28131
28501
2N2411

28512
28102

26/697

28726
2E706

28103
28104

5N1613

2N700a

2312220

2NI507
26/1711

2E1893

2N1131

26/2906
2312904
28731
28732
28733

3513011

All tested and guaranteed transistors -unmarked.
Manufacturers over runs for the new PREPAK range.

NEW FROM THE U.S.A.

"TEXAS" Integrated Circuits
SN7360
SN7430
SN7302
F.E.T's
2N3822
No.

Al.

A2.
- A3.

Quadruple 2 Input
Nand/Nor Gate
8 Input positive
Nand Gate
Duals

19/6
21/6

_
..

AF I1

AF115
AF116

7/8

0023

10/-

0025
0026

8/ 5/ 7/8

0028

5/-

0C356

003

7/6

2/8

oco0044

2/6
/11
11/9

0072

2/6
2/6

0073
0001D
0085

5/-

2/8
5-K
Flipreset2/6-Flop
35/tt
p

00139

Field Effect Translator..
'N' Channel 4 -lead

15/-

PRICE
20/10 -Relays mixed types and voltages ... 60/20 -Mixed marked and tested trans
20/PRE -PASS
6 -Silicon rectifiers BY100 type

0C140
013170

00171
00200
00201

281302 or 3.

o-

2/6
IV -

3/9/-

64" x 31". P. 6 P. 4/6. Similar cases in plastic 7/8.

SINGLE PLAYER CABINETS 19/8. P. & P. 7/8.
TV TURRET TUNERS, 2/6. New, less valves, Slim models 5/-. Press
button models 19/8. P. & P. 4/6.

17in.-£11.10.0
Star Guarantee
*Tube*Vaives
*Components Carr.
3

301 -

TWO-YEAR GUARANTEE
EX -RENTAL TELEVISIONS

FREE ILLUSTRATED
LIST OF TELEVISIONS
17"-19"-21---73.
WIDE RANGE OF MODELS
SIZES AND PRICES
DAILY
... DEMONSTRATIONSa..
.a.m.. an. ...... a ,.......

281304 or 5. 5/-

OVERSEAS ADD EXTRA FOR AIRMAIL

TRANSISTOR CASES 19/8. Cloth covered many colours. SIze 94" x

5/ -

50 -Unmarked, untested, trans., new
10/- 2511306 or 7. 11/30 -Trans., new toted, but unmarked
10/- 2N1308 or 9. 8/15 ALL OUR SEMICONDUCTORS RAVE A WRITTEN GUARANTEE *
Owl Mt our FREE lists and catalogue of all our products. Check your own
equivalents with our free substitution chart.
1.111.81 EVER LOGIC KITS. Learn for yourself how computers work, even
make one for yourself. Full instructions for a nought and crosses machine,
binary counters, timers, etc. L.1 5 ans. L.2 10 gnu. No need to purchase both
kits, you can start with L.2, which incorporates L.1. DETAILS FREE.
NO CONNECTION WITH ANY OTHER FIRM. MINIMUM ORDER 10/ CASH WITH ORDER PLEASE, add 1/- post and packing.
131.

85.2.

123-' n 7;". Red and Grey. Cut
out for BSR deck. P. & P. 7/6.

4/-

8/-

COMPARTMENT

TAPE RECORDER
CABINETS 49:6. Dia. 18" x

5/-

0C2.2

LIFT UP UD TO CHANGER
AND RECORD STORAGE

Position 8"x 5" Twin Speaker
Dimensions: 45 x 155 x 154
Carr. 30/ Legs I gn.
Other Models -Send for Usf

3/8

BEIY96.4 .

0071

- 9.-- -....;...0
,,,,

3/6
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Practical Television
NO CHOICE
Jusr about two decades ago, there were twenty or
more independent companies producing television
receivers for the domestic market. Since then, some
of these companies have given up producing domestic

equipment, others have gone out of business, some
have been swallowed up by larger concerns. Even
some of the old names, preserved as alternative brand

marks for the larger companies, are now beginning
to disappear.
As a result of this snowballing of the industry we
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and more compact and able to plan highly concentrated
mass production and more streamlined marketing. It is
a remorseless and inevitable process, common to most
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manufacturing industries in this modern world.
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enter the colour era with about six survivors, larger

Despite soaring costs of labour, raw materials,
services and overheads, prices have been pegged to a
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facilities and to the fierce competitive spirit pervading
these companies.
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But the price the consumer has to pay for all this
is inevitably a lack of choice. Whereas at one time,
Brand X could offer, say, a cheap, medium -price and
a de luxe model, the most one can hope for these days
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remarkably low level. Even considering improved
production techniques, it is surprising to reflect that
the retail cost of the latest average dual -standard
monochrome set is, if anything, less than its single standard counterpart of 10 years ago!
This price stabilisation, perhaps unequalled by any
other comparable industry, has been achieved mainly

by the concentration of available manufacturing

is

the same chassis in a variety of cabinets and

Series

DX -TV

fittings to represent a "range".
by lconos
The philosophy of mass production does not take The D-150 Look
too kindly to the conception of a "hi-fi" TV set, with
its reduced market appeal. It is, therefore, heartening A Look at Transistor TV
that earlier this year Decca had the commendable Circuits-Part III by S. George
boldness to introduce their "professional" receiver.
Designed to make the optimum use of the available Your Problems Solved
signal the specification makes delightful reading. Of
course, the price is nearly double that of the average Test Case -60
set (£131) but it does put into perspective the re-
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markably good value of the mass-produced family sets
in the shop windows.

Letters to the Editor

available for the more discriminating viewer.

THE NEXT ISSUE DATED DECEMBER

Our only regret is that there are not more sets
W. N. STEVENS, Editor.
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T E LETOPICS
THE COLOUR TV FAIR

£250,000 ORDERS

IN 3 HOURS

AI -1 ER taking orders totalling more than £250,000 in
the first three hours of their

trade show at Grosvenor House,

Park Lane, Pye Group (Radio

and Television) Ltd. announced

recently that they were speeding up plans to transfer all radio
production from their Lowestoft
factory to make more space available there for the manufacture of
both monochrome and colour
television receivers.

"It is already obvious that we
could not meet the demand from
our present production lines at
Lowestoft and new lines will be

set up as quickly as possible",

said Richard King, sales direc-

tor, Pye Radio and Television.
Pye car radio production is
being switched at once from
Lowestoft to a factory already

Gordon Jackson, exhibitions officer (left) and Peter Yate, head of
advertising Mullard Ltd. (right) discuss the plan of The Colour TV
Fair.

TEN set manufacturers, representing fourteen brands, will
be taking part in The Colour TV
Fair which is being staged by
Mullard Ltd. at Mullard House,

owned by the Group at Malmesbury, Wiltshire. Transistor radio
and record player production will

be switched as quickly as pos-

will be fed into the system from

sible.

time to time.

In the Mullard House Theatre

(seating 75) there will be continuous showings of the com-

TELEVISION EXHIBITS
FROM EAST GERMANY
TELEVISION
tubes
with
protection against implosion
are the latest development in

Ferranti, GEC, Murphy, Philips, The Fair will be open to the
Pye, Rediffusion and Stella will public from 10 a.m. on Friday
be seen working in the individual November 17th and will close at

were shown at this year's Leipzig

the Fair in the Mullard House public opening and closing times

aetewerke Stassfurt is the 47cm.
Model 5051 "Donja", which has

Place,
London, pany's 16 -minute film "Colour
Torrington
W.C.1 (November 17-December Television". This deals with the
subject in fairly simple terms and
2nd).
Sets by Alba, Baird, Bush, explains the functions of the
Decca, Derwent, Dynatron, Ekco, camera and picture tube.

booths in the main section

of

8 p.m. on that day. Thereafter

will be as follows:-November
Plans are also being discussed 18th, 20th, 21st, 22nd 10 a.m.for an Aerial Information Centre 8 p.m. November 23rd 10 a.m.
where visitors can obtain expert -6 p.m. November 24th, 25th,
advice on the types of aerials 27th, 28th 10 a.m.-8 p.m. Nov-

Electronics Centre.

a.m.-6 p.m.
1st
As well as normal "on the 10 a.m.-6 p.m. December 2nd
air" colour programmes by the 10 a.m.-To be announced when
BBC the sets on view will also the official opening time of the
display material carried by colour service is known.
special GPO landline from the There will be a special all -day

needed to receive
service.

the

colour ember

29th

10

November 30th, December

Colour preview for the trade on Thursprogramme material is also being day November 16th and two
supplied by the independent trade evenings on Thursday
November 23rd and Wednestelevision companies.

Lime

Grove

Studios.

In addition the output of the day November 29th from 6.30

Interview

Studio

at

Mullard p.m. until 8.30 p.m.

House, which is likely to be one

Public admission to the Fair

of the Fair's main attractions, will be free of charge.

East German TV industry, and
Autumn Fair (September 3rd 10th).

New from VEB Fernsehger-

safety shield. Other
Models, 1001, with
implosion protection or plastic
a

flat

"Donja"

shield; 1501, with a u.h.f. tuner
and flat safety shield and 1301,

with implosion protection, will
also be on show.
Other newcomers are the
47cm. implosion -proof console

set Model 1001 "Ilona", which

has a multi -purpose lower compartment, and the 59cm. console
set Model 1001 "Clarissa", with

flat safety shield and "Intimo"
radio unit.

Improved versions include the

Model 108 "Sybille", a 59cm.

table set with implosion protection.
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NEW COMPONENTS FOR COLOUR TELEVISION RECEIVERS
AN alternative to the use of two valves in a colour television
receiver is provided by a Voltage Multiplier Assembly developed
by the Wound Components Division at the Titchfield, Hampshire,
factory

of the

Plessey

Components Group.

Additionally, the

assembly enables the Line Output Transformer to be rendered far
more simple and reliable.
By eliminating two rectifier valves an important source of
unreliability is removed.
The Voltage Multiplier has been designed around selenium
rectifiers which, it is considered, provide the most economic method

of e.h.t. generation, and will do so for some time to come.
The more expensive silicon rectifiers, however, will be incorporated in an alternative version of the Voltage Multiplier which

will shortly be available.
Stringent testing and performance assessment of Voltage Multiplier
units for Colour Television Receivers is necessary to ensure long
and safe life during use.

Right, an engineer in the Plessey Components Group's Wound
Components Laboratory at Titchfield uses the special test gear
designed for this purpose.
'ORBIT' SPACE TV SYSTEM

A. SPACE

television system
being created in the
U.S.S.R. which will enable
is

ColourTVat International
received via the sputnik are of Broadcasting Convention
high quality. An exchange of
colour television programmes A FULLY equipped colour
Experiments have proved that

sound

and

television

signals

television studio including
viewers of Siberia, the Far East between Moscow and Paris in production
area, control room,
and the Far North to see tele- November, 1965, proved this.
and slide scanning equipA graduate of the Moscow telecine
casts from Moscow over distances
was built by EMI ElecInstitute of Communications, ment
of some 5,600 miles.
tronics for the IBC. The studio
This year over 20 standard Minashin was awarded a Lenin was used for a 25 -minute

Prize for his part in the radio presentation of fashion fabrics by
be erected in these places. They scanning of Venus, Mars and Courtaulds. The display, which
will receive Moscow programmes Mercury.
has been produced for EMI by
via the Molniya-1 communicaABC Television, demonstrated
tions satellite and relay them to
the capabilities of EMI's 2001
BBC/ITA TRANSMITTER
relaying stations called Orbit will

local TV centres.

Each station will have highly

BOOKLET

efficient dish aerials with rotating
and programming devices and THE 2nd edition of a handy
pocket reference listing all
trackirig systems. As long as the
satellite is in radio visibility BBC and ITA TV transmitters,
range, the aerial will be precisely with latest amendments and
aimed at it and according to a additions, has been produced by
prescribed programme track its Belling -Lee Aerials.
movement. Special equipment
All BBC -1, and BBC -2 u.h.f.

colour camera.

Film clips from ABC Telecolour series "The
Avengers", featuring Diana Rigg
and Patrick Macnee, and colour
vision's

television commercials linked the
live sequences and demonstrated

EMI telecine equipment. There

was also a demonstration of EMI
video recording tape.
stations are listed with channels
space and reduce to the mini- and frequencies, and are located
on maps. The BBC -2 list and
mum the accompanying noise.
Mr. Vladimir Minashin, one map also gives details of future
of the designers of the Orbit pro- transmitters with their expected Image orthicon booklet
ject, says that the construction service dates.
from English Electric
of these stations was less expenAll ITA transmitters are listed
sive than that of radio relay with channels and polarisation, ENGLISH ELECTRIC valve
lines, the servicing of which is a location map again being proCo. Ltd. announce their new
very difficult in thinly populated vided. A chart details all tele- booklet "Image Orthicons". This
areas. Molniya-1 is capable of vision channels with frequencies. covers both their 3in. and 41in.
sending television signals to any
BBC and ITA authorities co- types for both colour and monopoint on one-third of the earth's operated closely with Belling -Lee chrome
pick-up.
Sufficient
entire surface area.
Aerials throughout the produc- details are given for tube selecMolniya-1 can also maintain tion of the booklet, supplying tion to be made; an equivalents
multi -channel radio and televi- accurate and up-to-date informa- index is also given.
sion communications of super - tion.
E.E.V. will be pleased to send
long ranges. The period of rotaCopies are available from Bel- a copy of this booklet upon
tion (12 hours) provides reliable ling -Lee Aerials Ltd., Heysham request to any readers, if they
communication for a long period Road, Netherton, Bootle 10, Lan- write to English Electric Valve
will

amplify the signals

of time.

from

cashire.

Co. Ltd., Chelmsford, Essex.

Gordon J.King

CO -CHANNEL
k4 ,g,,t

pm or

KIK,1 wel t(0 r
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TO ensure that virtually everyone in Great
Britain is within good reception range of the
BBC -1 and ITV -1 transmitters, it is necessary

for more than one station to work on the same
channel number. This is because more stations are
required than there are channels to satisfy this
condition. It may come as a surprise to discover
that there are as many as twenty stations in this
country working on Channel 1 and eighteen on
Channel 4. In fact, all the channels in Bands I
and III are heavily loaded as shown in Table 1.
The numbers in this Table include BBC -1
stations working in Band III and occupying Channels 10, 12 and 13.

In Europe, too, as well as in countries farther
afield, Bands I and III are used for television and
these are divided into channels but with different widths and sound/vision carrier spacings.
This is because the v.h.f. channels in Britain at
present carry only 405 standard signals while the

channels of other countries carry signals of different
standards. Even so, the sound and vision
frequencies of foreign stations, although not

coinciding exactly with those of matching channels in this country, often fall within the vision
or sound passband of our 405 standard channels.
The channel -sharing problem is not so bad at
the moment in the u.h.f. bands because they are
carrying only BBC -2; but they will soon be called
upon not only to carry ITV -2, but also BBC -1 and
ITV -1, for the plan is eventually to run-down
transmission on the v.h.f. bands and re -engineer
all programmes into Bands IV and V. This is certainly not going to happen overnight and will take
at least a decade to get going, so readers with v.h.f.only sets have no need to panic!
TABLE 1

NUMBER OF STATIONS PER CHANNEL
Channel No.
1

2

3

4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13

Number of Stations Sharing

20
13
13
18
17
5

3
9
7
6
8

4
6

It is possible that all the main stations will have
u.h.f. channels, while re -engineered 625 standard
channels in the v.h.f. bands will serve small local
areas which, owing to screening by hills and large

buildings and the general nature of the terrain,

cannot successfully be reached by the quasi -optical
u.h.f. radiations.
It is now well known that regional areas through-

out the country have been allotted groups of four

channels. In areas where u.h.f. is already active only

one channel of a group is operational for BBC -2.
Later on a second will be in use for ITV -2, leaving
two channels in each group for possible BBC -1 and

ITV -1 on the 625 standard, transferred from the
405 standard v.h.f. channels. All these channels
will eventually carry colour signals as well as
monochrome ones.

RECEPTION DISTANCE

The distance over which satisfactory u.h.f. recep-

tion can be expected for 100 per cent of the time

a transmitting aerial, assuming that the
receiving aerial is adequate and of reasonable altitude, is at most 35 miles, which is about 20 miles
less than the v.h.f. reception expectations. However,

from

no hard-and-fast rules can be laid down in this

respect because so much depends on the nature of

the terrain along the transmission path, on the

noise performance of the receiver and on the efficiency of the aerial and its effective height above
sea level.
Nevertheless, it

appears that in the order of
1,000 u.h.f. stations will be needed to provide a
coverage of about 95 per cent of the country, and

many more smaller translator (or booster) stations
will be required to fill up the gaps and to give the
almost total coverage of the v.h.f. stations. On this
basis, therefore, there will certainly be a great deal

of sharing of the u.h.f. channels, possibly on an
even greater scale than existing on the v.h.f. bands.

When a single channel is used by more than
one station there is always the possibility of distant stations causing interference on the local,
stronger station which is servicing the area. Just
look at the interference possibilities on Channel 1,
for example!

When a shared -channel station does cause interference, it is known as co -channel interference. Its

effect on a picture varies from barely discernible
to severe, making viewing pretty well impossible.
On sound the effect can be equally as diverse and
when severe it can cut out the wanted sound
altogether and introduce a loud, raw buzz or rough
whistle in its place, especially when the interference
is originating from a Continental television station.

This is because the vision signal sidebands of a
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(a)

(c)
Fig.

1:

Off -the -screen photographs of co-channe
interference on Channel 2.

along the earth and it is mounted as high as possible on top of a lofty mast to obtain the required
coverage in terms of Horizon distance, as shown in
Fig. 2.
Unlike light rays, however, v.h.f. and u.h.f.

waves bend a little with distance from the trans-

mitting aerial, and to some extent this causes

them to hug the earth's surface. This means that
the waves are active some distance beyond the
horizon. This bending effect is caused by the
influence of the lower atmosphere and its gradual
rarefaction with height above the earth's surface.
This bends the waves in rather the same way as
(b)

Continental station often fall within the sound

passband of the British 405 standard. Some idea
of the effects of co -channel interference is given
in Fig. 1, which consists of photographs taken

glass, water and optical lenses bend light rays. The

net result of this is that television signals can be
received fairly consistently a little in excess of the
line -of -sight distance between the transmitting and
receiving aerials.

direct from the screens of affected sets.
Looking at Table 1, one might well wonder why

Nevertheless, the height of the transmitting and
is a prime factor governing the
distance over which television reception can be
expected. The signal strength, however, gradually

without interference from one or more of the
stations sharing its channel. There are several

laws as the weakening of light rays. After the line of -sight distance, the weakening becomes more

it is, in fact, possible to receive any v.h.f. station

reasons why co -channel interference is not as
troublesome as seemingly it should be. The main
reason is that for television we rely on what are
called space waves. These are radiated outwards
from the top of the transmitting aerial almost

parallel with the surface of the earth, and their

path of radiation is almost, but not quite, straight.
An analogy is a lighthouse which emits straight-

receiving aerials

weakens with distance even within the line -of sight path, and this weakening follows the same
rapid, depending on the frequency of the signal,
and in this respect u.h.f. signals suffer greater
attenuation than v.h.f. ones.

Thus, from the propagation aspect, v.h.f. and
u.h.f. signals weaken at about the same rate within
the line -of -sight distance, while u.h.f. ones fade

out much more quickly than v.h.f. ones outside

line light radiations from its peak and these are
seen by ships all round.

the line -of -sight distance. There are other factors
involved, such as transmitter power, the nature of
the earth and so forth, but from the point of view
of the present discussion these need not be brought

TELEVISION SIGNAL PROPAGATION

in.

The optical system of a lighthouse is designed
to concentrate the beams of light along the surface
of the sea, and the distance over which the light
can be seen is dependent directly on its altitude.
This is why lighthouses are built on tops of cliffs

can say (albeit, roughly) that a v.h.f. station will
give reception up to 50 or 60 miles and a u.h.f.
one up to 30 or 40 miles. Outside these distances,

Under normal reception conditions, therefore, we

assuming normal conditions of reception, the signal

and tall rocks in the sea.

field is very weak and soon falls almost to zero
with greater distance. That is the main reason,

v.h.f. or u.h.f. signals. The aerial system is designed

shared -channel

So it is with a television aerial sending out its

to concentrate the waves into fairly thin beams

then, why we do not get a lot of interference from
stations,

often

miles removed from each other.

several -hundred
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Sky waves

Radiation suppressed

Space wave bending

Ground wave

and fading out

o.

I

Fig. 2: The three types of wave radiated from a television
transmitting aerial showing how the space wave bends
slightly while reducing in intensity.

Radiation maximum

DIRECTIONAL AERIALS AND OPPOSING

0 Shared-channel
stations

POLARISATION

Indeed, the channel planners have ensured that
shared stations are the greatest possible distance
away from each other. As another precaution the
transmitting aerials are made directional, so that
minimum power is radiated in the direction of a

station sharing the same channel, as shown in
Fig. 3. And as a further precaution against co -

channel interference, the shared -channel stations
nearest each other have their signals opposingly
polarised. This means that if the main Channel 2
station, for example, has vertical polarisation, a
translator station a hundred or so miles away and
also on Channel 2 would have horizontal polarisation.

This point relates to the plane of polarisation of

the transmitted signal. It is rather technical and
we need not dwell on it too much, but from the
practical point of view a vertical dipole and elements are required to receive a vertically -polarised

signal while an aerial horizontally mounted is
needed for a horizontally -polarised signal. If a
horizontal aerial is used to pick up vertically polarised signals there will be very little signal

voltage at the end of the feeder, as some readers
have almost certainly discovered for themselves.

Everything, then, is set up nicely for the
maximum discrimination against unwanted shared -

channel signals; but in spite of the nature of tele-

propagation and the precautions
mentioned co -channel interference is still very
vision

signal

much of a real problem. Why is this?

".---,L----Radiation suppressed

Fig. 3: Directional aerials are used by shared -channel
stations to minimise co -channel interference. Added

precautions are given by opposed planes of signal
polarisation (see text).

close to the transmitting aerial only-this, in fact,
being one reason why poor reception is sometimes
experienced close to a transmitter.

Anyway, to get back to the sky waves: under

normal reception conditions these waves penetrate
the troposphere and ionosphere and dissipate them-

selves in space-lost for all time-and thus have
no effect on local reception. However, during certain weather conditions and abnormal ionospheric
conditions the waves fail to penetrate the local and
upper atmospheres but instead are brought down

to earth again at distances outside the normal
service area, as shown in Fig. 4.

Even during such conditions u.h.f. waves are

less influenced by the upper atmosphere than v.h.f.

ones, and the lower the frequency of the TV signals the greater the bending effect. V.H.F. signals
in Channels 1 and 2 (Band I) thus suffer most.
and it is on these channels that the majority of
co -channel interference is experienced. The trouble
is

aggravated by Channel

1

having the largest

number of shared -channel stations.
kSky waves normally lost in space

TROPOSPHERIC AND IONOSPHERIC
RECEPTION

once

Well, the reason is that the television signals

is

Ionosphere

5endi

sometimes escape, so to speak, from the local areas

they normally serve. This happens because some
of the signals radiated from the transmitting aerial
are radiated at relatively high angles and are bent
back towards earth due to reflection from the
earth's atmosphere, called the troposphere, and
from ionised layers above the earth's atmosphere,
called the ionosphere. A certain amount of high angle wave radiation occurs in spite of the aerial
design being for space -wave radiation. These high angle radiations are called sky waves (see Fig. 2).

There are also ground waves, but at v.h.f. and,

\\

..crop_cleStke.22.5jaz

Normal
reception

-rropospher\

Tropospheric
reception
distance

Ionospheric
reception
distance

particularly, u.h.f. these are speedily attenuated by

Fig. 4: Showing how TV signals are propagated over
greater-than.normal distances due to tropospheric and

space -wave signal, due to cancellation effects etc.,

ionospheric bending.

the earth's losses and they tend to influence the
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Co-channel

carrier

vision passband

Fig. 6: How the Bovill filter "notches out" the interfering
co -channel carrier.

Fig. 5: Untouched photograph of Channel 24 received
at a distance of over 100 miles.

highly directional and, provided

This is not to imply that reception via the
troposphere and ionosphere does not occur on the
higher -frequency channels. Indeed, the author has
experienced quite excessive "bending" and "ducting" due to tropospheric effects in the u.h.f. bands,
especially on Channel 24. Proof of this is given in
Fig. 5, which depicts an untouched, off -the -screen
photograph of the BBC -2 colour test card trans-

set.

mission over a distance in excess of 100 miles. This
knocks the 35 -mile maximum theory on the head!
The author has also received u.h.f. signals on
Channel 33 over a distance of 200 miles.
Nevertheless, at present the main trouble occurs

the offending

transmission is arriving well off the main -station
beam, it will fail to give much of a response at the

The important aspect here, therefore, is for the

u.h.f. aerial to have a high front -to -back ratio (vir-

tually no rear pick-up) and if there are side lobes
these must be as small as possible. The latest
u.h.f. aerials from reputable manufacturers are
designed with parameters fully satisfying these conditions which, incidentally, are highly important on
colour, where a co -channel colour subcarrier could

well cancel out the subcarrier from the main
station, thereby deleting or diluting the colour

information. Even if total cancellation does not
occur, the subcarrier could be distorted to an

on the lower -frequency Band I channels and the
co -channel effects shown in Fig. 1 are all on
Ch nnel 2. Reception on Channel 1 via the troposph re has been reported over several -thousand
miles, and Continental transmissions frequently
cause trouble to viewers in coastal areas during
spring and summer. These, too, are via the ionosphere in the main, and the effect is sometimes
referred to as Sporadic E. The letter "E" identifies
a specific layer in the ionosphere, and the effect is
often of a sporadic nature as the ionospheric conditions can change in this layer in a like manner.
As already mentioned, co -channel interference
has not so far caused much trouble in the u.h.f.

extent that even the PAL system would have
difficulty in correcting. The message, then, is to
make sure that the best possible u.h.f. aerial is
installed at the beginning; this will surely save
expense and avoid poor colour reception later.
While we are in a position to make sure that
co -channel effects do not cause us too much
trouble on u.h.f., the effect on the v.h.f. channels
will sadly remain with us until the v.h.f. bands

covered. Fortunately, though, u.h.f. aerials are

-continued on page 61

bands, but the potential will exist when all the
channels are energised and the whole country

are eventually abandoned for the main services. We
can ensure that the greatest discrimination is given

to co -channel signals by using a three- or four element Band I or eleven -element Band III aerial
of good design and making sure that this is orientated not for the pick-up of most wanted signal

Fig. 7: Bad co -channel interference (left) is almost completely removed (right) by connecting up the Bovill filter.

.

VIDEO TAPE RECORDING
H.W.HELLYER
WE have outlined in the first part of this
series

the

techniques

employed by

the

leaders in the video tape recording market.
If that survey did nothing else, it should have
convinced some of our indefatigable correspondents that a home -builder's kit is as yet something
of a dream. Cost alone would militate against any-

one less than a pop star assembling a modern helical

tracks NS shown in Fig. 4) on the tape. Exact

timing is needed to ensure playback in synchronism with the original recording, and this is the
reason for the apparent complication of the servo
circuits. In fact, as can be seen by comparing Figs.

5 and 6, the block diagram of the servo circuit

is almost as elaborate as that of the signal channels!
These block diagrams are of the Ampex VR6000,

a machine which serves as a good example ,for

scan machine with the servo circuits and some of
the other necessary complexities that we shall discuss. (And he would probably not want it unless it
had built-in distortion and echo!)
Ampex had a head start in this business, and it
is hardly surprising that many of their ideas have
been adapted by other makers with an eye on the
potential domestic market.
There will be a domestic market, make no mistake. The author has been playing about with home
video outfits for several months, adapting them for

The tape is lin. wide, and 3,000ft. of 1.4mil thickness is contained on reels of 9, -in. diameter. Tape
speed is related to the line standard of the system
on which this versatile machine is used, being

vidicon camera, helical scan recorder and monitor

833 in./sec.

our discussion. The drive system was described in

the last article, and needs only a brief mention.

10.42in./sec. on the 405 -line system and 9.45

in./sec. on a 625 -line system. Similarly, speed of
head rotation depends on the field frequency (only

monitor screens, trying out various links into
closed-circuit television and demonstrating the

one head is employed in this type of machine).
Thus for the 405 -line system the head rotates at
50 c/s, giving a relative head -to -tape velocity of

to school teachers, public services and industrialists.
The amount of real interest is surprising, and

replacement with an estimated life of 500 hours.

when colour takes a firm hold we shall probably
have a minor boom to contend with. Some idea of
what can be done in the 'commercial' field may be
illustrated by details of the Ampex video home trainer given later in this article.
But first, let us consider a few of the basic design
principles that make video tape recording possible.

A high relative speed of head to tape is necessary

to ensure adequate bandwidth. This can be ob-

tained by transverse scan, with a number of heads
scanning across the width of a fairly wide tape as
it travels longitudinally. The opposite alternative,
longitudinal travel across a fixed head, used in
early types of machine, has limitations because of
the high speed factor. The amount of tape needed
with this alternative, wear of heads, tape and other

transport surfaces are also very real limitations,
quite apart from the necessarily restricted bandwidth. Nevertheless there continue to be experi-

As a matter of interest, the head is a plug-in

A full -track erase head is used, and two lateral

tracks are recorded on the tape after the video

scan. At the top a control track of synchronising
pulses takes up a small space, while at the bottom
the audio signal is recorded, with narrow guard
bands to prevent interference. Figure 4 shows the
relative dimensions of the recorded tracks as made
on a 60c/s television system. The video recording
is made with the protection of a frequency modulated carrier. This is a common video technique

which eliminates the need, and much of the
complication, of a high frequency recording bias.

Magnetic non -linearity
Readers will recall that magnetic tape is nonlinear, but in a peculiar way which produces a
type of distortion that would defy correction circuits if some way of bringing the recording signal

ments along these lines.

Helical scanning
The compromise system, which enables high
speed-that is high relative head -to -tape speedto be attained while conserving tape length, is to
employ helical scanning. In this system, both tape

and head move, but the head revolves laterally
within a drum across the outer surface of which
the tape is driven helically. The helical scan is
obtained by means of tapered or spaced guides
which cause the tape to move in a diagonal
around the section of the drum with which it is

in contact. This causes the heads to scan diagonal

0.020 in. Control track

0.006
Video

tracks
0.0027in
Guard

track

0.0075in. Guard tracks

0.043 in. Audio track

Fig. 4: Track disposition on the video tape with the
Ampex helical scan technique.
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amplifier
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R.F.

amplifier
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1st
limiter

limiter

.

1V p -p

R.F, out

Video
head

R.F.

Video

R.F.

modulator

switch

sensor

Fig. 5: Block diagram of the video signal circuits, Ampex Model VR6000.

on to a relatively straight portion of the magnetising curve could not be found. High frequency bias

is one method-there are others, but they need

not concern us here. By adjusting the magnitude
of the bias for the recording medium, i.e. to suit
the tape oxide, the relatively straight portions of
the curve can be employed. Because the bias is
at high frequency, the magnetisation produced by
it is self -cancelling. That is, the "magnets" formed

on the tape are of very short wavelength and
immediately

demagnetise themselves.

But this

means that the bias has to be of a frequency some
five times or more that of the highest frequency
signals to be recorded. We can use this technique

record and playback, and can be allowed for by
adjustment of the playback equalisation circuits.

The output from the head on playback is amplified
and equalised before being limited. It is obvious
then that the pre -amplifier circuits must be of the
highest quality or unwanted distortion will ruin the
signal, and no amount of compensation can then
remedy things.
The equalised signal is then passed through the
limiting chain. Remember, this is still a frequency
modulated signal. Interference, and the small variations of tape -to -head contact which result in

to 3Mc/s and more, depending on the system, so

changes of amplitude, can be "chopped" off by
the four stages of limiting and the signal is next
passed to the detector in the usual way. Note,
however, a small refinement to augment this
limiting action. This is the sensing circuit, which
samples the signal level and uses this sample as
a control to clamp the video output section of

Video signal circuits

the head leaves the tape and re-enters the tape

for the relatively narrow bandwidth of audio

signals, employing a bias signal of 60 to 100kc/s,

but the video signal is a very different proposi-

tion, extending as it does from zero frequency (d.c.)
that a different technique is required.

As we can see from Fig. 5, the video signal
to be recorded is applied to a modulator stage
after a bit of shaping, pre -emphasis and sampling
for monitoring and metering, then amplified in
special limiting record amplifiers and finally applied

to the recording head.
Thus the playback signal coming from the head
on replay is a radio frequency signal, and has
to be equalised to compensate for the recording
characteristic before being demodulated. Note that

limiters are again used, just as in a v.h.f./f.m.
radio. It is vital that any amplitude variations, that
would show up as noise, are kept to the utmost
minimum.

A common record/playback video head is used.
This has the advantage that head characteristics,

which can vary with uneven wear and cause

stabilisation problems, will be common to both

the circuit. The clamp is normally set to a mid -grey
level, and the principal reason why this additional
complication was considered necessary was to allow
for the small differences in level that occur when
path with each revolution.
The video output circuits are fairly conventional

except for the inclusion of some strict filtering,
but another refinement is the use of an r.f. modulator. This small piece of equipment, which other
makers are now producing as an extra with
cheaper domestic machines, uses the video signal
to amplitude modulate a carrier which can be
applied to the normal aerial socket of a television
receiver so that this can be used as a monitor.
The modulator can be pre -tuned to any of the
standard broadcast bands.
The bandwidth of the machine described is from
20c/s to 2-5Mc/s, video, with a signal-to-noise ratio

of 40dB. The audio channel, which is not shown
in the block diagram, is a conventional tape record-

ing system used with microphone or line inputs.

The VR6000 has an internal loudspeaktr for moni-
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Fig. 6: Block diagram of the servo circuits used in the Ampex VR6000 video tape recorder.

skip from one track to an

toring. Response of the audio channel is good by
domestic standards, extending to 12kc/s with a

the head tends

Speed control

the video switch in the replay circuit to ensure

signal-to-noise ratio of 46dB.

to

adjacent track as it travels around inside the drum.
Hence the small "jump" in the picture at the
point of changeover. An additional reason, too, for

that the disturbance when the tape begins moving

Speed control is extremely important with a
video machine, where the closeness of the adjacent
video tracks and the need for synchronism to lock

is kept to the minimum.

This disturbance is, in fact, one of the draw-

backs to less ambitious machines, where the settling

ing monitor, or the actual video recorder to the

down time runs into several seconds each time
the machine is switched from record to play, or

in speed plays havoc with the reproduced picture.
For example, the replaying of a still frame may
be noted on some machines accompanied by an
unmistakable judder. Whereas this can be eradi-

Servo system

the timebases of the recording camera or the replayincoming video signal, mean that any small variation

cated on

the very expensive

transverse

scan

machines, it becomes noticeable on helical scan
machines merely because the angle of head travel
relative to the recorded tracks is very slightly different with a moving and with a static tape. Thus

from neutral to either mode.

This need for exact synchronism helps explain

the apparent complexity of the servo system,

roughly shown in block form in Fig. 6 (and this
block diagram is itself a considerable simplification). Note that the servo system is tied entirely

to the action of the drum, with its head drive

motor-not to the capstan. The capstan tape drive
has its own motor which is locked to the mains
frequency all the time. And, in fact, the wow and
flutter figure for the VR6000 is stated to be less
than 0.2 per cent r.m.s. The later CV7000 model
has the better figure of 0.15 per cent.

On record, the field synchronising signal is the
reference. This is taken off at the sync strip and
fed to a pulse amplifier and thence to the comparator stage. From the tachometer head mounted on
the head drum a signal proportional to the drum

rotation is obtained. This signal is used to generate

a ramp waveform whose slope is proportional to
the angular position of the motor (and thus of the
head itself).

The two signals are compared and the error
read off. This again is a simplification, for the
two signals are very dissimilar. The ramp has a
long time -factor in comparison to the field pulse,

which is sharpened to sit in the null points of
the ramp. If, then, the sampling pulse (shaped
Ampex VR3000 lightweight portable video recorder.

field pulse) arrives too soon, it is on the positive
side; and if too late it provides a negative output.

When in step, the pulse is centred, giving zero
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output. The resultant error voltage
is amplified and used to control an
oscillator which drives the motor
through a power amplifier so that
the speed of the motor is directly
related to the control pulse arrival.
On playback, the action is rather
different. The field pulse is also
used on record to provide a control
pulse which is recorded on the
track along the top of the tape (see
Fig. 4). This control signal is
employed
reference.

the
then
delayed by being applied to an
on

playback

as

It is amplified,

adjustable multivibrator, and then
becomes the sampling pulse which
is compared with the tachometer
signals. The delay is made adjustable to allow the operator to align
the video head on the previously
recorded tracks. This is necessary

not only to achieve synchronisation
but also to obtain the best possible
signal-to-noise ratio.

"In the classroom": Ampex videotrainer with monitor.

usual monitoring facilities allow coupling to external
receivers.

For a really portable machine, the VR3000 is

Portable models
The VR7000 is a development of this system
as a portable machine (size 29 x 18 x 15in. and
weight 801b., which in the world of video tape
recorders comes into the "portable" class!). Our
photograph shows a further development of this
machine for classroom work; and this machine,
which contains a video tape recorder, television
camera, 9in. monitor receiver and all the necessary
accessories for closed-circuit television is classed as
a "mobile" machine. It is self-contained and the
monitor is mounted so that it can be elevated and
swivelled for ease of viewing, though of course the

CO -CHANNEL INTERFERENCE
-continued from page 57

but for the best ratio (biggest difference) between

the main station and the co -channel station. This
applies particularly to those viewers living at high
altitudes by the sea.
FILTERS

Readers often ask whether it is possible to filter out the offending co -channel station. The answer
is generally no, because the signals causing the
interference are actually within the passband of
the wanted signal. However, of recent years attention has been given to this problem (on the Band I
channels) by a colleague, C. Bovill, who has developed a filter, based on a design by the Post Office,
for "notching -out" the offending co -channel carrier
without badly affecting the main channel information. This is a "bridge -type" filter with a rejection

ratio in the order of 100 times over a few kc/s

within the vision passband (see Fig. 6). The filter

the latest answer. Our photograph shows the operator shooting an outdoor scene. This pack, which
is a recording machine designed to be played back
through any compatible system, weighs only 351b.
complete with harness. It is a slightly different
class of machine, using a four -head system with
transverse -recording at 15 in./sec. speed, the 8in.
spools giving 20 minutes' recording time. Much
of the circuitry is automatic, allowing the operator
full range -finding and viewing control as with other

types of picture recording devices. The camera
itself is a very special piece of equipment --.-but

more about cameras later.

to be continued
is designed for connecting between the set and the

Band I aerial downlead and then has to be very
carefully adjusted (tuned and balanced) to delete

the co -channel interference.

The author has been conducting a series

of

tests with this filter, since he is located in a good
co -channel interference area (at a high site by the

sea), and some idea of the effectiveness of the

device is given by the untouched off -the -screen
photographs in Fig. 7. Here (a) shows the recep-

tion badly affected by co -channel interference,
while (b) shows what happens as soon as the filter
is connected and adjusted. It is truly remarkable.
Arrangements are in hand to manufacture and

distribute this filter up and down the country to
radio and television dealers, especially in those
areas which suffer most from the disturbance. More

details about this will be published later in these
pages.

In conclusion it should be mentioned that some
of the pictures in Fig. 1 and those in Figs. 5 and
7 are taken from the author's The Practical Aerial

Handbook (Odhams Books Ltd.) which covers TV
aerials, signal propagation, interference and its

suppression and the choice of u.h.f. and other

aerials.

speed

BRITISH sport is being
exported - by television -

to the U.S.A. It all started
tion Football ("Soccer" to you
forces which led to a growing
interest in the game by the
American public (which
means the TV public).

also

It didn't take long for Lew
Grade, head of ATV to detect a
possible new market for filmed
and taped British football games
on American television. These
recordings appeared on some of
the networks, clicked satisfac-

increased to

24
fol-

lowing grounds: (1) projection

with an interest taken in Associa-

and me) by the American fighting

being

frames per second on the

UNDER

NE ill

torily on the audience ratings and
encouraged the spread of the
sport itself. Soccer is fine for
television because it is simple to

would be practically flickerless;
(2) jerking movements in near
subjects

would be

eliminated;

and (3) overall results would be

more realistic.

At this particular time 1906,
flicker in its worst form had been

reduced by adding one or two
equally spaced small blades to

which
usually
the
shutter
revolved in front of the lens,
supplementary to the blade which
covered the movement from

frame to frame of the film in
the gate. The increased num-

ber of phases ironed out a lot of

the flicker.

watch in long shot, lends itself

readily to rapid vision mixing
cuts and the use (with discretion)
of the zoom lens.

Lime light
This reduced the light reach-

ing the screen, which was already

weak - necessitating very light
film prints, known as "limelight" prints. That was an

Zoom Lenses

accurate descriptive name because

After all, the 10 to 1 ratio lens
of, say, 28mm. to 280mm. vari-

from a close shot of the referee
to a wider angle

many travelling fairground film
shows used lime light, a perfect
white illuminant evolved with a
special gas -jet device for spray-

film producers took it up or the
ITA came into existence, the
BBC encouraged the use of the

oxygen and hydrogen (or, sometimes coal -gas) on a lime cone.
It was a fine white light, beauti-

able

focal length

can expand

ing the flame of a mixture of

entire football pitch. Long before

zoom lens, the first really success-

ful example of which was made

THE DIPOLE

fully steady, but there was not

Improvements
enough of it.
were made with a thorium

by Taylor and Hobson of Leicester before the war, had a
4.5 to 1 ratio and was initially
aimed at the film production Persistence of Vision
industry. It didn't at first cut
When I was in New York
much ice in film studios as,

the lime light-but film trans-

motion picture camera

frames per second.

pastel, a kind of lozenge like a

wireless crystal detector gripped
in

a holder in much the same

way. The electric arc superseded

obviously, you don't need many recently I became conscious of port speed on cameras and profootball pitch sized shots in the the absence of flicker when look- jectors remained at 16 frames per
average interior scene. How- ing at pictures on TV monitors second until 1928, when it was
ever, the T.T. & H. Company, at the studio or on television at long last increased to Theodore
world leaders in fixed -focus receivers as compared with the Brown's suggested speed of 24
lenses,

pictures

on

British

television.

soldiered on with zoom lenses This is more noticeable when the
for television cameras of various brilliance is well up and the
types. They have now attained ambient room -light well down.
such an importance that camera The absence of flicker is accountdesigners are beginning to plan able, of course, to the 60c/s

It only goes to show that the

fundamentals of persistence of

vision persist, from the days of
Edison's Kinetoscope, the street

cinematographs and the fairfilm or television cameras around American mains supply com- ground shows of 1906 through
the progress of modern widethese lenses, instead of fixing the pared with our 50c/s supply.
lens on the camera. These British
I was reminded of this phe- screen cinemas and CinemaScope
zoom lenses are not only incor- nomenon when browsing 'over a right up to the flying -spot colour
porated in the design of Mar- volume of The Optical Lantern TV telecines of this day and age.
coni, Pye and E.M.I. television and Kinematograph journal of Interesting, too, to notice that
cameras, but also in TV cameras the year 1906, in which the late some of the fundamental optical
built in other countries. They Theodore Brown wrote an article principles of the twin-lens flying are beginning to be used in film about the then standard speed spot telecine of today were fore-

studios too; not just for zoom- of 35mm. motion picture film- shadowed to some extent in the
ing but as variable focus lenses sixteen frames per second. He flood of patents based upon
in place of the usual turret of put forward a cogent argument optical illusions made possible by
several fixed lenses.
in favour of the film transport persistence of vision. At that
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1906, patent

83

applica-

tions in this field were almost as
numerous as those for perpetual

motion-and almost as featherbrained!

Kinemacolour
Browsing on in Theodore
Brown's 1906 notes on "Possible

Improvements

in

Living

Pictures", I was interested in his
further comments on flicker -

reduction improvement noticeable in the reproduction of colour
motion pictures of the great

Indian Delhi Durbar. It so happens that these spectacular cere-

monial events were photographed

on the Urban -Smith "Kinemacolour"

a

two-colour

photographed

alternately

procesS,

system in which the film frames
were

through magenta and blue-green

filters. The same filters were fitted

to the revolving shutter on the
projector, the appropriate frames

on the black -and -white print being

synchronised in threading up the Left: Kinemacolour Film Camera, 1906. Right: Kinemacolour Film Projector,
film. Wrongly threaded, it would a two-colour filter process using black -and -white negative and prints.
be possible to reproduce a green old black -and -white
Kinema- hadn't arrived and the first primicoloured cow on a red field!
Kinemacolour film cameras, colour print on colour television, tive talking pictures had to rely

made by the Moy and the Vin - played off on a film projector on . the feeble sound from an
ter companies (still very much type of colour telecine equipment Edison -Bell phonograph or a
alive!) were hand -turned at 32 fitted with the necessary two- gramophone below the screen,
synchronised to the distant proframes per second and repro- colour filters on the shutter.
jector with weird and wonderduced on projectors at the same
ful Heath Robinson type electro.
rate. Persistence of vision carried Before their Time
mechanical devices.
over the basic image at this fast
Some of the mole sensible
rate and the two colour separations at 16 frames per second. ideas that were patented in the Early Sound
The great difficulty of the system search for motion pictures sixty
For years, sound amplification
was the large amount of light or more years ago don't seem so
required for exposure on the in- feather -brained after all. In 1906, had to fall back on Brown microsensitive orthochromatic- negative Eugene Lauste patented the phone relays or on compressed
film of that period and the limi- idea of photographing sound on air super -charging into the tone
tations of a two-colour system. the same film as the picture. But arm of a Stentorphone. Some of
It would be interesting to see an thermionic valve amplification the oldest and, at the time, illfated ideas come to life again

STREET CINEMATOCRAPHS
OUfDQOR THEATRE.
Palpable :/;ii
Kage Success !

sooner or later. The original
Edison Peep -hole Kinetoscope

used 35mm. film with four perforations on each side per frame.

Virtually the only difference from
the 1889 Edison gauge to that

of today is in the detailed shape
of the actual perforations. Edison
didn't bother to patent the Kinetoscope

in England or Europe,

so Lumiere in France and Robert

copied
in
England
Paul
it, developed it and turned it
xw

HUGHES' New Pa.terit.

PUN ROTOSCOPE,
As used at fairgrounds-Street Cinematograph of 1897. The audience
viewed through the peepholes shown.

from a peep -hole machine into
one which could project pictures
on to a screen.
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Receivers

No. 139 - BUSH TV135e/MURPHY
V929 series
-continued
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Screen volts
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2V2 sound i.f, amplifier/limiter; 3V7 audio amplifier/output.
IF. unit total current 60mA (405), 80mA (625). Main chassis total current 269mA (405), 286mA (625). E.H.T.
15.5kV. C.R. T. first anode 675V (405), 690V (625); cathode 227V (405), 220V (625).
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Tube removal
First remove the tuner units

as

previously

described and then release the main chassis

as

follows. Remove the volume control knob, slacken
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f eki
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2240.
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the two nuts securing the volume control bracket
and remove the control.
Disconnect the deflection coils plugs and loudspeaker leads. Remove the c.r.t. base socket and
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Fig. 6: Circuit diagram of the line timebase.
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the wire clip and let go the system

Hilt

switch cable from the i.f. unit on the

2R20

left side.
Remove the two 2BA screws secur-

10kfl

ing the top of the main chassis and
and disengage

the wire

clip

and

system switch cable from the under-

dl°v!.:
cathode

Slacken the scan coils assembly clamp
and remove the assembly. Remove
the earthing lead and spring. Remove
the four corner bolts securing the

tube lugs to the cabinet brackets and
lift out the tube.

The receiver unit (i.f. plate, etc.) can
be separately removed from the main
frame. To do this remove the socket
strip and four plugs from the bracket

Rtlb
2R33

3.3k0

100kC1

3RV1O

500k Cl

HT1b

HI.1a

To.Er

heater

2R36

56kfl
625
Contrast
3RV11
500ka

2R38

chain

22k11

40

Contrast
To
251d

and
2Sle
2C29

side of the chassis.
To remove the tube, place the

cabinet face down on a soft surface.

g76

2R34

2R25

0.47FF

slacken the screws (two) securing the

fibre clamps which hold the bottom
of the chassis. Lift out the chassis
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33pF

0'0

8

2

P/S3-I

12- PFL200

Video
amp

0

T.R
820kC1

2R26

5PFL200
Sync
sep.

1211

2021

4700pF

on the rear of the printed panel.
Disconnect the i.f. system switch

operating cable by releasing the wire
clip with the switch
position.

in

1800pF

the 625

Unscrew the two screws securing
the i.f. unit to the main chassis and

carefully withdraw the printed panel.
When replacing note that one of the
securing screws also retains a chassis
connection from the seven -pin socket

2C22
1pF

180(7 on

later

models

2R48

0..47

1200

A.G.0 to 2C8 etc. on vision amplitor

strip.

Setting the presets
A.G.C. Delay: This is for 405 only. This con-

trol is mounted on the i.f. strip (2RV1) and should
be adjusted for freedom from overloading on local
signals, consistent with a grain -free picture.
Interlace: 3RV12 is the interlace control which
only requires adjustment when line pairing is
obvious, i.e., the line structure is coarse and

objectionable. Check effect on both systems and
readjust if necessary.
Line Stabilising: 3RV3 is the stabilising control
and is set during production. It should only be

reset when line output components are replaced.

The following procedure is advised.

Set height control for correct height on a test
card. Reset 3RV3 for correct line scan amplitude
so that the centre ring of the test card is circular
(ignore the sides). Some side overlap (5-7%) is
necessary.

This setting should result in a first anode voltage
(boost line is higher) of 690V at pin 3 of the c.r.t.
base.

Focus: The focus flylead is connected to whichever clip on the lower of the c.r.t. base panel
gives optimum focus.

2V4 PFL200
This is the video amplifier -sync separator valve
2V4. Due to the reduced cathode bias when

working on 625 this valve can show many fault
symptoms when working on this standard but
few, if any, when working on 405.
Typical symptoms are weak sync, overlight

Fig. 7: Video amplifier and sync separator stages.

picture lacking contrast and dark and light bars
across the screen denoting poor heater -cathode
insulation.

Stubborn cases of weak sync may respond to a

251zF

electrolytic wired across the 101tfl 2R20

(negative to pin 9), deleting the 1p.F to chassis.

Other possible component changes to improve gain

are indicated on the relevant diagrams and in the
modifications list below.

Line hold
If line hold trouble is experienced first change
the PCF80 line oscillator. If the trouble persists
check the discriminator diodes, changing them as
indicated on the circuit.
If the line hold is way off check 3C4 which may
be shorted. Use only a high voltage component
for replacement since it is subject to pulse voltages.

Narrow picture
A picture which lacks width normally calls
attention to the PL36 line output valve 3V2.

E. H. T Rectifier
The e.h.t. rectifier is a DY87 which occasionally

suffers from an o/c heater, thus producing a "no
raster" condition even though the whistle is fully
audible on 405 standard. Check the heater pins
for corrosion.

-continued on page 86

COLOUR IS

cumin'

A SHORT BASIC COURSE ON COLOUR TV FOR
THE TECHNICIAN AND AMATEUR ENTHUSIAST

by

A.G.PRIESTIE

PART 6 - COMPLETE PAL RECEIVER
IT is now time to discuss the make-up of a

complete PAL colour receiver and to see how
it differs from an ordinary monochrome one.
Because this is the point: a colour receiver is not
a completely different piece of electronic apparatus.

It is a monochrome receiver with extra circuits
added to provide the colour information, together
with certain auxiliary functions. Of course there
are numerous differences in circuit detail and
performance specification, but in this series of
articles we are thinking in terms of general principles and discussing the functions of the various
groups of circuits that comprise our basic building bricks. Let us continue this theme, and avoid
the temptation to confuse the issue by exploring all
sorts of interesting pieces of circuitry which are

monochrome receiver practice in their performance
requirements and supplementary functions.

TUNER UNIT
Most colour receivers coming on to the British
market during the next year or so are likely to be

dual -standard models fitted with an integrated

tuner. That is to say the tuner will handle all
channels in Bands I, III, IV and V with band-

widths suitable for 405- and 625 -line transmissions,
as appropriate. Two coaxial inputs will be provided
for separate v.h.f. and u.h.f. aerials.

circuits are shown dotted: take them away and

So far the requirements are exactly similar to
those of a monochrome receiver, but for colour
reception a higher degree of oscillator stability
is called for. This is because the chrominance
passband is much narrower than the luminance
one, and so an amount of r.f. detuning which is
reasonably acceptable on monochrome may well
cause an almost total loss of colour information.
The total detuning produced after correct initial
setting is the sum of the tuner oscillator drift

as far as it goes and it helps to put things in

plus errors caused by inaccuracies of the tuner
push button resetting mechanism if this kind of

in any case much easier to sort out once the

operation of the receiver as a whole is understood.
Figure 27 shows a simplified block diagram of a
colour receiver. We have omitted such details as
dual -standard switching, a.g.c., controls of all kinds,
and have simplified the c.r.t. electrode structure.
Notice that the chrominance and convergence
you are left with an ordinary monochrome receiver.
Of course this is an over simplification, but it is true

perspective and to remove some of the "mystique"
surrounding colour TV.
The chrominance and convergence circuits are
described in separate articles in this series so we
will regard them as electronic "black boxes" and
content ourselves with summarising their functions.
The chrominance circuits accept the PAL colour
signal, process it, and provide the three R-Y,

B-Y and G-Y colour -difference output signals
at a high level for driving the grids of the c.r.t.
This is the information which, when added to the
luminance signal (i.e. black -and -white or brightness information) at the cathodes of the three
guns provides effective R, G and B drive voltages.

These in turn give red, green and blue light outputs in the same proportions as those seen by the

TV camera, and hence a true colour picture.
The convergence circuits provide current waveforms to the convergence yoke, and are adjusted so
that the three electron beams in the c.r.t. all arrive

at a single point anywhere on the shadow mask.
This ensures correct registration of the three indi-

vidual red, green and blue colour pictures.
We will now discuss each of the blocks of Fig. 27

in turn and see how they differ from ordinary

due to heat, ageing, and changes in mains voltage,
device is used. Some manufacturers are overcoming

tuning errors by using a.f.c. at added cost and

complexity. Another approach is to fit some kind of

visual tuning indicator so that the customer can
easily re -tune his receiver when necessary.

I.F. STRIP
Here again little difference will be found in the
early circuit stages of most dual -standard i.f. strips.

Transistors will probably be used in nearly

all

designs and the i.f. response curves will be much
the same. The 405 -line sound take -off, sound i.f.

not be
f.m. sound may be extracted from any one of
amplification and

a.m. detection need

affected by colour requirements, but the 625 -line
several different circuits. The main divergence from
monochrome practice is in the various possible
detector arrangements which enable separate
luminance, chrominance and f.m. intercarrier

sound outputs to be extracted. The overall i.f.
response will depend upon how these three outputs
are obtained.

At this point we have to begin to generalise.
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Fig. 27: Simplified block diagram of a colour receiver, omitting dual -standard switching, a.g.c. circuitry, all controls
and the grey -scale tracking circuits.

because it would be difficult, and confusing, to list
all the possible circuit configurations likely to be
met in practice, although the circuit techniques
involved are quite straightforward. Let us first

summarise the requirements for 625 -line operation.

The response at the input to the luminance

output

stage needs to be much the same
in a monochrome receiver, but with
substantial attenuation in the region of the
decoder reference oscillator frequency to avoid
as

unpleasant 4-43 Mc/s patterning on the picture
in areas of high saturation. The chrominance

circuits need, ideally, a flat response extending about

1Mc/s above and below the subcarrier frequency.
Suitable luminance and chrominance i.f. responses
are shown in Fig. 28, together with a normal 405 line i.f. response. Bear in mind also that the 625 sound ledge in the luminance channel must have
high attenuation in order to avoid a 1.6Mc/s sound/
colour subcarrier pattern which has an unpleasant

appearance on the picture. The intercarrier f.m.
sound can be extracted conventionally.

A quick look at Fig. 28 seems to indicate that

separate luminance and chrominance detectors are
needed, possibly fed from separate i.f. stages. In
fact this technique has been used on some NTSC
receivers. It has the advantage that it is easier to
obtain the good phase response that is so important if good colour performance is to be achieved.
However, there is one circumstance which makes

this unnecessary, the fact that the PAL system
has a certain inherent robustness, particularly if a
delay line is used in the decoder, which enables
liberties to be taken in the i.f. and detector stages.
In practice it is quite possible to use a single vision
detector from which chrominance and both 405 and 625 -luminance outputs can be obtained from
a

compromise i.f. response. The only penalty is that

the r.f. tuning becomes a little critical, but good
overall performance can still be obtained. A possible approach to the problem is illustrated in Fig.
29, together with the coupling arrangements to
the luminance output stage. The requirements for
adjacent channel sound and vision rejection are
the same as in a monochrome receiver.

LUMINANCE OUTPUT STAGE
This stage has to accept switched 405- and 625 line luminance signals, both in the same polarity.
The 405 -line case presents no new problems, but
on 625 -line operation a special requirement has to
be met. This arises from the fact that if you pass

a signal through a tuned circuit, or a series of
tuned circuits, it will be delayed by a time interval
inversely dependent upon the bandwidth. Now the
chrominance carrier has a usable bandwidth of
about +1Mc/s, whereas the luminance signal has

a bandwidth in excess of 4Mc/s. Other things

being equal, the colour -difference information would

arrive at the picture several millimetres after the
luminance information to which it relates.

To correct this state of affairs a delay of about

0.614S

has

to

be

introduced

in

the 625 -line

luminance channel, and this is done by means of
a delay line. It usually takes the form of a piece of
spirally wound coaxial cable specially designed for
the purpose, or a bobbin with a single layer wind-

ing or a printed conducting pattern. This luminance delay line should not be confused with the

PAL decoder delay line which serves an altogether
different purpose.

The luminance delay line commonly has a
characteristic impedance of 1-3ka, and must be
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(a)
Fig. 28 (a) Suitable chrominance response for a separate
chrominance detector. (b) 405 -line response and a 625

compromise response using

a

Mcys

t
33.5 34.65 354
625 405 Colour

single chrominancel

Sound Lum.

38.15 39.5
405 625
Sound

Luminance

luminance detector.

(b)

carefully terminated to avoid reflections up and

Another problem concerns d.c. coupling to the
cathodes of the c.r.t. If the d.c. component of
the signal is not well maintained the black areas

down the line which would cause ringing effects on
the picture.

The maximum peak beam current in a shadow
mask c.r.t. is about 7mA, and a luminance drive of
about 100V peak -to -peak is needed at the cathode.
Add the sync pulses and the total signal excursion
becomes about 130V p -p. This is much more than

in the case of a monochrome c.r.t. and of course
the extra capacitive load of three cathodes in

parallel together with sundry associated components
and wiring complicates the problem still further.

It calls for a high slope pentode with an anode
dissipation of at least 5W in order to allow for
end -of -life conditions.

Due to problems in connection with grey -scale
tracking which are discussed in another article
in this series, brightness control may have to be

obtained by varying the anode voltage corresponding to black level. This can be done by a d.c. control
of the effective

grid bias operating point. The

of a picture will change depending upon the amount
of bright highlights present. We have grown
accustomed to this on dual -standard monochrome

receivers, but on colour pictures it has a bad
effect. This indicates that mean -level a.g.c. is rather
unsatisfactory on 625 -line operation in a colour
receiver, although it may be adequate on 405 lines.
We have now compiled quite an impressive list
of interdependent requirements in the signal channel between the luminance detector and the

cathodes of the c.r.t. They are summarised in the
block diagram of Fig. 29. The only basically new
technique not found in monochrome receivers is

the introduction of a luminance delay line, together
with the problems of its correct termination at all
frequencies in the passband.
The design of the luminance output signal channel is a neat example of true engineering. None of

anode voltage swing used
for brightness control has

to be added on to the

mentioned
the
so
requirements become still
more stringent.

625
Sound*

swing
above,
and
130V

At some point between
the luminance detector

output and the cathodes
of the c.r.t. sync pulses
have to be extracted and
fed to the sync separator.

If they are taken off
before the output stage
some crushing can be
allowed at the c.r.t.

cathodes, which eases the
luminance output prob-

lem, but the sync pulses
are at a low level at the
sync separator.

(Luminance
delay
line

C.RT.

cathodes

Matching

06)JS
Common

IF

Detector

625

Phase

splitter

Chroma

take -off

Luminance

output

3.5 Mcfs
trap

High-pass
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To lift chrome response. -
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Chroma

Sync
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take -off

Fig. 29: A possible means of extracting luminance and chrominance information using
a single detector, with suitable coupling arrangements to the luminance output stage.
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individual problems are very difficult, but to
produce an overall design which meets all the
the

electrical

requirements

and

yet

is

economic,

efficient, simple and reliable is no mean under-

taking.

A.G.C.
We have just mentioned the importance of main-

taining good d.c. coupling to the c.r.t. This can

be done either by using 100% d.c. coupling at every
stage between the luminance detector and the c.r.t.
cathodes, or by using a.c. coupling followed by d.c.
restoration at the luminance output stage. However,

most of this comes to nought if we use mean -

level a.g.c., because the black level will change with
picture content.

This means that on 625 -line operation colour
receivers should have proper gated a.g.c., which
measures the peak carrier amplitude, or a "sync
tip" system which in effect measures the height

of the sync pulses. A full dual -standard gated
a.g.c. system is a difficult circuit to engineer, for
one thing because of the considerable system
switching needed. Consequently some receivers are

likely to use some form of mean -level a.g.c. on
405 -line operation in the interests of simplicity,
cheapness and reliability. This has been common
practice in the U.S.A.

FIELD SYNCHRONISATION
The basic synchronisation requirements of a

colour receiver are the same as those in a monochrome one, but as in all the other building bricks
of the block diagram of Fig. 27 there are one or
two extra features or points of special interest which
are worthy of discussion.

In the case of the field timebase the quality

of synchronisation needed differs little from normal
practice. However, there is one alleviating cir-

cumstance and one additional hazard. Due to the
relatively large spot size of a shadow mask c.r.t.,
caused by the addition of three separate electronic
beams with a high total current, it is not easy to
see small amounts of imperfect interlace. The
same amount of imperfection on a normal 19 or 23 -in. monochrome c.r.t. would be easily visible.
So,

if needs be, there can be a slight lowering

of standards without loss to the viewer.

The hazard consists of the extra amount of line
flyback pulses which may get fed back to the field
oscillator and thus cause interlace problems. Due
to the large diameter of the neck of the three -gun

c.r.t., and the consequent bulk of the deflection
yoke, a considerable stray leakage field exists which

will cause line pulses to be coupled into the field
deflection coils, and also to be picked up on the
wiring. These will tend to be fed back to the field
oscillator either via the field output stage and

linearity feedback network, or else directly via

sync connections. A further feedback mechanism
exists if a transductor is used with line and field
scan current coupling to provide raster correction
at the top and bottom of the picture. Here of course
a direct path is provided for line flyback pulses to
reach the field timebase.

Undoubtedly a problem exists, and a number of
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unobtrusive features will probably be found on colour receivers which have not so far been needed on
their monochrome counterparts.

LINE SYNCHRONISATION
Line timebase synchronisation presents rather

problems. The PAL decoder needs a
number of keying, gating and trigger pulses at
line rate. If line sync pulses are used for this purdifferent

pose they must have a high degree of immunity to

random noise or interference in order to obtain
satisfactory keying, etc. under fringe conditions.
This suggests that special line sync processing

must be provided in the form of clippers or ringing
circuits, or even noise -cancelling arrangements.
If, on the other hand, line flyback pulses, which

contain no noise, are used, the line sync and

oscillator circuits must be designed so that virtually

no picture movement occurs with change of line
hold control setting. If this is not done the timing

of the keying and gating pulses in the decoder
will vary, and poor colour performance may be- the
result.

It is likely that all commercial colour receivers
will use flywheel -sync controlled line oscillators,

and it will be interesting to see how the various
designers tackle the problems of obtaining good
sync.

FIELD TIMEBASE
The choice of field oscillator may well be largely

determined by the interlace problems mentioned
earlier. There are a number of possibilities and
we shall just have to wait and see what turns up.
The output stage presents few problems except

that more scanning power is needed, and so a
buffer valve (or transistor) may be used. More
care must also be taken over linearity in order

to avoid convergence problems. For the same reason
it is desirable to achieve good stability of the scan-

ning current from which the convergence control
currents are derived. It is possible that a stabilised
output stage will be used in some cases.

LINE OUTPUT STAGE
There are two major differences in the require-

ments of the line output stage when compared
with monochrome practice. Although the basic
scanning technique can be the same, the power
requirements are greatly increased. In an all -valve
circuit the total h.t. drain may be of the order of
100W. Consider the e.h.t. If the c.r.t. mean beam
current is 1.3mA at 25kV, this represents a power
dissipation of 32.5W without including the losses.
When you include the scanning energy, e.h.t. and
focus diode heater power, core and copper losses,
boost h.t. drain, line convergence control current
drain and sundry line pulse feeds you get a pretty
formidible total. Pity the poor designer!

The other important point concerns the e.h.t.
This must be maintained at a nearly constant
voltage in order to avoid changes in the quality
of convergence with changes of beam current,

caused by varying picture content or different settings of the brightness or contrast controls.

E.1-131
rectiftere
diode

+ve

lb
Epy.

beam

Increase of CR:r.

current

current causes
negative voltage
on the grid which
reduces current
in shunt
stabiliser

to C.R.T.

la= 1.3 mA.

Shunt

stabiliser
Set for 1.3 mA

current =0mA

1%1

stabiliser circuit which
maintains a constant e.h.t. current drain, and hence a

Fig. 30: Typical triode shun

constant e.h.t. voltage.

One way of overcoming the problem is to use
high voltage silicon e.h.t. rectifiers in a voltage
trippler circuit. This gives good e.h.t. regulationi.e. little change of e.h.t. with change of c.r.t. beam
current. Another solution which has been almost

universal practice in the past is to add a shunt
stabiliser to the e.h.t. line as shown in Fig. 30.
This maintains a constant e.h.t. current drain of
the order of 1.3mA. If the c.r.t. is not drawing any
beam current, 1.3mA flows through the shunt
stabiliser. If on the other hand the c.r.t. draws
1.3mA, the shunt stabiliser is cut off by the control

circuit. Between these extremes the current is

shared between both loads to give the same total
drain, and therefore a constant e.h.t. Other features
of the line output stage will normally include v.d.r.
stabilisation and a source of 4-5kV for the
common c.r.t. focus electrode.

There are a number of subsidiary circuits and
problems omitted from the block diagram of Fig.
27 in the interests of clarity. Some of these are
mentioned in other articles of this series, but let
us list briefly

a

instantaneous peak current on flashover is shunted
safely to chassis without causing any damage whatever. Due to the high currents, and the inevitable
inductance of the earth connections, the earthing
arrangements are critical and once established they
must not be altered. (Warning to service engineers!)

Perhaps another warning

lb =1.3 mA,
Ia =0 mA.

Ib=0 mA,

with C.RT.
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few remaining items here.

is

timely here. On

monochrome receivers 18kV will give you a nasty
surprise and scorch your finger. On colour receivers
with 25kV and much more stored energy the e.h.t.
is dangerous. Do not touch!

VALVES OR TRANSISTORS?
The choice between valves and transistors, or
a mixture of both, is not an issue of primary
importance to the viewer. The choice is made on
the basis of engineering considerations such as
circuit cost; the ease of fitting groups of circuits
together; heat; space; design know-how; established
production techniques; problems of h.t. and l.t.
supplies; company policy and the like. The allimportant point is the quality of the engineering
that is built into the complete product.

MAINS SUPPLIES
The power consumption of a dual -standard
colour receiver is likely to be about 400 watts.
Normal a.c./d.c. technique is suitable for the h.t.
line, which will probably be of the order of 280V
in order to ease line scanning problems. Separate
l.t. supplies will be needed for transistor circuits,
and in some cases these will be v.d.r. stabilised.

PICTURE CENTRING
Due to the presence of extra magnetic fields
around the neck of the c.r.t. to control purity and
convergence it is not practicable to use centring
magnets without upsetting purity and convergence. As a result, centring is achieved by passing
d.c. currents through the field and line deflection
coils, these currents being controlled by wirewound
potentiometers. The control action is much easier
than in the case of centring rings.

X-RAY RADIATION
U.R.T. FLASHOVER
Ordinary monochrome c.r.t.s operated at final

anode voltages of the order of 18-20kV arc prone to
the occasional interelectrode flashover. Accordingly,
simple circuit precautions are taken to prevent
damage to components in the electrode circuits, and
all that happens is that a sharp "crack" occurs from
time to time.

In the case of colour c.r.t.s with a final anode
voltage of 25kV and a much larger amount of
stored energy the problem is more difficult, because
the operating characteristics of the three guns may
be slightly altered by a flashover, causing changes
to grey -scale tracking and convergence, in addition
to damage to various components. It is normal

practice to fit spark gaps from the focus and first
anode electrodes to chassis so that the vegy large

Because of the high e.h.t. voltage that has to

be provided a small amount of X-ray radiation will

be emitted from the screen of the c.r.t. and from
the e.h.t. diode and shunt stabiliser triode (if these
are used). However, it can be stated with confidence that all receivers will be absolutely safe in
the hands of the general public, and also during

normal servicing operations provided the line transformer screening can is not removed. Withaut this

screening, and under certain fault conditions, the
X-ray radiation is increased and common sense
indicates that precautions may be advisable in
certain cases. Reference should be made to the
manufacturer's service manual to find out whether
any safety routine is recommended.

To be continued

IN an unusual but efficient u.h.f. aerial which
is widely used on the Continent the active

element takes the form of a helix the construction of which is well within the capabilities of the
-

amateur. The design given in this article is for
an indoor or loft aerial as it was felt that an out-

door array called for constructional details outside
the scope of the average experimenter..

It is not impossible for an outdoor array to be
devised but it should be pointed out that for

between good and bad reception. It has also been

found that the highest point available is not
always the best: it all depends on whether the
received signal is in -phase or out of phase.
From these remarks it will be gathered that

extra time spent on positioning the aerial by trial
and error can be well repaid. In siting loft aerials
particular attention should be paid to the position
of the aerial relative to service pipes and water

tanks, and during the selection of a suitable position

for the aerial it should be ascertained that both

sound and vision are equally well received. Cases

have been known where the aerial had to be

tilted several degrees from the horizontal to

receive both sound and vision due to phase shift.

HELICAL

Feeder
Before

proceeding to

constructional details

attention must be drawn to the type of feeder
used for connecting the aerial to the receiver. It
is well known that as frequency increases so do
losses in associated equipment. This is particularly
true at u.h.f., so it is of paramount importance that
super low -loss feeder is used. The type to use is the
air -cored variety and is available from most television dealers. If standard co -ax such as is used for
Bands I and III is used, the loss in the feeder will
probably reduce the received signal below usable
level.

Gain
The gain of a helical aerial is governed largely
by the number of turns in the helix and varies
from 9dB for four turns to 15dB for nine turns.
This represents gains of approximately 3 and 5.5
respectively. The diameter of the turns and spacing with relation to the frequency for which it is
designed all contribute to the final gain as does
the angle of the turns to the horizontal. The

r

reflector increases the front -to -back pick-up ratio
in the interests of reducing interference from
sources behind the aerial.

Matching

AIRI

JOHN D. BENSON

outdoor aerials the factors of windage and weight
must be taken into account. If the present design
is used for outdoor erection the woodwork supporting the helix should be lightened by drilling
large holes along its length and the wooden frame-

work must also be impregnated or varnished to

provide protection against, the weather.
The positioning of u.h.f. aerials is critical whether

indoor or outdoor. Very often variations of the
site by a matter of inches can mean the difference

The impedance of a helical aerial of the type
we are discussing is approximately 120f2, so it
is necessary to introduce a means of matching this
impedance to the nominal 75f2 feeder impedance.
A simple quarter -wave matching section has been
included in the design.

Construction
For indoor use, where weight is not important,
the helix is constructed of ,-in. (outside diameter)
copper tubing; this makes joining easier. For outdoor use aluminium tubing could be used in which

to protect them
against the weather, are advised. Having decided

case bolted joints, varnished

on the number of turns for the helix the length
of tubing required can be calculated and two

courses are open to the constructor. Either he can
have the helix made for him by a friendly plumber
or he can follow the instructions given for home
construction.
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Angle of turn (towards transmitter)

15

73

Copper tubing,1/4" outside diameter
Length of each turn
=1), (Wavelength)

Plywood

17% = 4-40 (London)

reflector
With toil --ion front

= 1.74 x 0.85
(Velocity factor)

Lace

-...

Length of turn .1.4790 feet, gives

0.25 X 'd
Approx 4.5"for London

Approx. 2.0' for London

approx. 5.6" outside diameter

Impedance = 1200 approx.

Rear face

Front face
Number of turns

Contact
to toil on
front fWe

Tin foil
or
fine mesh
wire

Solder
ends of
tubes

together

Matching
impedance

= 14.25dB= x 5.1

gauze

9 = 15.0dB= x 5.6

on front

0.85 transf

face of

(see
details
below)

Gain

4 = 9.0 d9-= x 213
5 = 11.0dB= x 3.5
6 = 13.0 dB= x 4.5
7 = 13.5dB= x 5.0

reflector
5.25"

1/4 dia.

tubes

Wood

l' between
centres
75 n coax

thick

of

Paris

wood
block

Shape of
,plywood former
for helix
(see below)

0.85)s

Approx

Plaster

spigot
(See text)

1/2

18"for London

Reflector board (14 plywood)
Height
according
to number_

Former to support helix (2 off)
Plywood

W = Inside diameter,
of =.4PxPtr)°x.

of turns
in helix

Cylinder of
thin cardboard
orBristolboard

Approx.5i'dia,
for London

L= Number of turns + 3"

Mandrel for winding helix

Vertical

Plywood former
supporting helix
aerial

halt of
former

. Tin foil or

fine mesh gauze

inscribed

to locate

turns at
correct
angle

Matching impedance transformer details
Z = 1277c 2c1 = V750 x 12011 = 950 approx.
9511 using 14 copper tubing 0257 long = l'spacing

0.25n copper tubes for matching = 246

570
5.25"long

(London)

Complete constructional details of the Helical Aerial.

Connection to
matching

transformer
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From the measurements given it will be seen that

the diameter of each turn is 0.31 x wavelength
which for the London mid -band frequencies is
approximately 51in. The length of each turn is a
wavelength. Allowing for the rube diameter a

IN
NEXT MONTH

on

Practical

thin cardboard the diameter required, and

TELEVISION

mandrel of

about 5in.

will

be

required

which to form the helix. If a suitable object
cannot be found in the workshop or house a
former can be made by first making a cylinder
of

then filling the centre of this with plaster of Paris,
having first inserted a wooden spigot in the centre

to enable the former to be held in a vice whilst
winding the helix. To prevent the tube kinking

U.H.F.

whilst being bent the tube should be filled with fine

silver sand well tamped down and then plugged.
After forming the helix the plugs can be removed

PREAMPLIFIER

and the sand shaken out. For outdoor use the

tubing should be plugged after the sand has been

removed, to prevent the ingress of rain.

The helix is supported by an X-shaped wooden
former made from Sin. or Sin. laminated board.
A thinner section wood could be used but, if so,

care must be taken with anchoring the turns of

the helix to prevent splitting the laminated board.

At the present time, there exist on the
surplus component market, inexpensive transistor u.h.f. tuners. This article deals with the
conversion to a u.h.f. preamplifier, and they
should provide a very useful addition for the
experimenter and TV DXer.

It will be seen that the turns of the helix are

inclined 15° from the vertical; this is important.
The 1Y incline reduces the internal bore of the

VIDEO CIRCUIT
EXPERIMENTS

helix. The turns of the helix have also to be

separated so that the distance between turns, centre
to centre, equals 0.25 x wavelength. The helix can
he adjusted for distance between turns and angle,

and from it the exact size of the former can be
determined. Before fixing turns to the former,

Many of the components associated with the

video output valve have an effect on the

read the installation notes at the end of this article.

frequency response of the stage. This gives the
experimenter the chance to vary the character-

passes through a Sin. rubber grommet or alternately through the wood, making sure that the foil
with which the reflector is covered does not make

istics to achieve different results.

At the reflector end of the aerial the tubing

In calculating the dimensions of the helix the

SERVICING WITH A
NEON TESTER

of the dimensions used (it will also hold good
for other diameters of tubing). The quarter -wave
matching section is made of the same tubing as

A pocket neon tester can be extremely useful
in diagnosing faults. Its uses are obviously
limited, but it is surprising how unmerous the
tests that are possible with its aid.

the formula shown with the drawings. The spactig of the matching stubs for all frequencies is

Colour is Here

contact with the tubing.

formula (984 x 0.85)/f (Mc/s) was used; this gives
the measurements in feet. The factor 0.85 is the
velocity factor which must be included for tubing

that used for the helix and is calculated from
n.

The reflector is quite straightforward being made
of light plywood covered on one side, that nearest

the helix, with tin foil or fine mesh gauze. The
matching section is fastened to the reflector on a
block of wood which is in turn glued or screwed

!

To

launch

the

introduction of the new colour programmes,
details on the new BBC Test Card F are given
in relation to the setting up of receivers.

ORDER YOUR COPY ON THE FORM BELOW

to the reflector on the side behind the helix.

TO

(Name of Newsagent)

Matching section
One tube of the matching section is soldered to
the helix, the other being soldered to a lead which
passes through the reflector board and is connected

to the tin foil by a nut and bolt. The free end
of the matching tube connected to the helix is
soldered to the inner of the co -ax cable; the
other matching tube free end is soldered to the
outer braid of the co -ax. If the aerial is mounted

-continued on page 80

reserveldeliver the DECEMBER issue
of PRACTICAL TELEVISION (21-), on sale

Please

November 24th and continue every month until
further notice.
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ADDRESS

TRADE NEWS TRADE
N EWS TRADE NEWS
TRADE NEWS TRADE
N EWS TRADE NEWS
NEW ZENERS FROM MOTOROLA

NEW series of -1--W Surmetic "20" zener
diodies is available from Motorola Semicon-

By rotating each peg, the gripping surface may
be brought into contact with the contour of each
tool. The design of the peg, and the spacing of
the holes, is such that a vast number of differing
shapes and sizes of tools can be accommodated.
A complete complement of electronic tools,
essential for modern service practice, is being made
available separately at £15 10s. net.

NEW B.L.P. SCOPE FOR COLOUR TV

Wembley, Middlesex.

NEW instrument to simplify the work of
engineers setting up colour TV receivers has
been introduced by Philips. Called the Philips
B.L.P. Scope (Beam Landing Pattern Scope), it is
basically a periscope and microscope combined

with normal mounting conditions, they have
demonstrated excellent failure resistance when
overstressed in 1 -watt, 1,000 hour testing. All units

landing pattern in relation to the phosphor mosaic

ductor Products Inc., York House, Empire Way,

Priced as low as 4s. Id. (10% tolerance, 100 up),
the IN5221-81 devices cover a zener voltage span
of 2.4 to 200 volts and, although rated at -1-watt

are 100% oscilloscope tested and characterised at

and enables the engineer to observe the beam
on the cathode ray tube at x 30 magnification.

The image is viewed from the back of the set,
allowing the engineer to adjust the controls there
and observe simultaneously the effect on the pattern produced by control adjustments. This rear viewing facility eliminates the need for repeated

movement of the engineer between screen and
controls or the use of two engineers to adjust and

inspect the dot pattern.
Other features of the Philips B.L.P. Scope, priced
at £25 net trade, include: a built-in battery operated light to illuminate the mosaic; adjustable

height, which permits the viewing of all parts of
the cathode ray tube and use of the Scope with a
variety of cabinet styles; excellent colour -corrected

optics, giving a sharply -defined image; and the
elimination of focus controls.
It is available from Amalgamated Electric
Services Ltd., Waddon Factory Estate, Croydon.

six critical points including temperature coefficient,
and have a 10 -watt surge rating. All devices above
14 volts have a leakage current typically less than
100 nanoamperes.
High -temperature and high -humidity operation
is possible as a result of flame and distortion
resistant plastic DO -7 packaging. The 200 deg. C.
operating temperature and the excellent results of
repeated 50 -day moisture resistance tests (5 times

PRACTICAL WIRELESS DECEMBER 1967

BUILD THIS LOW COST HI-FI Part 1
Full how -to -build instructions for this basic hi-fi
amplifier, with an input sensitivity of 3mV and an out-

put of 1 watt 30-50,000 c/s, are included in the
December PRACTICAL WIRELESS. A suitable pre amp and a companion power amplifier, giving 5 or 15
watts into 15 or 3 ohms respectively will follow on in

the exposure required for standard mil -type case
integrity tests), offer high design confidence for
severe environments. The leads are readily

this series.

All special requirements, such as non-standard
voltages, matched sets, double anode clippers, and

planar transistors.
Repairing Moving Coil Meters Discusses typical faults
and their remedies.

solderable and weldable.

tight -tolerance types can be supplied.

k

NUMBER of new

products,

including an entirely new Tool Case priced
at 8 gns. net, and new forms of storage packs for
standard replacement electronic components, are
announced by Philips.
The case itself is moulded from almost unbreak-

able charcoal grey polypropylene, with a moulded
handle and four lockable satin -finish catches. An
extremely

flexible

tool

retention

system

is

employed: two leaves, each containing a moulded
grey polythene base pierced with hundreds of holes,
allows

for

the

insertion of specially -designed

eccentric red polypropylene pegs. A skeleton out-

line of each tool to be retained is made with a
small number of these pegs.

Midget Transistor Transmitter using only 2 silicon

ON SALE NOVEMBER 3rd

SERVICE AID PRODUCTS FROM PHILIPS
service aid

- plus -

I.C. f.m. Tuner built on a printed circuit board.

WHAT'S THAT ?
TWO FUZZ BOXES!

You remember those gorgeous gold units
at the R.S.G.B. Exhibition
AND a 2 -tone YODELLER
AND a WATER LEVEL ALARM
PLUS a surprise feature we know you will
like in PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS
November issue on sale now

Other equipment in the apparatus room is the
actual

vision

mixing

unit

and

all

electronic

apparatus for the studio. After pfocessing in the

C.C.U., three vision outputs are fed (1) to the vision
mixing unit, (2) to monitors stacked in the

various control rooms and (3) for previews at
various pluggable monitor points (see Fig. 4).

Vision Mixing
Vision mixing units (usually called vision mixers,

TODAY

not to be confused with the person who operates
the unit, who is also called a vision mixer) are
usually remote controlled from a control panel in
the production control room, the actual mixing
and cutting being performed in the apparatus
room. Vision mixing units allow the selection of
one (or more) cameras by switching (called cutting),

dissolving or mixing (fading one camera out and
another in simultaneously), or by wiping. Wiping
is a particular form of special effect usually called

M. D. BENEDICT

inlay, this being a method of achieving a com-

IN this country over 100 television studios are
operated by more than 20 different companies

derived from a camera in other cases. With a

PART 3

for many different uses. Obviously these studios

will differ in many respects, but in this article a

typical studio is examined.
Almost every aspect of a television studio design
is unusual. Even the floor is special. It is smoother
and more level than a billiard table, usually being
made of special tiles not unlike linoleum in texture,
laid on several feet of concrete base. The studio is
usually very high with many beams to carry hang-

ing scenery and lighting equipment. In fact, the
usual ratio is around two units high to three units
broad to four units long, so that a studio 100ft.
long will be over 50ft. high. It is common to
have a false ceiling of catwalks in order to enable

the lighting equipment to be reached and to facilitate erection of hanging scenery. Large doors have

to be able to accommodate huge vehicles or tall
scenery flats, yet still provide a high degree of

sound insulation from outside noises. The heat of
the lights means that complex air conditioning is
necessary, and this must be completely silent. When
these initial requirements have been met, the
ancillary rooms must be considered.

Foremost in importance is the production control room, sometimes called the gallery. Next to
this, on either side, is the sound control room,
where the sound is balanced and mixed, and the
vision control room, where the lighting supervisor
and vision engineer operate. The camera control
units are to be found in the apparatus room, often

posite picture from two sources by switching from
one camera to another within the picture. Where
this switching occurs is determined by a signal
generated electronically in the case of a wipe, or

wipe the switching point occurs at a horizontal,
vertical or diagonal line, or a square or circle, as
well as other geometric patterns. The position of
the line and the size of the patterns can be varied
by a control on the vision mixing panel. With a
typical wipe, a vertical transition line would move

from one side across the screen, until the new
picture is completely revealed.
These effects are usually controlled from a vision

mixing unit panel mounted in the production control room desk. On this panel are mounted rows of

push buttons and special levers called quadrant
faders. Depressing a push button selects the corresponding camera, telecine, video tape recorder
or outside broadcast by cutting. The quadrant
faders, a form of potentiometer, control the signal
level of each source in a similar manner to volume
controls in audio, and so control the mixing and
superimpositioning of each source.
Early vision mixers featured a row of cut buttons

above a row of faders, the output of these cut
buttons being selected when cutting and the output
of the faders when mixing or superimposing.

Modern studio mixers favour a smaller mixer in
which 8-10 channels are combined, but this forms
only part of the complete vision mixing unit. Two
banks, as these mixers are now called, are fed to a
two or three channel combining mixer which can
cut or mix between the complete banks as described

called racks.

and the third channel, which. is usually a special
effects or inlay bank. Each vision source appears
on its corresponding button and fader on each

control units (C.C.Us) via a special plugging system
such that any camera can be connected via
numerous points around the studio to its particular

mixing unit, consider a drama sequence requiring
Camera 1 and Camera 2 to cover the final scene,

Signals from the cameras are fed to the camera

C.C.U. This allows the camera cables to be kept

out of the way and reduces tangling of cables
(which occurs during a production as each camera
moves from area to area, unless special precautions

are taken-on several occasions live programmes

have been put off the air for this cause, when

cameras could not get to the correct area in time).

bank.

To appreciate the use of the two banks of the

then the superimposition of Camera 3 and then

Camera 4, bearing the title and the writer's names
respectively, to appear in the appropriate part of
the scene from Camera 2's final shot. On one bank,
A, the vision mixer will cut between Cameras 1
and 2. Meanwhile, on the other bank, B, the vision

mixer will superimpose Cameras 3 then 4 and,
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by viewing his output, the
director can see the resulting
superimposition and align it
by instructing the cameramen.
When the scene finishes, the
vision mixer will cut or mix
from A bank to B bank with
the correctly

aligned

com-

posite shot.
Some studios have a special

effects unit for the inlay and

similar special effects appearing as a third bank, some as a

source on each bank. Other
simple

mixers

vision

sources

feature

two

can

cut

rows of cut buttons, forming
a bank, each bank feeding a
fader, the output of the two
faders being combined. Thus
be

between each bank and when

a mix is required the source
being mixed is selected on
one bank, which is faded
down, and then both faders

In the gallery: the vision mixer sitting at her vision mixing control panel. Wipe
and special effects controls to the right, with one of the two banks in front of her.

On her left sit the director and the production assistant with a bank of telephones. They face an array of monitors, a clock, and a monitoring loudspeaker.
The desk is deep enough to carry scripts, stopwatches, sweets and other essential
items.
Rediffusion photo.

operated to mix through.
A

system

disadvantage of this
as
it stands
is

that superimposition of more

than two sources is impossible. ATV, at
their Elstree
Studios, use an interesting
version of this system in which two such

units are used as banks, the output of each bank
appearing as a source on the other bank. Although
this sounds complicated these mixers are very

Output

Distribution
amplifier

Other preview
or monitor points

easy to use with a bit of practice and such a mixer
is ideally suited for special effects such as wipes.
It is believed that colour television will require the
use of wipes much more than mixes so that such

mixers may well come into general use when

colour becomes nationwide.

Bank 'A' control panel
Faders

111111111

of
camera

Cut buttons

Channel

Camera 1

waveform
monitor

A

Other

Main

Bank

control
panel

inputs_

000

00
Camera 1

Outputs

preview
monitor

Bank

Other inputs

Stabilising

Main

mixer

amplifier

to CAR,
video

Output

tape,
etc.

e.g. Camera 2
T.K. etc.,

(up to 12 inputs)

Distribution
amplifiers
Sync

stripping
signals

Output

Studio

output

_)..previews

Effects
bank

Source selector
and sync stripper
Sync pulses from

master pulse generator

Fig. 4: Studio vision mixing arrangement.

Mixing Units
Modern vision mixing units consist of variable

gain amplifiers mounted in the apparatus room con-

trolled by bias from the corresponding faders and
cut buttons in the gallery. In order to produce a
clean cut it is sometimes arranged so that this
occurs only during field blanking. As a result, inter-

ference caused by the cut is minimised. Inlay is
performed by a fast electronic switch which is
brought into action at a particular point. Line and

field sawteeth are generated and bias added to the
various combinations of these. A voltage -sensitive
circuit called a Schmitt trigger operates when the
resultant voltage exceeds a particular value, driving

this electronic switch and changing the picture
source. As the bias is altered by the wipe control, the position of this switching will alter to
be earlier or later in the line or field.

Patterns can be generated by more complex

circuitry; but an alternative method of generation

uses a special camera looking at a silhouette against

a light background. At the edge of this silhouette
the electronic switch will change over so that
the shape of the silhouette determines the shape
of the scene inlayed on the original scene. If an
ordinary camera views a very brightly lit person
against a
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dark

background the edges of the

person's image can be used to switch the image
itself into a background scene. Thus a person can

walk on air or change size and perform all manner
of special effects. The source selection switch for
inlay is performed by the push buttons associated
with the effects bank or by a special console in the
gallery containing the inlay camera.

Video Switching
Nowadays relays are avoided for switching video
wherever possible. Dirty contacts and the slight dis-

continuity in syncs cause flashes and variation of
signal level which draw attention to the switch.
However, relays and uniselectors are often used
to route the signals for previews and other ndntransmission purposes as well as for transmission
purposes when an "on -air" switch is not required.

Sync Pulses
After the vision mixing unit, a stabilising ampli-

fier is used to remove all the syncs coming from

the vision mixing unit as these will vary
in amplitude along with the video when
a
fade is performed. Sync pulses direct
from the master pulse generator are added
to the vision signal so that correct amplitude

sync pulses are always fed out of the stabilising
amplifier no matter what is being fed into it.
Unfortunately, some sources, notably video tape
recorders and outside broadcasts, are not in step
with those of the rest of the studio cameras
and telecines. So if such sources, termed non sync, are treated in the above manner, double sets
of syncs would result, the original syncs and the
station syncs, which, of course, are not in step
with each other. The picture would field roll, line
tear, and appear to run off lock. To avoid this,
as the source is selected, the stabilising amplifier
is switched to the non -sync condition in which
syncs from the remote source are stripped off before

the fader, and cleaned up and reinserted to give
the same result. Non -sync sources cannot be mixed

or wiped as the two pictures are not in step.

Often logic circuits are used to prevent non -sync
channels being mixed accidentally.

Signal Routing
From the

vision mixing unit the

signal is

routed to its destination, be it network, a video

tape recorder or simply a viewing room, usually via
a central apparatus room (C.A.R.) whose function
will be discussed in later articles.

Selection of the various sources is provided by
preview systems operated by push buttons and

switches controlling relays, allowing any source to
be previewed by the director or to be fed to floor
monitors for the guidance of performers and crew.
Director's preview may be used in emergencies if
the vision mixing unit fails. Various identification
signals, e.g. sawtooth, may be fed out of the studio
whilst rehearsal continues, but these are cancelled
automatically, along with several other functions,
when the transmission "red
light" is selected.

Programme

Direction

In the gallery, room on the
control desk is provided for
the vision mixer's script where

each type of cut and com-

ments on its timing (e.g. "As
Alan moves to door cut to 3")
are included. Sitting next to

the vision mixer is the
director, who instructs him

during rehearsals, but during
transmission most of the timing, etc., is left to the vision
The ATV network vision mixer: the main cut button selects the remote sources
or the three banks, designated red, effects (X). or green. Red and green are the
simple mixers described in the text and the.effects vision mixer is the fader type.
Each bank's output also appears as a source on each other bank, allowing great
flexibility of operation.

mixer.

Sitting

beside

vision mixer and director

the
is

assistant,
production
the
usually a secretary to assist

the director with the timing
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and calling of shot numbers to guide the cameramen.

Also present is a senior engineer to check on
the performance of the camera crew, answer telephones to other engineering areas, outside broadcasts, and generally co-ordinate the engineering
and operational activities, a make-up expert and the
producer. These people sit at a large control desk
facing a bank of eight or twelve monitors, one for
each camera, with two or three

for outside

sources, such as telecine, video tape, and a pre-

view monitor and transmission monitor.

Sound and Vision Control
Next door to the production control room is the
sound control room, containing the sound mixing
desk, grams and tape machines, and staffed by the
sound supervisor and gram operator. (Television
sound will be dealt with in the next article.)
is

Also adjacent to the production control room
the vision control room, where the lighting

supervisor and vision control engineer operate. As
mentioned previously, the vision engineer adjusts
the lift and gain or iris to match the pictures from

the previous cameras. These are displayed on a
bank of monitors in front of the engineer. A
special test waveform, called P.L.U.G.E. (Picture
Line Up Generating Equipment), is used to adjust
the brightness and contrast of each monitor very
precisely.

Studio Lighting
Sharing the vision control room with the
engineer, as well as sharing many of his problems,
is the lighting supervisor. He is usually the senior
member of the engineering side, so he is responsible

for the picture quality. Basically the job of the

lighting supervisor is to light the performance, but
this is an over -simplification. At a very early design

stage the lighting supervisor will be called in to
plan the lighting. Much of the atmosphere of a
drama or the sparkle of light entertainment can be
attributed to the lighting. So the art of the lighting
supervisor is most important.
Luminaires, as the lamps are properly called, are

A lighting supervisor at his console: he can view the
output of each camera on the monitors in front of him
to balance the lighting for each scene.

ATV photo.

used in light entertainment. Very occasionally

lamps are mounted on the camera, but as this provides flat lighting it is avoided except when
absolutely necessary.

The lamps are set to give an overall illumination
level of about 50-75ft. candles (lumens per square
foot), using the cameras, whose sensitivity is set
during line-up, as light meters, and then adjusting
the lighting rather than the camera. On transmission however, the vision control operator will adjust
for any slight differences still left to be corrected.

Each lamp is connected to a dimmer control so

that the scene can be balanced at the correct level.

To simplify complex lighting changes various
memory facilites are provided so that a complete
scene can be dimmed to give effects such as a
street scene first lit by daylight and then lit at
night by street lights only.

usually suspended from the ceiling, but lights on

Control of Lighting

may be hung from bars which can be raised or

Such effects are often controlled from a single
control console with buttons for increasing or
dimming the light from each lamp. A mimic diagram indicates the condition of each lamp. In the

floor stands, scenery flats or occasionally the camera
mounting, are used when needed. Suspended lights

lowered by an electric winch, or counter -balanced

lazy arms which can be pushed up or down by

means of a pole. Poles are also used to turn or tilt
a lamp when it is out of reach. Winches are often
used for lifting scenery, monitors, or anything else
that can be suspended off the ground to allow free

console are the memory facilities mentioned, which
allow any light to be re -dimmed to a pre-set level.
Most control consoles operate dimmers in
a different room.

Lamps of two basic types are used; those which

driven variable transformers to vary the voltage to
the lamps, but as such arrangements involve rather
bulky apparatus, the thyristor controlled dimmer is
just coming into use. These use a thyristor which
starts conducting at a particular point during the
cycle of mains power. Varying this point alters the
amount of power dissipated during the cycle. As
the thyristor switches on or off little or no power

movement for the cameras.

produce hard light and those producing soft light.

Hard light, as from a spotlight, casts hard shadows
modelling to faces and texture to
clothes and scenery. Soft light, usually diffused by
a fibreglass screen, is used to soften the shadows
and gives

caused by hard light and to provide the general
illumination of large areas. Spotlights are usually
2kW but 500 watt and 5kW lamps are also sometimes used. Follow spots and arcs are occasionally

Most studios use saturable reactors or motor

is dissipated in the thyristor so that the unit can
be very compact. Unfortunately the fast switching

80
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action of these devices causes interference, both by

r.f. radiation from the leads to the lamps and by
causing the filaments of the bulbs to "sing", or
resonate. Microphone leads tend to pick up the
r.f. interference, and the reflectors of some lamps
direct the sound from the bulbs towards the set

where they may be picked up by the microphones.
Cameras are generally not affected. Cures for these
troubles are provided by special chokes in the output of the dimmer and better screening for
microphone cables.

Coupled with this development is a new control
system using computer techniques. Developed by
Thorn Electrical Industries Ltd., this features very
complex "memories" to store the level of complete
lighting plots for many programmes. For example,
Southern Independent Television are installing a
version which "remembers" the complete plot for

Many other tricks of the trade are used. Using

a huge photograph enlarged to give a scene several

feet across is a simple way of producing a back-

ground. Cloud effects can be achieved with

a

special rotating disk in front of a spotlight and in
a similar way various shadow effects can be produced. News and current affairs programmes often
use slide projectors, epidiascopes, or sometimes
projection television to give suitable backgrounds.
Smoke can be generated in vast quantities to
give mist, fog, or "heavenly cloud" effects by
mixing dry ice and water in a special container.
Clouds and smoke made in this manner are dis-

persed easily when the mixture warms up, and
do not smell; chemically generated smoke made
by burning does not do this, so is rarely if ever
used.

100 programmes, allowing accurate re -setting of the
lights for weekly programmes.
With colour television, the lighting becomes very
critical and only a limited range of dimming facili-

Audiences

lamp, rated at 5 or 2+W has been introduced, thus
doubling the range of adjustment. This unit uses

authority regulations, special folding section units
are provided with chair units which can be folded
flat so that they can be easily handled. Wheels are

ties can be allowed. A new dual power type of

quartz iodide bulbs and can be used as a soft or
hard light source, a facility which reduces the
amount of rigging required.

Studio Staff
Cameramen, trackers and cable clearers all work
hi a camera crew under a senior cameraman. Similarly the sound crew. Vision control, lighting, the

engineer in the gallery and, in some cases, the
sound supervisor are all allocated to the production, perhaps to the whole series, when planning
commences and the studio is booked. Studio
engineers, however, tend to remain with the studio.
In case of breakdowns the studio engineers apply
first line maintenance such as replacing a complete

Light entertainment shows

usually have

an

audience, and to avoid the handling of several
hundred chairs, and to comply with the local

fitted so that they can be towed away after use.
Monitor and directional loudspeakers are sus-

pended above the audience so that they can see all
that is happening, even if it is film or prerecorded.
Around the studio are dressing rooms, make-up
rooms and wardrobe rooms, usually placed as near
to the studio as possible if a very quick costume
change is required. Some studios are provided with
observation rooms for visitors to view the proceedings without interfering with the studio work.
to be continued

HELICAL U.H.F. AERIAL
-continued from page 74

head amplifier, or changing a tube, but detailed
maintenance is usually passed on to the base

outside the soldered joints should be varnished or

Incoming lines are routed to the studio from
the central apparatus room and checked by the

Installation

maintenance departments.

studio engineer in the apparatus room before being

fed through to the vision mixing unit. Telecine,

video tape and outside broadcasts are dealt with in
this way. Remote control facilities for telecine and

video tape can also be extended through to the
studio in some studio centres.

Studio Facilities
Studio facilities include rooms for make-up and
wardrobe. Also on hand are water, compressed air
and gas to operate sinks and gas stoves that may

appear on sets. D.C. at 110 volts is provided to

operate electric dollies, arc lights and back projectors. Back projection is a technique for projecting

a moving film on to a screen to provide background. A car, for example, placed in front of a
scene shot from a camera driven down a street
will appear to be driving down this street, but
shots of the occupants are easily achieved by

cameras around the stationery car in the studio.

covered with insulation to prevent corrosion.

If the aerial is hung in a roof loft precautions
should be taken to prevent the aerial from swinging or turning as such an effect would introduce
results at the receiver similar to fading or aeroplane
flutter. It should not prove difficult to design a
simple stand for the aerial once the best position
has been determined. Constructors may favour
other

methods

of

supporting

the

helix

and

reflector: whatever method is used it should be
such that the turns of the helix are held rigidly and
cannot move.

During the installation it may be found possible
to improve reception by alternately opening out
slightly the turns of the helix or closing them up.

If this experimenting is attempted it is obvious that

it will have to be done before the turns of the

helix are finally fixed in position. Extra time spent
on installation and adjustment is well worthwhile.
In conclusion it should be noted that in general

loft aerials should only be used in areas of high
signal strength: in areas of low signal strength
an outdoor aerial must be used.
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A MONTHLY FEATURE
FOR DX ENTHUSIASTS

by Charles Rafarel
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(a) The station of origin was Bacau Rumania
R1 (I believe that this has been received here in
spite of its low power). As already reported the
Rumanians have deviated from the old USSR

type card and changed to that shown on Data
IF conditions were not very good last month,

they are certainly even worse this time, at least
as far as Sporadic E reception is concerned. Last
month I complained about too many days when

reception was absent; this time it is about too
few days when there was any reception at all!
The period 9/8/67 to 10/9/67 is shorter than
usual, due to holidays. When I go away there is
usually a good opening, so there may well be
a late opening in September, but it is getting a
little late in the season for anything very spec-

tacular to happen via Sp.E.
Among this depressing news, there is one bright

spot. The tropospherics have been making progress, and this could point to a bumper season

Panel No. 15 so they could have changed yet again.
(b)

Possibly a new Band I station in either

Bulgaria, or even Albania.

(2) There has been a new ORTF2 French u.h.f.
transmitter on Ch. 30, received here on 22/8/67
and 27/8/67. The only listed one is St. Etienne
(low power), but its direction is wrong, being just
South of East from Bournemouth, which makes
it look like a Channel coast relay in France or
further inland if it is high power. Has anyone else
seen this one?

READERS' REPORTS
L. Allsopp of Cardiff has been doing well in

from October onwards. The first real openings last
year were about mid -September, but this time it is
somewhat earlier at the third week in August.
Now for the Sp.E. received for the period
19/8/67 to 9/9/67. It is pretty thin:
19/8/67 to 24/8/67: Nil.
25/8/67: Spain E3 and E4.
26/8/67: Spain E3.
28/8/67: Czech RI and R2, Sweden E3,
Austria E2a, Italy IA and IB, Yugoslavia E3, West
Germany E2, E3 and E4.

spite of the poor conditions, reporting USSR Kiev
Rl, Portugal Muro E2 (the new one), Poland RI
and R2, Swiss E2 and E3, Spain E2, E3, and E4,

and Rumania (?) Rl.
30/8/67 to 8/9/67: Nil.
9/9/67: Austria E2a.

cassonne F4, Spain E2, E3, and E4, Swiss E4

29/8/67: USSR Rl, Sweden E2, Norway E2,

10/9/67: Nil.
Tropospheric reception, same period. There
have been some very good openings here notably

on 22/8/67, and 23/8/67, and 27/8/67.
U.H.F. reception from France was very good
on these dates, but still not quite good enough for

Norway E2 and E3, Yugoslavia E3 and E4. His
best, however is Canary Is E3.
J. Dalby of Stroud has presented us with some
mysteries and problems in the form of a test card
on E3 with R21 on it, and another on E2 with a
diagonally crossed square in the centre circle

(I reported on this card some time ago but we
never did find out its origin).

R. J. Bentley, of Huddersfield, has logged Car-

(usually a difficult one), Austria E4, and Italy IA

and IB. Nice going under present conditions.

Stephen Ormondroyd, of Great Yarmouth, has

entered our ranks as a u.h.f. DXer with a nice batch
of N.T.S. Dutch stations, Lopik Ch. 27, Roermond

Dutch or West German reception to be worthwhile
here in Bournemouth.

Ch. 31, Goes Ch. 32, Wieringermeer Ch. 39, and
either Wieringermeer Ch. 45, or Smilde Ch. 47 (I
should think the first one). I feel sure that he will
be looking even further afield in the near future.
Very sorry about this, but I am going to have to

NEWS

correct appreciation of the exact channel on which

(1) There is a new mystery test card on channel

RI, noted by myself and Maurice Ophie of Poole.

It was very weak on 28/8/67, the test card being
on from 18.56 for about three minutes and followed by some sort of opening caption at 18.59,
this caption having two concentric circles with an

ellipse at each side. The signal faded at 19.00 BST.
The test card was vaguely similar to the D.D.R.
East German card of last year (data panel No. 10,

June 1966), except that it had the black rectangle

with white insert above the centre circle. This

card cannot be reconciled with any known Rl East
European card, unless there has been some recent
change, so this leaves two possibilities:

"read the riot act" again, on the old trouble of
a signal is received.

I know only too well how easy it is to confuse
say E2 and RI, and still easier with E3 and IA,

but we are getting an increasing number of identification queries, where the channel is obviously
incorrect, so please if you can sort yourselves out
first, then our job of sorting you out will be much
easier and the assessment of what you have in fact
received will be much more positive.

U.h.f. is even worse. I know that commercial

TV set calibration often leaves much to be desired,
but when one is asked say to identify five French
stations between Ch. 21 and Ch. 60, without even
any information on aerial direction, it is to say the
least a bit tricky!,

lconos TAKES

A LOOK AT A NEW r.
COMBINATION OF
OPTICAL AND
PHOTOGRAPHIC

DEVELOPMENTS
MY eyes were opened almost to the full angle
of acceptance, approximately 120°, when I

attended the first trade demonstration of a
new type of film presentation-D-150-at the
Odeon Cinema, Marble Arch.

This new cinema is very new indeed, a new
concept with a new look. It is an example of
the kind of thing the film industry is proposing
to do in order to recapture audiences it has lost
to television. There is welcome all the way from
the entrance to your seat. Escalators from the
ground floor foyer take you to a large and luxurious
circulating area, wherein people can meet and

even partake of alcoholic refreshment. 'Come in,
relax and enjoy yourselves' say the Rank Manage..
ment. Americans would say 'Have fun!'
At one of the bars I noted immediately that the
`trade show' audience consisted of a great many
television people, including engineers from ITV
companies and the BBC. They were curious, and
maybe most anxious, to see just what the cinema
had to offer that could depress the TAM ratings.

The ITV boys were openly envious of

the

amount of time devoted by the cinemas to their
`commercials' - advertising filmlets and clips,
trailers for future films and ice cream announce -

ments-which total anything up to 21 minutes per
3 -hour programme. This averages out at 7 minutes

per hour compared with 6 minutes per hour that

the ITA allows

its contractors. What secret
weapon, they wondered, have cinema people
evolved to perpetuate such generous advertising

time and also to recapture their large audiences?

Multum in multum
D-150 is not just one single unit of photography,
processing, projection and screening, neither is its
success due to the smoothness of presentation that
the virtuosity of the projectionis accomplished
ists. It is, in fact, a combinaton of all these
things, with differing types of presentation literally
and instantly available at the tips of a projection-

ist's fingers, on the Cinemation control panel in
the projection room. There are three Cinemeccanica Victoria '8' projectors capable of running
both 35 or 70 mm film and presenting them in
the following formats:
(1)

(2)

screen

(35mm

film)

CinemaScope (anamorphic)

(35mm

film)

wide

Conventional

Aspect Ratio 1-85:1.

optical sound 2-34:1.
(3)
(4)

Conventional 70rrun film
4 magnetic tracks stereo

sound: 2.1:1.
Full screen dimension,
D-150 on 70mm film, 6
to 8 magnetic tracks for
stereo sound, 2.1:1.

These aspect ratios indicate the
shapes, not the sizes, which are
large, larger,
largest!

larger

still

and

Sound Reproduction
The sound side of the equipment is almost as ambitious as
the picture side. Each projector

is provided with a twelve -module
transistorised pre -amplifier, with

system control and selector unit,
which are fed (as selected) to
power amplifiers and to the stage
and
Lens for the D-150 incorporating backing lens of 51in..11'9.

auditorium

loud

speakers.

Mono or stereo reproduction can
be used for sound from film, disc
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records or tape, or microphones.
The film sound can be single
track optical, four track magnetic
or six track magnetic. In view of
the trend towards the DIN
system single track magnetic with
normal 35mm film for television
usage,
almost

this type of sound will
certainly

be

available.

Foxhole perforations on 35mm
film will not be used, excepting
when four -track stereo sound is
used on CinemaScope and anamorphic picture presentation is
used.

The screen
The screen at the Odeon,
Marble Arch, like D-150 screens
in other cinemas, is of huge
dimensions deeply curved and
with a special reflective surface
which avoids the cross -reflection
The projection room. To the left is the automated control system.
interference noticeable on previous attempts to used curved screens. Of course, Automation
with a big cinema, a big projection light source is

required for a big screen. For this, the Ascroft
Super-Core-Lite arc lamps have been installed,

though for small auditoria, successful results have
been obtained with 6.5kW Xenon bulbs.
With all this light and heat close to the film
in the projector, cooling and ventilation problems

are not easy to cure, but in the Cinemeccanica
Victoria '8' projector these have been overcome
with both air cooling and water cooling to ensure
that the film gate and transport mechanism are
kept at a low operating temperature.

Aspect ratios
All of these comments concern the projection
side of the D-150 system. The system actually

derives its name from the widest acceptance angle

of the camera lens for the 65mm negative film
used, which is 150°. On projection, taking into
consideration the curvature of the screen and other

factors, the angle of the beam of light

is 120*.

A special Andrew Harkness screen gives a fine and
even reflection for all parts of the largest of
screens. This type of screen is now being exported
to USA for D-150 cinema installations.
At Marble Arch Odeon, the screen for the

largest picture measures 79 feet round the curve
and 62 feet 8 inches across the chord. It is
interesting to note that in addition to four aspect
ratios for wide screen, CinemaScope. Todd -A-0
and D-150, the remote control variable aspect
ratio masking a 1.37 rate border has been catered
for-for wide screen television.
Incidentally, films which are photographed with
1 ratio are
disliked by television organisations. This results

a 'hard' black mask with a 1.85 to

in a thick black frame line and may give trouble
in telecine and in processing. Films shot for com-

posing only on a 1.85 shape, but also revealing lots

of ceiling and floor are a poor and expensive
compromise.

Perhaps the most important step is the ease

with which varied aspect ratios and picture sizes
can be adjusted. In a demonstration of several
sequences, interior and exterior, of new films, the
general effect was similar to Cinerama which
achieved the huge curved screen in a somewhat
different manner: hundreds of small oriented slats
for reflection into the audience without reflecting
at one another, and by the simultaneous use of
three projectors the pictures have been cross beamed to join up.
Cinerama was extremely effective for spectacular
scenes, but even the slightest unsteadiness revealed
the 'join'. D-150 might be called a poor man's
Cinerama, in which one camera and one projector
do the work of three projectors. The fact is, of

course, that the absence of the picture joins
a tremendous step forward.

is

Blockheads and blackheads
The same success was not achieved on head

close-ups. The overwhelming immensity of faces
twelve feet high are revolting enough when you
observe every little blemish on faces as seen from
the front of the cinema's circle, but when you are
in a stall seat near the front!
The enormous picture also reveals dirt, scratches
and other faults in colour photography, particularly with low-key night scenes. These are overlooked when bright sunny exteriors are screened.
The anxious producers of television dramas on

BBC and ITV will gaze at the D-150 system

anxiously, thinking of the possible effect on the
TAM ratings if cinema audiences go rushing back

to the cinemas. D-150 is an exotic and sophisticated step forward in cinema presentation, for
which credit must be given to Dr. R. Vetter
(D-150), and Messrs. T. S. Harkness (Harkness
Cinema Screens) and Robert Pulman (Chief

Engineer, Odeon Theatres).
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A LOOK AT

PART 3
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S.GEORGE
THE television video stage is basically an untuned amplifier designed to provide reasonably
constant amplification of all frequencies from

d.c. to 3 or 5.5Mc/s, on 405 and 625 respectively,
and with negligible or at least frequency proportional phase distortion. The output voltage required

from this stage to fully modulate the tube from
black to peak white ranges from about 35V to
90V depending on tube sensitivity, and as the
input to the video stage from the vision detector
will be at most several volts only, obviously con-

siderable amplification, averaging 20-30 times, will
be needed from the circuit.
Until quite recently, valves were almost univer-

sally employed as video amplifiers even in those
receivers that had transistorised i.f. circuits for
three principal reasons: (1) their high gain enabled

only one stage to be used; (2) their high input
impedance imposed no appreciable load on the
vision detector circuit; and (3) they provide a

suitable high amplitude voltage output for operating
valve sync separator stages.
However, there are now two all -transistor recei-

vers in wide use, the Philips T-Vette and the

Sony 9in. portable model, and the video circuits
of these serve as an excellent introduction to solid
state design in this part of the receiver. Undoubtedly the

use of transistor video circuits

will

increase in the future, particularly in colour receivers, as the current Thorn/B.R.C. colour chassis

transistorised while the Decca colour
receiver uses a hybrid video circuit employing two
transistors to drive a PL802 final video amplifier.
is fully

EMITTER -FOLLOWER STAGES
Probably the most noticeable features about

transistor video stages are the use of two or three
stages and the general employment of common collector (i.e. emitter -follower) operation instead
the more conventional common -emitter
arrangements, except for the output stage.
of

This is mainly due to the fact that the conven-

tional common -emitter stage, as used so extensively in radio receivers, although giving high
gain has a low input impedance. If directly

coupled to the vision detector, therefore, it would
heavily load it and drastically reduce the detector
output. An emitter -follower stage however has
high input impedance, and, while, it contributes
little to the overall amplification of the circuit,

matches the detector output to the low input

impedance of the high gain common -emitter out-

put transistor. In addition it provides a suitable

driving source for a transistor sync separator,
which, being current operated, is best fed from a
low impedance source.

These common -collector or emitter -follower
arrangements are analogous to valve cathode -

followers inasmuch as the output signal is tapped
from across the emitter (cathode) resistor.

Such stages may thus be regarded as buffer

stages or impedance matching devices rather than
actual amplifiers, since although providing a good

current gain they give slightly less than unity
voltage gain. Their main purpose is to free the
vision detector from the low input impedance of
the common -emitter output transistor, which is
necessary to get the required wide voltage excursions.

SONY CIRCUIT
To take now the Sony circuit

first, since its

three -stage video line-up most closely resembles a

conventional transistor amplifier. The feed from

the u.h.f./v.h.f. vision detectors-note that two

detectors connected with opposite polarity are used
to demodulate the positively modulated 405 signals

and negatively modulated 625 signals-is capacitively fed to the base of the first transistor, Trl
(Fig. 7) which has a 6Mc/s i.f. transformer in its
collector circuit to extract the intercarrier sound

signal for subsequent amplification. The video out-

put, however, is taken from across the emitter
resistor so that from the video point of view the
stage functions as an emitter -follower imposing
negligible loading on the detectors.
Tr2 is a further emitter -follower stage handling

the video signal only and feeding both the sync
separator and the video output transistor. To
ensure that no vestige of the intercarrier sound
signal is passed on, a series tuned rejector circuit
tuned to 6Mc/s is shunted across Trl output,
shorting -out any remaining signal at 6Mc/s.

As previously mentioned because of the large

voltage swings required to fully modulate the tube
from black to peak white (35-90V) it is essential
to operate the final video transistor in the
common -emitter mode and with a supply voltage

well up to this figure. In this Sony receiver, the
supply voltage to the last stage is approximately
90V, and is derived from a point in the line output stage.

The actual video output transistor load

is a

series combination of an 8.21d/ resistor and small
inductor, and the stage feeds the c.r.t. cathode via
an 0.2/AF capacitor and compensating LR combina-

tion. This

a.c.

feed from the output transistor

collector to the c.r.t. cathode prevents any possible
variation in the "boosted" 1.t. voltage (90V) or
change in transistor characteristics from varying the
correctly set brilliance level (the brilliance control
is in the cathode circuit of the c.r.t.).
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0.,2pp.
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000b
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Line"
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12kfl
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15kfl

12 kf1

O

43f1
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'Reject

kfl

T

th

100pF

3.9

10pF

Video

Tr3

22kfl

.

T3kC1

Contrast

?To sync sep.

Fig. 7: Three -stage video circuit of the Sony Model TV-306UB a fully transistorised battery/mains portable receiver.
Trl amplifies the 6Mc/s intercarrier f.m. sound and acts as emitter -follower to the video signal. Tr2 drives the sync
separator and video output stage.

In complete difference to valve circuit technique,

the contrast control is not linked to the a.g.c. line
to vary the gain of the r.f. and i.f. stages-though

that contrast control is again effected by means
of a variable resistor in the emitter circuit of the
output transistor, there remains little in common.

varies the video circuit response and emitter compensation characteristics. This is done by means of
a 3k1-1 variable resistor in series with a 100mF

from the 0A90 u.h.f./v.h.f. vision detector is d.c.
coupled on v.h.f. (via the 3.5Mc/s trap) and a.c.
coupled on u.h.f. As the v.h.f. signal is positive -

there is

a preset control for that purpose-but

capacitor which together are shunted across the
main 2.2k11 emitter resistor.

In further contrast to established valve techniques, to achieve some measure of line flyback
blanking, which is achieved
by
other
tube biasing
arrangements not shown, a
6.8k11 resistor feeds a pulse
to the top of the output
transistor's

emitter

circuit

out at this point.
This then constitutes the

fairly straightforward video
circuit of this fully transistorised model, two pnp

emitter -follower stages driving an npn common -emitter
output stage.

PHILIPS T-VETTE
A two -stage video circuit

--

-IF
47pF

apart from this basic transistor usage, and the fact

the output of the video detector,

to

maintain the same drive conditions on u.h.f. an
0A91 diode provides a filtered positive -going bias
additional to the a.c. signal capacitively fed to the
To AGC

HT4

amplifier

(86V)

circuit

1.8k(1.

150kfl
3-5 Mc/s

1kfl

trap

AGC preset
Tr1
3-3
kn.

3.9kfl

control

C.RT.

10kpF

BF115

Video

driver
1.5kfl

0.64

T-2

pF

560f1

625 input
from
video

1.6pF

BF109
Video
amp.
3k3n0

Spark

1pP

detector

is used in the 1 lin. Philips

T-Vette, the first stage
being, as in the Sony model,
an emitter - follower. This
drives the common -emitter
output stage and also an
a.g.c. amplifier. However,

going at

405 input
from
video
detector

from the line output stage.
Field blanking is also carried

First of all, the input to the driver transistor

1kf).
Video
bias

(VHF 2234HT3
(UHF 21-7V)

1kf1

220

T

To base of
sync sep.

Contrast
control

z
HT2
( 10V)

(i7v1)

Fig. 8: Video stages of the Philips T-Vette. Trl acts as emitter -follower between
the vision detector and output stage, and also drives the a.g.c. amplifier.
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"ImIC2
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T10,uF
HT2
10y

I-17.3 VHF 22.3V
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Fig. 9: In the Philips T-Vette the a.g.c. amplifier Tr3
is driven from the first video stage Trl. Trl mean emitter

current being dependent on signal strength on both
systems, the a.g.c. voltage decreases with rising signal
strength to reduce the gain of both r.f. amplifier transistors. Electrolytics Cl and C2 filter out the a.c. component
of the video signal and stabilise Tr3.

driver stage. In this way the output from the
driver transistor will have the same phase relation-

ship on both systems. This is vital for both the
output transistor and the a.g.c. amplifier.

As will be seen from Fig. 8, the driver's emitter
load comprises two resistors in series, a 1.8k1/
fixed resistor plus a lki/ potentiometer. The setting
of the latter determines the degree of drive applied
to the a.g.c. amplifier, for current through the
driver transistor will be proportional to the mean
level of the signal on both systems, and, with the
a.c. component filtered out, a.g.c. amplifier conduction will be dependent on the signal's average
d.c. value. To clarify this dual video driver usage,
since the use of multiple 1.t. feeds tends to compli-

cate the circuitry somewhat, the a.g.c. amplifier

circuit has been drawn separately in Fig. 9 and will
be described later.

Keeping, however, to the video amplification
action of the circuit, it will be seen that the driver
stage is directly coupled to the base of the output
transistor Tr2. The feed to the base of the sync

emitter circuit via a capacitive link, again because
the emitter -follower's low output impedance suits
the sync separator input.
To provide the output stage with a sufficiently
high voltage to fully modulate the tube, a separate
power supply, HT4 in the diagram, is derived
from the line output stage via an additional transformer winding and separate BYX10 rectifier. The
actual video load is a 3.9kt1 resistor in series with

a 4-7ka resistor shunting a small peaking coil,

and the output is a.c. coupled to the c.r.t. cathode.
The potential divider (150k11 and 3301d1 resistors) across the output serves only to establish the

working potential of the tube cathode, so that
variation of the brightness control (in the grid
circuit in this model) is with reference to that
point.

A.G.C. ACTION
On no -signal, the a.g.c. transistor (Tr3, Fig. 9)
is virtually bottomed, that is passing near saturation
current, so that there is negligible voltage drop

between its emitter and collector, the voltages at
these points being equal to each other and to that
of the HT2 rail (10y). As the input signal strength,
or the a.g.c. preset control setting, increases the

base bias to the

tive going voltage is the a.g.c. rail control potential,

and is used to increase the conduction of the
controlled stages, decreasing their gain through
forward a.g.c. action (see Part 2 in this series,
PRACTICAL TELEVISION, October).

Control of transistor gain is always more difficult than the control of valve amplification, and it

therefore necessary in transistor television
receivers to have an a.g.c. amplifier stage. In the
Sony model referred to there are two a.g.c. amplifier
is

transistors. The source of the a.g.c. however is a

separate diode fed from a winding on the last
vision i.f. transformer and is thus not a part of the
video section of the receiver.

To be continued

separator transistor is taken from the driver's

SERVICING TV RECEIVERS

Modifications

-continued from page 66

The following modifications are additional to
those indicated on the circuit diagrams which
accompany these articles. A 4.7k11 10% resistor
added between 2Sld slider and chassis to improve

405 -line vision sensitivity. 2C30 in 2V4a cathode
circuit changed to 0.33/AF to increase vision gain.
2C48 in the a.m. sound interference limiter circuit
changed to 0.013/AF 10% 400V. 2MR6m. sound
demodulator changed from type BAITS to type
0A81. 2C7 in the trap circuit in 2V1 grid circuit
changed to 20pF 10% to improve adjacent sound

a.g.c. amplifier, however, (i.e.

goes more positive) so its conduction decreases.
This means that the voltage across the collector
load (4.7ka) falls (i.e. is less positive). This nega-

Boost capacitors
There are two 0.1/AF capacitors in parallel. If
one shorts, the PY800 will immediately become
red hot, 3R57 will overheat and 3F1 fuse will blow

if it is correctly rated at 1A.
The voltage across the capacitors can exceed
850V under normal working conditions.

Striations
These are vertical rulings down the left side of
the screen. Check 3R28 4.7kI1 across the line lin
coil.

rejection at 41.25Mc/s on 625 lines. 2R23 2V2
(sound i.f. amplifier) screen feed resistor changed
to 33141 to increase sound gain and a 4.751 +0.551
resistor added in series with 2V2 control grid to
prevent spurious oscillation on sound.

Bottom compression
Check 3V6 PCL85, its bias resistor 3R47 2700,
capacitors 3C35 500/AF and 3C33 0-022µF.

Your
Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with their technical
difficulties, we regret that we are unable to supply diagrams or provide
instructions for modifying surp'us equipment. We cannot supply

alternative details for constructional articles which appear in these
pages. WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER
THE TELEPH&NE. The coupon from page 90 must be attached to
all Queries, and a stamped and addressed envelope must be enclosed.

FERRANTI 20T4

This projection receiver (1955) has an excellent picture but there is no sound.-A. C.
Norris (Dumbartonshire).

On the right hand side of the main chassis there

are a number of electrolytic capacitor cans. Between
these are two valves, an EB91 and an ECL80. These

are the audio output valves. Check these and the
h.t. to pin 6 of the ECL80. Also check the nearest
EF80 to the ECL80 (on the i.f. plate) and the
associated components.

RGD TV403
When the brilliance is full on I can only get a

dark picture with the contrast fully adjusted.
I have replaced the h.t. rectifier, line output
valve and booster, also the e.h.t. rectifier, but
the trouble still persists.-L. Stock (Gloucester).
The trouble is due to low first anode voltage

(c.r.t. base pin 3). Check the resistors in this circuit
and if necessary check the focus control (2M51).
Shunt the 4.7M1 resistor with a similar value to
increase "A" voltage if necessary.
BUSH TV135RU

Would it be possible to fit a black -level cor-

rection device to this set? The vision gain is
apparently controlled by the grid potential of
the sync separator which is much better than
the older method controlled by average picture
content. There is however, a very noticeable
drift away from true black, especially in panning shots where the proportion of white to
black changes largely and quickly. Could the
a.g.c. voltage be used, or part of the video signal
be tapped off, rectified and applied? I believe

Bush use a black level corrector in one of their
models. Could this be used in my set or adapted
to suit it?-J. Ford (Worthing, Sussex).
We have dealt with the subject of black level
clamping in articles which have appeared from time
to time. These circuits, of course, add complication

to the circuit and necessitate the addition of extra
valves and transistors

FERGUSON 206T
There was lack of brilliance, width and focus

before the set finally gave up. Now, when it is
turned on, all the valves light up, there is no

raster and the sound is O.K. I connected a
booster transformer to the tube which did not
light up before and there was a glow of the
heater but still no raster appeared. There is,
however, a very loud line whistle.-J. D'Silva
(London, S.W.17).

We would advise you to change the tube, which is

doubtless of low emission. Also check the e.h.t.
rectifier, line output and efficiency diode valves if

necessary.

BUSH TV109

This set has given line oscillator trouble

recently. The ECC82 has been changed twice
and the PL81 three times.
The first PL81 was overheating (anode redhot) and the ECC82 was changed which cured
the fault. The second PL81 overheated so badly
that the glass envelope melted!
There is now no oscillation at all and changing
the PL81 and ECC82 has no effect.-A.
Hardwick (Bedfordshire).
We would advise you to check the discriminator
diodes which are the small round metal diodes or

rectifiers above the ECC82.
K -B QV30

There is cramping at the bottom of the

screen-about in. I have changed valves
50CD6G, PY83, PCF80 and R19 but the results
are no better.-J. Willetts (Cheshire).

Cramping at the bottom of the screen indicates
failure of the field output valve to pass full -scan
current. This is often caused by low emission of the
valve. If you are certain the valve is in good order,
check the components on its cathode, especially the
electrolytic capacitor. Check also the setting of the

vertical linearity control in conjunction with the

height control. If the width is a little low, suspect a
poor h.t. rectifier.
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LAWSON BRAND NEW CATHODE RAY TUBES
The rapidly increasing demand for a complete range of new tubes of the very

highest quality is now being met by the new Lawson "CENTURY 99"
range of television tubes.
SPECIFICATION:
The new "Century 99" range of C.R.T.s is the product of Britain's premier C.R.T. manufacturers. All
types are exact replacements, manufactured to the original specification but incorporating the very latest design improvements
to give superb performance, coupled with maximum reliability and very long life.

"Century 99" C.R.T.s, available as direct replacements for the following makes and types

AW36-80
AW36-21

MW31116

Twin Panel
Types
A47 -13W
A59 -16W
A59 -13W

M W 53 / 20

MW43143

AW59-91
AW59-90
AW53-89
AW53.28
AW53-80
AW47-91
AW47-90
AW43-89
AW43-88
AW43-80

12"
14"
17"
21"

CRM121
CRM123

CRM122
CRM124

MW43/80
MW36/44
MW53/80

BRIMAR

MAZDA

MULLARD
MW43/69
MW43/64
MW36/24
M W31/74

CRM141
CRM142
CRM143
CRM144
CRM153
CRM171
CRM172
CRM173
CRM211
CRM212

C12FM
C14M
C14GM
C14HM
C14JM

CM E1901
CM E1902
CM E1903

CME2101
CME2104
CME2301
C ME2302

EMISCOPE &
EMITRON

C14PM

C21 /1 A

C171 A

C217A

513T

C21AA

Twin Panel
Types

C174A
C175A
C177A

14KP4
17ARP4

C17AA
C17AF
C17BM
C17FM
C17GM
C17HM
C17JM
C17LM
C17PM

CME1906
CME2306

CME1 706

Terms:

C.W.O.

Carr. and
Ins. 10/-

2

C21HM
C21 KM
C21 NM
C21 SM
C21 YM
C23 -7A

GEC & COSS OR also

ENGLISH ELECTRIC

4/14
4/15
4/15G

CMFml

CME1402
CME1702
CM E1703
CME1705

..

C1ILM

C19/7A
C19/16A
C19/10AD
C19AH
C19AK

5/2
512T
5/3

CME1 41

£4.10.0
£5.10.0
£5.19.0
£6.19.0
£7.15.0

C17 SM

141 K
171 K

172K
173K
212K

7102A
7201A
7203A
7204A
7204A
7401A
7405A
7406A
7501A
7502A
7503A
7504A
7601A
7701A

17ASP4
17AY P4
21 CJ P4
SE14 / 70

SE17/70

C23 -TA
C23AG
C23AK

YEARS'
FULL REPLACEMENT
GUARANTEE

Complete fitting instructions supplied

LAWSON TUBES
STATION ESTATE, MALVERN.
Offices

18 CHURCHDOWN ROAD,
MALVERN, WORCS.

MALVERN 2100

Professional Specification
Professional Appearance
Enthusiasts Price
That's what you get with the Knightkit range of test

equipment-professional quality built in-which you
build up. With kits that cover the whole range of
electronic enthusiasts requirements-'scopes, multi meters. power supplies, signal generators etc. you can
now afford the kind of test equipment you've always
wanted and needed.
Look at the 5 in. KG -635 oscilloscope which costs lust
£80.8.4. A full-featuris dc coupled instrument with five

NMI

time base ranges from 10112-400kHz and a direct reading

Y-attenuator. Bandwidth is dc-5.2MHz; sensitivity
17mVrms/inch and rise time 70 nsec.-a specification
ideal for colour t,v. servicing and general purpose
wideband testing.
Knightklts are new to the U.K. and available from
Please send me your FREE brochure K12 giving full
Electroniques. Full details on the whole range can be
found in our FREE 70 -page brochure. As well as test Idetails of your range of kits.
ELECTRONIQUES (Prop. STC) Limited, Edinburgh Way, Harlow, Essex.
equipment there's a wide selection of Hi-Fi gear and
general interest kits like an electronic car engine
NAME
analyser and a photographic exposure meter. And for
the serious short wave listener or aspiring ham the
Star Roamer kit will be of special interest.
I
ADDRESS
Kit building not only saves you money but is good fun

I

and highly instructive. Your range of interest is
naturally extended and if you want more information
on the theory or practice of your new equipment limmommms
Electroniques also stock a comprehensive selection of
technical books and publications, many
of which are detailed in the brochure.
Credit terms are available and performance spctafkations fully guaranteed. You can start building with
perfect confidence in the finished result
and for any problems, however small,
our Service Department is ready to
advise and assist.

knight -kit
Quality Built-in, Built-up by you

electroniques
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EKCO T441

BUSH TV135LU

Over the past two years, this set has had six
PFL200 valves fitted to rectify the fault which is
lack of brilliance. There is also slight horizontal
pulling which seems to be more prominent on

The fault symptoms are evident on both u.h.f.
and v.h.f. The vision signal seems normal but

The recommended R.T.S. modification for
this fault has been incorporated and nearly all

has to be so near the sound channel that picture
quality is affected.

Band III.

the components in the video amplifier and sync

separator circuits have been checked or replaced in the case of capacitors.-P. Dancey
(Haverhill, Suffolk).
This is caused by the lack of d.c. coupling in the

when correctly tuned in, where previously sound

and vision was satisfactory, the sound level is
poor and to get maximum volume the tuning

This trouble is apparent immediately upon
switching on and also there is a variation with

the light or dark content of the picture.M. Burford (Birmingham, 32).

Check the PCF80, 2V6 which could be failing. Also

video stage to facilitate ease of standards changing.
Sadly, this seems to be a fault of more than one make
and model. If you have incorporated the mods, then
there is little else that can be done. You should be

check the PCL82 audio output valve 3V8 and associated components. Realign the sound i.f.'s only if

however.

PH/LIPS 23TG170A

BUSH TV86

The bottom of the picture starts flicking upwards. I have changed the ECC82. On BBC -2,

able to have the valves replaced under guarantee,

The picture is "waving" all the time. The wave
starts at the top of the screen and travels downwards. It then starts at the top again. The

pictur e edges are ragged as if there is not full
width.-J. Watts (Co. Down, Ireland).

The fault may not be wholly in the receiver, but
addition smoothing will undoubtedly help matters.
Add an extra 200µF electrolytic across the existing
smoothed h.t. line. Check valves ECC82 (right side)
and PL81 inside screened box.
PH/LIPS 19TG173A

The picture on this set is losing height top and

bottom at the rate of about Ain. per day. The
controls are at their limits.-E. Cross (Dorset).
We would advise you to check the resistors
associated with the height control. These are a

1.5M12 from the boost line and a 1.2Wi from the

PCL85 pin 1. Also check the 22kpF capacitor which

decouples the 1.5Ml2 and height control junction
which could be leaky.

SOBELL TS17

There is occasional field slip. I have replaced the ECL80's (V7 and V10) and PY82
(V14) and EY51 e.h.t. rectifier but there is no
improvement.
I would point out that the vertical hold control
is quite critical. Also, is there any way of
curing vertical striations on the left side of
the picture on this model?-R. Bryant

(London, S.E.9).
You should replace the 0.003µF capacitor wired
from pin 1 of the ECL80 via a 47k fl resistor to the
interlace diode.
Regarding the left -side striations, replace the
3.3kfl resistor associated with the line linearity coil.
MURPHY V310

The raster is good but the sound is very weak
and there is no picture.-J. Smith (Yorkshire).
Your fault is within the tuner or the first common
i.f. stage and we advise you to use a signal generator
in the normal method to track it down.

necessary.

the brightness keeps building up and needs
attention till it reaches the correct level after
tuning down time after time. Also, the sound
on BBC -2 is rough but is alright on BBC -1
and ITV.-J. Boyne (Liverpool, 13).

Check the seating of the field timebase valves. If
poor, clean the valve pins and the holder sockets.
Use Electrolube No. 1. Otherwise, check for poor
soldered connections in the circuit.
Regarding the build-up of brightness, change the

video output valve. The bad sound on BBC -2 is
caused either by misalignment of the intercarrier
channel or unbalance in the f.m. detector circuit.
EKCO T330F

This set was working perfectly on both BBC

and ITV until a few nights ago. Now, when
switched on, it works perfectly for about 10

minutes, then there is a click, like turning off a
switch and the picture fades out and the sound
becomes very faint. The raster remains perfect.-J. Duncan (Ayr).
This is probably valve trouble. Check in particular
the line oscillator, the line output and booster diode.
The latter is most likely the culprit.
STELLA ST1089A

The sound reproduction drops very noticeably
and then suddenly jumps back to normal. This
happens on both channels 2 and 10.- W. G.
Pemberton (Sheffield, 14).
The audio output valve is a PCL83. Check this
valve and the audio capacitors associated with it.
Also check the i.f. stages if necessary.
REGENTONE T177

This set has good sound and vision but suffers

from field jitter, two or three times up and
down (about lin.) each second.-K. Twells

(Derby).
The most likely location of this trouble is in the
field timebase stage-the oscillator section. Check
the valve, and if necessary the time -constant components associated with this and the vertical hold
control.
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PHILIPS 23TG173A

BUSH TV43

When the brilliance is turned up to about

two-thirds the way on the control, the picture
is quite good but suddenly it goes dark and then
blanks out completely. Bringing the brilliance
back, the picture returns.
I understand that the picture should go
negative if the brilliance is advanced too far,
but this does not happen at all on this set.
This receiver also seems to be off tune when it

After I have changed over to BBC -2, the
2 or 3 minutes, it is impossible to see the
picture even with the brightness control at
minimum.-A. Perkins (Gloucestershire).
picture becomes increasingly bright until, after

This could well be caused by drift in the video
amplifier valve-giving grid current-on the 625
standard. We would suggest that you check this

valve by substitution before delving too deeply into

is first switched on and the signal has to be the circuit. This is the PFL200.
tuned with the control at the side of the cabinet.
After about 20 minutes it has to be retuned
again and then remains O.K. for the remainder
of the evening's viewing.-C. Anderson
(Sheffield, 5).
Set the ion trap magnet on the rear neck of the
tube for maximum brilliance. If the picture still

QUERIES COUPON
This coupon is available until NOVEMBER 24th, 1967, and I

fades as the control is advanced, replace the EY51

I must accompany all Queries sent in accordance with the'

The tuning drift from cold to operating temperature is normal for this type of set.

I

e.h.t. rectifier, or if width is lacking, the PL81.

notice on page 87.
PRACTICAL TELEVISION, NOVEMBER, 1967
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TEST CASE -60
Each month we provide an interesting case of television
servicing to exercise your ingenuity. These are not trick questions,
but are based on actual practical faults.

A single -channel set was poor on the holds
and although both line and field locked well
within the range of the controls, the line hold
was particularly weak and required critical adjustment throughout a programme sequence. Checking

Case item will be published in next month's

channel was passing the full range of video
frequencies, which ruled out misalignment and
poor frequency response of the video output valve.

The set in question used a PL500 line output

carefully on a test card showed that the vision

Attention was then directed to the sync separator
stage and to the circuits from this feeding the line
and field timebase generators. Since both line and
field holds were poor it was thought that trouble
in the sync separator stage itself was most likely,
but valve and component checks and substitutions

PRACTICAL TELEVISION.

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 59

Page 43 (last month)

valve and a stabilising circuit working in the usual
manner from a voltage -dependent resistor in the
control grid circuit. This resistor serves to rectify

some pulse potential at a tap on the line output
transformer and apply this to the PL500 control

grid as bias. In this way heavy loading on the line
output stage reduces the pulse potential and hence

in this part of the set failed to improve matters.
Substitutions of the components at the output
of the sync separator stage to the generators were
next carried out, but still no improvement. It was

the bias, thereby turning the valve on harder to
combat the extra load.
A check of the PL500 cathode current indicated
that it was almost 50mA above normal and the
negative potential at the control grid was low,

performance, and

current. The components feeding the line pulses to
the VDR were in order, and since it is not easy

then thought that hum in the video or sync circuits
may

be

affecting the

sync

although hum on sound was not abnormally high

the electrolytic smoothing capacitors were changed
and the valves checked for heater/cathode insulation. Still no improvement or clue as to the whereabouts of the trouble.

What component or stage was overlooked and
which could well be responsible for the symptom?

The solution to this problem and a further Test

which

was

responsible for

the high cathode

to check a VDR, this was substituted and the

correct grid bias was then obtained, which reduced
the PL500 cathode current to about normal.
It is worth noting that there is a preset adjustment' in this circuit for setting the boost potential.
This adjustment alters the grid bias, and if
incorrectly set both the line output valve and the
line output transformer will be overloaded.

Published on or about the 22nd of each month by GEORGE NEWNES LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton Street, London. W.C.2.
at the recommended maximum price shown on the cover. Printed in England by WATMOUGHS LIMITED.Idle, Bradford; and London.
Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand; GORDON & GOTCH (A/sia) LTD. Subscription rate including postage for one year: To
any part of the World.S.1.9.0d.

LETTERS
TO THE
EDITOR

FERRANTI 21K6

IR,-I refer to reader T. Crawford's query in

your September 1967 issue under "Your
Problems Solved" column, which referred to
picture rolling on a Ferranti 21K6.

I have a Ferranti 17SK6 which had the same

trouble persistently although the picture itself was
very good.

After endless trouble and not much confidence
in my knowledge of the subject I wrote to "Your
Problems Solved" and received

a

reply very

similar to that given to Mr. T. Crawford.

After weeks of delay trying to get a frame blocking oscillator transformer (due to obsolescence) I

eventually obtained and fitted a new one, but it
made no difference to the fault.
Having changed all relevant valves, it became
necessary to try and decide which part was at
fault and by good luck I decided at the first
attempt that it was capacitor C89 0-54F. On the
17SK6 this couples the video amplifier to the

sync separator valves, and changing this cured the
trouble completely.

SPEC/AL NOTE: Will readers please note that we
are unable to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of
ex -Government apparatus, or of proprietary makes
of commercial receivers. We regret that we are also
unable to publish letters from readers seeking a source
of supply of such apparatus.
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed
by his correspondents.

size, but must smudge both ways along the scan;
hence the half -element spot needing 11 diameters
movement within a real scan unit.
I wish Mr. Gerzon luck with his interesting "off
beat" quadruple -interlace, but fear it would still
show optical faults if he calculates the scan in
elements, and traces separated lines with the toosmall spot set for too few lines.-A. 0. HOPKINS

(Worthing, Sussex).

CLUB FOR AMATEUR TV

SIR,-I am desirous

of starting

an

Amateur

Television Club in the Glasgow area and I
would be grateful if you could mention this in

PRACTICAL TELEVISION.

This club would meet on Wednesday evenings
and meetings would be of purely practical nature
-catering for the amateur dabbler rather than for
the professional.

If any readers are interested would they please
contact me, in the first instance by letter only.-

I imagine that the 21K6 circuit is similar to
that of 17SK6 and if reader Crawford has no luck

JOHN MCDONALD (119 Maryhill Road, Glasgow,
N.W.).

capacitor.

ISSUES WANTED

in

other directions he might try changing this

Frame oscillator transformers for 17in. Ferranti

older models seem almost impossible to obtain,
and, as a result of my own problem, I now have
one spare and in good working order, which any
reader requiring one can have free on application.
-N. H. HODGSON (84 Lansbury Drive, Hayes,
Middlesex).

625 LINES IN "405" CHANNELS

SIR,-Could any readers let me have issues of
PRACTICAL TELEVISION for the months of July,

August, September and October 1963 please?-L.
ZAMMITY (3 Springlawn Road, Woodburn Park,
Londonderry, N. Ireland).
SIR,-I would be grateful if any readers could

help me to

obtain the following issues of
June 1965, July 1965,

PRACTICAL TELEVISION:

L' I R,-Mr. M. A. Gerzon explains the optical

September 1965 and October 1965.-R. L. RoasoN
(27 Caravan Site. Little Preston Hall, Swillington,
Nr. Leeds, Yorkshire).

interlacing also shows "line crawl" at too close a
viewing distance. In both cases the optical effect
is seen because the traced lines are clearly visible;

CAN ANYONE HELP?

fault of triple -interlacing very clearly; twin -

the lines are visible because they are crudely
separated.
In "three -field scanning" the traced lines fit

complete my set of Radib and TeleSIR,-To
vision Servicing

volumes, I require the follow-

ing: 1960-1961, 1961-1962, 1962-1963, 1963-1964,

tightly together, so there is no stationary structure,
no dark grid, to make them visible. Twin -interlaced
TV services throughout the world display the

1964-1965. I would be grateful if any readers who
are interested in disposing of their volumes would
contact me.-H. BRIERLEY (77 East Stirling Street,
Alva, Clacks., Scotland).

fine detail, the eye cannot escape moire and other
unpleasant patterning generated by the raster.

SIR,-If any readers have, for sale or loan, a copy
of the handbook on the Bush TV62 or TV53,
I would be deeply grateful if they would contact

structure of their separated lines, and although
"line crawl" can be lost at a distance which loses

Mr. Gerzon does not comment on the incon-

sistency of scanning at elemental pitch with a half element spot, after the channel planners calculate

the "standard" in elements, fixing line totals and
spacing on the unreal "chessboard" idea of the
text -books. Reasoned thought makes it clear that
an element -size spot cannot define an area its own

me.-D. BOWERS, BRS26760 (95 Grenfell Avenue,
Saltash, Cornwall).

SIR,-I would be grateful if any other reader of

this journal could tell me where I might obtain
a manual or the graticule for the Erskine type 13A
Oscilloscope.-D. PARRY (9 Sedburn Road, Southdene, Kirkby, Liverpool).
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REBUILT TUBES
Rebuilding Tubes starts with the Electron Gun. When this is new and made
to exacting standards, and is one from a production line of millions, half the
battle is over. The glass doesn't wear out and any faults on screening are
visible and the tube is discarded.
All we have to do then is get plenty of Vacuum, Void or Nothing, and the
more Nothing the better the tube.
Suffolk and Midland have been doing this for the past ten years, and our
Tubes are so full of Nothing, the Electron meets no resistance on its way
to the screen and a clear sharp picture is yours.
12 Months Guarantee
Rebuilt as New
14 in. at £4.0.0 and Pro Rata

SUFFOLK TUBES LIMITED

MIDLAND TUBES LIMITED

447/483 Oldham Road,
1/3 Upper Richmond Road,
Manchester 10
Putney, London, S.W.15
Tel: Collyhurst 4412
Tel; 01-874 4304/5267
THE LARGEST REBUILDERS IN THE COUNTRY

VALVES

SAME DAY SERVICE

SETS 11,`Af1495, ,110.16.5171F,4i3FD9n9,19'63,F1:9163,1191, frVii912' 1)1.94*

1A7GT

7/6 7B7

1N5GT

7/9 7C6

1H5GT 7/8

7C5

7/- DAC32 7/3 ECL80
12/- DAF91 8/9 ECL82
69 DAF96 8/- ECL86
6/6 DCC90 7/- EF39
6/6 DF33
7/9 EF4I

384
3V4
5U4G

5/6 757
4/9 7Y4
9/9
8/9 10F1
2/9 10P13 10/6
7- I2AT7 3/9
5/6 12A U6 4/9
4/9 12A117 4/9
5/6 12AX7 4/9
4/6 12K8GT 7/6

5V414

719

57.4(i

7/6

155
184
185
1T4
3A5

-

3(44

5Y3GT

5/-

6/3012 11/9
6AL5

6A516
RAG5

6AT6
6BA6
611E6

2/3
3/8
4/9

4/4/6
4/3

611G6C1 15/-

6BJ0

613W6

6036

6FI

6F13
6F14
6E23

6/9
7/3
6/6
7/9
3/6

9/-

657(3
650(1

12/8
1/6
4/3

6V6/1

3/6

6X4

3/8

6K8GT 7/6
6L18
8/6V6GT 6/8

6X 5GT 519
750
10/9

1W91

DF96

2/9 EF80
EF85

8/- PC900
8/3
7/9
3/9
9/6
4/9

7/9 1325

PCC84
PCC89

6/6 U20
9/9 U47

PCF82

8/9/-

PCC189 8/8 U49
PCF80 6/8 U52

U78
U191
IDS PCF800 11/8 U301

5/- PCF86

4/- EF86
5/- PCF801 8/9
12/6 EF89
8/8 PC6802 9/6
7/9 5E91
3/3 PcF60511/9
5/8 EF92
7/6 PCF806 I1/6
EF97
8/201,2
8/8 El -183 6/6 PC1,80811/8
20L1 14/6 111.33
8/9 6E184 5/9 P1311.82 8/9
EH90
8/8 PC1.63 8/6
20F1
9/- DL35
4/9 51333
6/8 PCL84 7/20P3 14/9 DL92
8/8 PCL85 8/3
201'4 17/- 1)1,94
5/6 EL41
4/9 PCL86 8/6
251J4GT11/8 DL116
8/- EL84
5/- PENA4 6/9
30C15 11/6 DY86
5/9 EL90
5/- pEN36C15/30C17 12/8 DY87
5/9 EMS
5/9 PFL20013/13
30016 11/9 EABC80 8/- E5180
6/9 PL36
9/
12/- EAF42 8/8 51181
30F5
6/9
30FLI 13/9 E1191 2/3 E5184 8/3 PL8I
6/6
6/6 PL82
.301,1,14 12/8 EliC33 7/- EM87
EBC41
EY51
PL83
6/3
8/8/3
30L15 12/8/- P L84
8/3
30 L17 13/- 511E80 6/- EY86
8/9 PL500 13/6
12/- EBF89 5/9 EZ40
30P4
7/9
30PP2 11/- ECC81 3/9 EZ41
6/9 1'X25
8/8
4/8 PY32
301'19 12/- EC1382 4/9 51,80
8/6
4/8 PY33
30PL1 14/6 ECC83 7/- EZ8I
30P1.13 14/8 ECc84 6/3 0132
9/- RV80
5/3
5/3
30PL14 14/8 ECC85 5/6 KT61
8/8 PY81
5/
J5L6GT 7/8 ECF80 7/- KT81 12/- PY82
5/6
Py83
5/9
9/6 EcF82 8/9 N18
.15W4
14/9 PY88
7/3
9/- N78
35Z4GT 4/8
;063
12/6 E1'1135 6/- N108 18/6 FY800 8/9/- py801 8/9/ - 5c1142 9/- Ec80
AZ31
8/R19
7/B36
4/9 E1' H 81 5/8 PC88
6/9 RIO
12/9
B729
12/6 50184 8/8 PC97
U1177

DI481
DK32
1)E91
DK92
11/6 DK90

TRADER SERVICE SHEETS
4/- each plus postage

NEW! TESTED! GUARANTEED!

11/6

11/6
13/8
13/6
4/6
3/8
11/8

13/-

13801

We can supply Trader Service Sheets and Manufacturers' Manuals for most makes and types of Radios
and Televisions.
Please complete order form below for your Service

Sheet to be sent by return. To:

OAKFIELD ENTERPRISES
LIMITED

113/-

U ABCS° 5/9
UAF4I 7/9
U841
6/6
U BC41 6/9

UBF9O 8/LIB1/89

5/9

t -c92
1'(Y;84
41'83

5/-

30 CRAVEN STREET, STRAND, LONDON WC2
RadiolTV
Model
Make

l'BL21 9/7/9

6/6

cF80 9/3
I (1142 8/9

cHiu 6/7/-

1'('1,82
I-('1383
(

1,41

c 680
17E89

UIA1
1,1,44

l' L84
N'21.

y-11

) 83
l'4B

8/9

8/7/-

5/9
8/9
201-

6/-

8/9
5/6
4/9
10/6

yP1321 21/W77
Z77

READERS RADIO
85 TORQUAY GARDENS, REDBRIDGE
Tel. 01-550 7441
ILFORD, ESSEX.
Postage on 1 valve 9d. extra. On 2 valves or more, postage 6d. per
valve extra. Any Parcel Insured against Damage In Transit Oti. extra.

3/3
3/6

967 List
available at 2/plus postage
From
Address

If list is required

indicate with X

I enclose remittance of
(and a stamped addressed envelope)

s.a.e. with enquiries please.
MAIL ORDER ONLY (Nov P.T.)
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!peedup Rep.* likik
and step up your earnings
These time -saving repair volumes

FULL SERVICING DATA
FOR NEARLY

600 Models
1965/67
ALL THESE LEADING MAKES
Alba, Baird, Bush, Carousel,
Cossor, Dansette, Decca, Defiant,
Dynatron, Dynaport, Ekco,
Elizabethan, Ever Ready, Ferguson,
Ferranti, Fidelity, G.E.C., Grundig,
H.M.V., Hitachi, Invicta, KolsterBrandes, McMichael, Marconiphone,
Masteradio, Motorola, Murphy,
National, Newmatic, Pam, Perdio,
Peto-Scott, Philips, Portadyne,
Pye, R.G.D., Radiomobile,
Regentone, Roberts' Radio, S.T.C.,
Sanyo, Sharp, Smith's Radiomobile,
Sobell, Standard, Stella,
Stereosound, Teletron, Thorn,
Trans Arena, Ultra.

are packed with vital data
Nearly 1,000 pages of Circuits, Data and Repair instructionsincluding the latest facts on Colour TV . . . that's what you
get in this big 2 -volume RADIO Er TV SERVICING. All the
information you need for the popular 1965/67 models is hereto guarantee quicker turn -round of repair jobs ... to increase
your earnings. Thousands of sets of previous editions have
been sold-solid proof of its value to you as essential workshop

"equipment". Seize this opportunity NOW-it's yours to
examine and USE free for a week. Simply complete section
below, and POST TODAY.

TELEVISION RADIO RADIOGRAMS CAR RADIOS
RECORD REPRODUCERS TAPE RECORDERS

For the first time-advance data on

Colour Television

( SYSTEM
PAL

Compiled by W. A. Montgomery, B.Sc.
Head of Advanced Development Group, Consumer Products Division, S.T.C.

For the first time, Radio and Television Servicing contains an essential reference section of advance data on Colour Television. Illustrated with 46 circuits, diagrams and graphs, this big 32 -page section
explains basic encoding and decoding processes for Colour Tele-

vision. This is one of the many features which makes Radio and
Television Servicing well worth examining without obligation to buy.
There is no other publication like RADIO Et TELEVISION SERVICING, essential on every repairman's bookshelf. Every year a new

volume is published in this famous series in matching binding. A
continuing library service that keeps you up-to-date ... helps you
make money year after year.

Also included-section of

recent developments in Radio and Television

Uri IT MIN NAL1
Buckingham Press Ltd.,
4 Fitzroy Square
London. W.I.
Please send Radio 8c Tele-

vision

Servicing

with-

' out obligation to buy. If

If under 2l your lather must rill up coupon
Full Name
I BLOCK LI. rrEks)

Iyou accept this application
will post 10/ -

Tick J where applicable

1

deposit

8

days

I0/- monthly for 16
I months, paying 170/- in
all-or return the books.
Cash price in
1601,

8

{The address m left is -

after

Ireceipt or books, then
days

(Mr., Mrs.. Mis'.

Address.

Occupation

My Properly
Rented unfurnished

Signature

Mrs., Arss)
RV2/3208

Parents' Home
Furnished Accom.
TIMOOrary Address

I

_.J
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EDUCATIONAL
TV and Radio, City & Guilds, R.T.E.B.
Certs., etc. on "Satisfaction or Refund of
Fee" terms. Thousands of passes. For full
details of exams and home

training

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP

4/- per line or part
thereof, average live words to line,
minimum 2 lines. Itox No. I/- extra.
ilSort i-odnents must be prepaid
and /111111.1,SCA to Adverti-vment
)tanager. -Practical l'ele

THE

NEW TUBE Specialists

17017, Lone Acre. London %%.(.2.

Courses (including practical equipment)

in all branches of Radio, T.V., Electronics,
etc. write for 132 -page Handbook -FREE.
Please state subject. BRITISH INSTITUTE

A47 -13W ..................f12.10.0
A59 -13W ..................f15.10.0
AW36-20, 21 ................£5.12.6

SETS & COMPONENTS
(continued)

OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

(Dept. 172K), Aldermaston Court, Aldermaston, Berks.

BECOME "Technically Qualified" in your
spare time, guaranteed diploma and exam.
home -study courses in radio, T.V. servicing
and maintenance. T.T.E.B., City and
Guilds, etc.: highly informative 120 -page

Guide -FREE. CHAMBERS COLLEGE

(Dept. 858K ),148 Holborn, London, E.C.I.

TV SPARES, all makes, all sets. SAE/
Quote. EKCO/Ferr. Plastic Housings 15/ each. Car/House Alarm Kits 25/- each.
Transistor Car Radios with fittings kit
£8.10 stnd. Push Button £11.10 comp.
Band Radar Detectors for car £13.10
comp. 8 x 30 Binoculars in hide case
£7.10; 10/50 £10. Please add P.P. 5/-.
Open Sats. All new goods.

KING'S, 8 Cray Parade, Main Road, St.

Paul's Cray, Kent. Tel: ORPINGTON
30566.

TECHNICAL TRAINING
CITY & GUILDS (electrical, etc.) on
"Satisfaction or Refund of Fee" terms.

Thousands of passes. For details of
modern courses in all branches of electrical
engineering,
automation,

electronics, radio, TN.,
etc., send for 132 -page

48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD, SW11

7.0

CME1901, 1903 ............f7.10.0
CME2101, 2104 ............£7.17.0

17", 110 , 0.3A Short neck

SITUATIONS VACANT

AW53-88, 53-89............£7.17.6
AW59-90, 59-91 ............f9.10.0
C14B M, FM ................f5.15.0
C17BM, FM, HM ............f6. 7.6
C17LM, PM, SM ............f6.12.6
C21HM, SM, TM ............f7.17.6
CME1705

BOXED

Can replace AW43-88, CME1705 etc.

..............f7.10.0

CME1702, 1703 ............f6.12.6

HUGE PURCHASE

handbook -FREE. B.I.E.T. (Dept. 173K)
Aldermaston Court, Aldermaston, Berks.

AW47-90, 91

CME1402 ..................£5.17.6

THIS MONTH'S SCOOP/
NEW BRIMAR C17AF

AW43-88, 43-89............£6.12.6

f3-19-6

CM E2306

................£15.10.0

CRM124

..................f5.10.0

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP

CRM141, 2, 3, 4............f5.17.6

RADIO AND TV Exams and Courses by
Britain's finest home study School. Coaching from Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds Ama-

COMPONENTS GALORE CRT's, Val-

etc. Free brochure from British National

Service Wholesalers", 69 Station Road,

CRM171, 2, 3

BARGAIN PARCELS

MW43-64, 69

teur's Licence, R.T.E.B., P.M.G. Certificate

Radio School, Russell Street, Reading.

ALDERMASTON COURT POSTAL
TRAINING for B.Sc. (Eng.) Part 1.
A.M.I.E.R.E. A.M.S.E., City and Guilds,
pay and security as Technician or Technologist. Thousands of Passes. For details
of Exams and Courses in all branches of
Engineering, Buildings, Electronics, etc.
(including latest information on C.Eng.),
write for 132 -page Handbook -FREE.
Please state interest. BRITISH IN-

STITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (Dept. 171K), Aldermaston
Court. Aldermaston, Berks.

ves, Transistors, Tools, Electrolube, all your
service requirements at "Willow Vale, The

Hanwell, London, W.7. Free catalogue by
return.

Any 10 Valves 14/-. Any 100, £6.

PCC84, PL81, P136, PL82,
P183, PY81, PY800, PY82, PY32,
PCL82, PCL83, EF130, EF85, EB91.
ECL80, EY86, ECC82, 30FL1, 6-30L2,
20F1, 10F1, 20P4, U191, 30F5.
ALL VALVES SET TESTED. P. & P.1/PCF80,

7.6

CRM211, 212 ..............f8.17.6
MW31-16, 74 ..............f5.10.0
MW36-24, 44 ..............f5. 2 6
MW53-20
MW53-80

7.6

............*....f8.17.6
............*....f8.17.6

14KP4A, 141K ..............f5.12.6
7.6
5.12.6

171K, 172K, 173K
7201A, 7203A

3-BY100 Type Rectifiers with Surge

Resistors, 10/50 Television Fuses, 5/-

SETS & COMPONENTS
150 NEW ASSORTED Capacitors, Resistors, Silvered Mica, Ceramic, etc.
Carbon, Hystab, Vitreous, 1-20 watt, 12/6.
Post Free. WHITSAM ELECTRICAL, 18
Woodrow Close, Perivale, Middlesex.

STOP
PHILIPS 1768U, 17TS100U, etc.

All at

50/ -

All at

NEW VALVES AT REDUCED RATES
GUARANTEED FOUR MONTHS

CARRIAGE 10/-, via B.R.S. or 15/- via

7/8
7/8
7/8

EFOO

8/9

PC1,805

PC1,82

8/7/-

PCF808
EY86

6/-

P0F80

Er86

EFI83
El184
PL36

5/6/5/-

P080
P088

7/8
7/6

PC87

6/-

PFLl00

5/6/8

8/8/8

8/-

E00804

PcF86
P1801

18/6

8/bi-

PL504 (PL500) 12/6 also Silicone Rectifier
BY105 (BY100) 51--

P. d P. 41-, C.O.D. 6I-

REED ELECTRONICS
72 CHELVERTON ROAD, PUTNEY,
LONDON, S.W.15.

28 All Saints Road, North Kensington

MULLARD BY100 rectifiers, genuine new

OLYMPIC II TV. S.A.E. for itemised

price list. AJAX ELECTRONICS, 18a

branded, not cheap rejects, 6/6 each or
70/. dozen. Bartlett's, 38 Clifton Road,
Greenford, Middx.

train. Add 2/6 for Compre-

hensive Insurance.
* Reprocessed tubes only of this type at

present.
Midland Stockists: -

Amateur Electronics Co.,
240 Lichfield Road, Aston,
Birmingham.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48

Telephone: 01-229-0071

Rumbold Road, Fulham. S.W.6.

passenger

45/-

WITWORTH TRANSFORMERS Ltd.
W.11

available at £1 each less than the

P. & P. 6d. extra per valve.

PYE 200-400.

FERGUSON 306-308 305-307
FERGUSON 406, 408, 416, 436. 438

S.A.E. Enquiries

Manufacturers' Reprocessed Tubes
above prices.
All tubes tested before despatch and
guaranteed for 12 months.

PCL84
FCL83

NEW FROM STOCK
U25 Type EKCO, state model.

VELCO ELECTRONICS
Bury, Lancs.

Bridge St., via

PC1,86
PC1.85

FULLY GUARANTEED L.O.P.T.
REWINDING SERVICE
A few of the types are listed below: BUSH TV 53.66.
K.B.P.V.P.20, etc.

49

BATTERSEA

BRIDGE

ROAD

BAT 6859
LONDON S.W.11.
JUST SOUTH OF THE BRIDGE
-

OPEN SATURDAY UNTIL 4 p.m.
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SETS & COMPONENTS (continued)

- 2 YEAR GUARANTEE!

BRAND NEW TELEVISION TUBES

(CATHODEON AND OTHER LEADING MANUFACTURERS)

We hold large stocks of top quality tubes, why buy ordinary rebuilds? Some rebuilds available, 19in. upwards at 21/ - off quoted
prices, 12 months warranty. Colour, nmbands, etc. available. Lists. Rimband types, 19in. £8.10.0; 23in. E11.0.0.
CRM121, 2, 3 Et 4; MW31-16. MW31-74; C12FM; 121K, C12/1, etc.
£3 0 0
AW36-80; MW36-24, 36-44; CRM143, 4; CME1402; C14BM; C14FM, MW41/1, etc.
£4 0 0
CRM143, CRM144; £4.0.0
CRM141, 2; CRM151, 2, 3; 15EP4, etc. C17BM, SE14/70, AW36-20, 36-21. £4 15 0
AW43-80, 43-88, 43-89; MW43-64, 43-69; MW43-80; CRM171, 2, 3, 4; C17FM; CME1703, 5; C17AF; C17SM £5 15 6
AW47-90; AW47-91; CME1902; CME1903, etc.
£6 17 6
C19AH; CME1901; AW53-88, 9; CME2101, 4; AW53-80; MW53-20; MW53-80; CRM211, 2, etc.
£7 10
0
19in. Twin Panels A47 -13W; CME1906, £9.17.6
23in. Twin Panels A59 -13W. CME2306
£12 10 0
(Carriage 15/-)
(Carriage 25/-)
CARRIAGE AND INSURANCE. Up to 19in. 12/-. 21in. upwards 15/-. Twin Panels (see above). Lists, s.a.e. please.

SOME OLD TUBES
WANTED, 17' UPWARDS

PHILIP H. BEARMAN, 6 Potters Road, New

R Et R RADIO
51 Burnley Road, Rawtenstall
Rossendale, Lancs

ECC82

4/-PCCR4
4/-

ECL80 6/EB91
2/ -

RPM

E1(80

5/-

6/8

P Y 01

6/5/-

PY800

5/6

5/-

1.1.36

6/-

7/6

P Y33

:fulls
301,1

U19I
tf:to I
PCL83

Postage: One valve 90. extra, Two valves 6d. each
extra, Three to Six valves 2d. each extra. over Six
post paid. Speakers ex T.V. 5 inch round 8/8. 6 x 4

Rawtenstall, Rossendale, Lancs.

Sheets..
Please send Stamped Addressed Envelope

TAPE

, PHILIPS 625 UHF Conversion Kits, two

TRULY WORTH A FEW MORE COPPERS.
STANDARD PLAY
DOUBLE PLAY

Transistors

21,1697 10/-, 2N706 8/.-, AC128 2/6, U.E.C. Rect.
60 volt P.I.V. 1/-. footage dd. per order.

complete IF and time -base panels, Escutcheon Kit and knobs. 22/6 each, post paid.
Bartlett's, 38 Clifton Road, Greenford,
Middx.

3"

150"

4'
5'

300'
600'
900'
1200'

5f'

T.C.S. LTD.

r

FOR LINE OUTPUTS AND

5'
5:"

WE have the Country's largest stock of Manufacturers' Original (or Authorised Replacement)
Line Output Transformers tor many "difficult"
makes, including Ambassador, Baird, Cossor,

Ekco, GEC, HMV, KB. Masteradio, Pete Scott, Philips, Regentone, RGO, Sobell,

Ultra, etc. Also deflector coils, output and
oscillator transformers, inc. Alba, Bush, Murphy
Examples, L.O.P.T.s, Murphy 280. 89/5; 310/
380/410/540/659/759, 99/6; Bush TV53, 79/6;
80, 95/,

SPECIAL OFFER:
Ekco Improved type for Model T221 at 42/6,

SERVICE SHEETS

way. TRY one for YOURSELF. They are

7"

DEFLECTOR COILS

HAMILTON RADIO
54 London Road, Bexhill, Sussex

PRICES SLASHED.

ACY28 4/-, ACY30 10/-,

2/8, Post 2/8,0 wch round 4/6, post 4/6 far nue or two.

with all orders and enquiries.

GUARANTEED IDEAL for ANY RECORDER
World Famous
make.

APPROX. HALF PRICE!
By enormous purchase we can offer you fully
tensilised Polyester. Mylar and P.V.C. tapes
of identical HI -Ft wave range recording
characteristics as top grade tapes. Duality
control manufacture. Not substandard in any

0C45 8/-, ACY27

SERVICE SHEETS
For all makes of Radio Television, Tape
Recorders, 1925-1967. Prices from 1/-.
Catalogue of 6,000 models, 2/6.
Free fault-finding guide with all Service

post 3/6. Mail
Order only. GREEN, 2 St James Street,
7/6
7/6
7/6
7/6
7/6
7/6

LONG PLAY

4"

7"

23
4/6
7/6
10/6
13/6

225'
450'
900'
1200'
1800'

4'

ecio'

8/-

5"

1200'
1800'
2400'

16/-

5:'
7"

4/- each, plus postage

We have the largest supply of Service
Sheets for all makes and types of Radios
and Televisions, etc. in the country
(speedy service).
To obtain the Service Sheet you require

19/6
27/ -

please complete the attached coupon:

TRIPLE PLAY

2/9

4"

5/6

5'

101
13/-

sr
7"

18/6

QUADRUPLE PLAY
3"
600'
It -

900'
1800'
2400'
3600'

13/25/ -

34/44/ -

Address

Postage 1/- Der reel.
Post free and less 5% on three.

Trade and quantity enquiries welcomed.

To,' S.P. DISTRIBUTORS

TECHNICAL TRADING CO.

35/36 Great Marlborough Street,
London, W.1
Please supply Service Sheets for the
following:

A// A4.1i1 Orders to Brighton please.

Devonian

Court,
Place, Brighton.

Park Crescent
689722 67606

350!352 Fratton Road, Portsmouth
72 East Street, Southampton

132 Montague Street, Worthing

22034
25851
2639

Make:

Model No. .......... ....... Radio/TV
Model No. ....- ............. . Radio/TV

Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. (3/6). PostlpaCking 5/,
2 or more L.O.P.T.s Post/packing Free,

AERIALS

Make:

Model No.

All enquiries answered but regret no lists even!.
able. Same day delivery on most types.

28 BROCKLEY CROSS. LONDON SE4
Tel. TlDeway 5394

EX N.E.V. C.C.T.V. Camera and Monitor
Circuits. S.A.E. for list. LOWE, 62
Brownswood Road, London, N.4.

-......... ....

Make:

T231 at 45/-; T310 at 47/6.

T.C.S. LTD.

LISTS BRITISH
VALVES!

SERVICE SHEETS

valves 14/6 post paid. Refunded in full it'
not satisfactory. PCF80, PCC84, PL81,
PY81, PL36, PCL83, EF80, U191, EY86,
U301, 30F5, EF85, PY32. PY82, EB91.

of four with plates 5/-,

Fully Guaranteed

PC P80
P1,81

BOB'S BETTER BARGAINS. Any 10

30PLI, 30E1,1, 30P4. ECL80. T.V. legs, set

Tel. Rossendale 3152
Bored Valves
EFS0

CLOSED Thursday
Et Saturday afternoons

Barnet, Herts. Tel: BAR 1934/7873 (Rohophone)

TV AERIALS
Band I. H. Mast Fitting
£1 15
Band III. 5 Ele Mast Fitting
Et 10
Band I/III. S'D and 4 -Array
.,
15
Band IV. 9 Ele Array
..
E1 10
Band IV. 18 Ele Array
..
E2 18
Lashing Kits from 101-; Poles, Co -an Ed., Grad

"A" 1/4. Plugs 9d.
P. & P. 4/6.

C.W.O., S.A.E. for list.

TELEINDUSTRIES LTD.
BREAKSPEAR ROAD, RUISLIP, Middlesex

I

Radio/TV

also require new 1967 List of Service

Sheets at 1/6 plus postage.
(please delete items not applicable)

enclose remittance of
(which includes postage)
MAIL ORDERS ONLY
(Nov. PT.)

(continued on next page)
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NEW VALVES

WANTED

SERVICE SHEETS
(continued)

Guaranteed Set Tested

SERVICE SHEETS. Radio TV, 5,000

models. List 1/6. S.A.E. enquiries. TEL RAY, 11 Maudland Bank, Preston.

SERVICE SHEETS with free fault
finding chart 31-. S.A.E. LESMAR, 17
New Street, Andover, Hants.

NEW VALVES WANTED. Popular TV
and Radio Types. Best cash price by return.
DURHAM SUPPLIES, 175 Durham
Road, Bradford 8, Yorkshire.

WANTED -Popular Brand New Valves-

R.H.S., Stamford House, 538 Great Horton
Road, Bradford 7.

FOR SALE
VALVE CARTONS at keen prices. Send
11- for sample and list. J. & A. BOX MAKERS, 75a Godwin Street, Bradford 1.

DAMAGED AVO METERS WANTED.
Models 7 and 8. Any condition. Any
quantity. HUGGETTS LTD., 2-4 Paw son's Road, West Croydon. Send for
packing instructions.

RECTIFIERS
SILICON TV 6/- or complete with Instr., resistor
condener 7/6.

Rectifiers -Contact Cooled

14RA1262/FC101 13/6; 18111/2281/FC124FW 13/8;
FC116 7/8; 14RA/1288 (FC31)
EC1 12/6; EC2
see Silicon.

Rectifiers -Fin Types

Equivs. for It M4 9/8; 11515 17/13;14A97 13/6; 14A86

10/8; EK2 17/6; EK6 17/6; 14A949 19/-;LW15 19/-;
LW7 19/-; 14A100 19/-; 14A989 10/-; FW12V-1A
9/-; 2A 7/-; 4A 10/6.

SERVICE SHEETS purchased. HAMILTON RADIO, 54 London Road, Bexhill,
Sussex.

WANTED. Ultra 2384 Service Manual
also Remote Control. Tavy, Guildford
Road, Bookham, Surrey.

MULTIMETERS from 32/ -

Stomped envelope for full

latest selection and

bargain offers in cheap meters, Radios, Baby Alarms,
lnter-toms and Walkie-Talkies.

PADGETTS RADIO STORE

Line O.P. Trans; all 30/- each

Murphy V350 and V230, Connor 948, Philips 144611/45

and 1746U/45 with EY51.
Under £1 P. & P. 6d. Over £1 Post Free. NO C.O.D.

DURHAM SUPPLIES
175 DURHAM ROAD, BRADFORD 8, YORKS.

GET A CERTIFICATE!
After brief,

Intensely

Interesting

study

-undertaken at home In your spare time YOU can secure a recognised qualification
or extend your knowledge of Radio and TV.
Let us show you how.

FREE GUIDE
The New Free Guide contains 120
pages of Information of the greatest
importance to both the amateur and
the man employed In the radio industry.
Chambers College provides first
rate postal courses for Radio Amateurs'
Exam., R.T.E.B. Servicing Cert., C. & C.
Telecoms., A.M.I.E.R.E. Guide also
gives details of range of diploma

courses In Radio/TV Servicing, Electronics and other branches of engineering, together with particulars of our
remarkable terms of

Satisfaction or refund of fee
Write now for your copy of this invaluable
publication. It may well prove to be
the turning point in your career.

FOUNDED 1885 -OVER
150 000 SUCCESSES

ECH84
ECL80
ECL82
ECL86
EF39

EF80
EF85
EF86
EF89
EF183
EF184
EL33
EL41
EL84
EY51
EY86
EZ40
EZ80
EZ81
GZ32
KT61

6/3
5/9
6/7/6

3/6
4/9
5/6/

4/-9
6/-

5/6
6/3

8/-

4/6
5/3
5/6

6/6
5/9

PL81
PL82
PL83

5/11

L8 2
PPY34

6
3/18

PY82
PY83
PY800
PY801
519

5/11

PY33

8/6
4/9

6/3

56/8

11/11/6/9 1JABC80 11/5/3/9 ulJABcF4421 66/361
4/9/9
6/3 UBF89 5/9
N78
14/6 UCC84 7/9
7/9 UCC85 6/PC86
PC88
7/9
5/3 DUCCE8°42 88//6PC97
7/6 UCH81 5/9
PC900
6/3 UCL82 6/9
PCC84
9/9 UCL83 8/6
PCC89
UF41
7/9
PCC189 8/5/6
PCF80
8/3 UF89
8/8
PCF82 5/9 UL41
6IPCF801 8/- UL84
UY41
5/3
PCL82 6/3
8/3 UY85
4/9
PCL83
Postage on 1 valve 9d. extra. On 2 valves or
more. postage 6d, per valve extra. Any
U25

026

U191

Office address, no callers.

6d. extra.

Telephone: Cleckheaton 2866

Tweeter, 28/6, post paid. 3 or 15 ohm Coil.
VALVE LIST
Ex Equipment. 3 months' guarantee
10F1, EF80, EB91, ECL80, EF50, PY82, PZ30,
20P3. All at 10/- per doz. Post paid. Single
valves post 7d.
ARP12 1/6 PL36
9d. PL81
EB91
ESF80 3/- PY33

5/4/5/-

185BT

U25
U191

5/5/-

51.540

3/3/4/1/6
1/-

PY81
PY82
PZ30

1/6
116
5/-

20D1
20L1

20P1
20P3
20P4
6B8

8/6
3/5/5/2/6
8/6
4/1/8

5/- 6K7
1/6 U281
1/9
5/- 6K25
9d. U282
5/5/5/- U301
5/- 6P25
6U4
5/5/- U329
5/1/9
5/- 6V6
5/- U251
2/- 17801
8/6 6P28
5/PCC84
2/- 10C2
5/- EY51
2/6
PCF80
10P13
4/2/6
PCL82
NEW VALVES EX. UNITS
1T4, 2/-: IL4, 2/-: 1A3, 2/6: IS5, 2/6; 12AT7,
3/-: 3A9. 2/6: EF91. 2/-: EB91, 1/3; EL91. 2/-:
UU8, 4/-; 6SN7. 2/6: 10P13. 4/-; box of 50
ARP12 Valves. 22/-. post paid.
New Boxed TV Tubes. 14in. MW36/44, 40/,
Carriage 10/-. 12 months' guarantee.

90 degree Tubes. Twelve months' guarantee. Slight glass fault, 30/- and 50/-. Carriage 10/-.
Syne Unit. BC993B, tube 3in. 3EP1 20 tuning

meter. 16 valves. Clean condition. 30/-.

Carriage 10/-. Complete with case.
Display Unit. 2, SFP7 tubes. 2 6H6 valves.
Complete with case. Clean condition, 12/6.
Carriage 10/-.

Reclaimed Tubes. Six months' guarantee.
AW43/80, 40/-. MW43/80, 30/-. MW43/69. 30/-.
CRM172. 30/, CRM142. 17/-. 12in, Tubes,
10/-. 17in. Tubes, perfect but without
guarantee. 17/-. Carriage on any Tube in
G.B..10/-.

CHAMBERS COLLEGE

Ex Washing Machine Motors. Fully

(Incorp. National Inst. of Engineering)
(Dept. 264V). 148 HOLBORN

Our new Walk Round Room is now

LONDON, E.C.1

6/3
6/9/6
10F1
10P13
10/3
12K8GT 7/20F2
11/3
20P1
8/9
30P4
11/30P19 11 /DAC32 6/9
DAF'91 3/9
DAF96 5/11
DF33
7/6
DF91
2/9
DF96 5/11
DK32
7/DK91
4/6
DK96
6/3
6/6
D1.33
DL35
4/9
DL92
4/3
DL94
5/6
DL96
5/11
DY86
5/8
5/6
DY87
EABC80 5/6
EBC41 7/9
EBF80 5/9
EBF89 5/9
ECC81 3/9
ECC82 4/3
ECC83 4/3

parcel insured against damage in transit

3 ohm PM and perfect 6 x 4in. and 6in. round
3/-, post 2/9. Six for 22/-, post paid 7 x 4in.

EF50
EF80
EF91
EL36
EY86

4/65/6

6F1
6L18

OLD TOWN HALL,
Speakers Removed from TV Sets. All

ECC81
ECC82
ECC83
ECL80

6A
6AQ5

LIVERSEDGE, YORKS.

5/-, post 2/9. Six for 34/-, post paid. 8in.
round 6/6, post 3/6.
New bin. Speakers with Built -In

FIRST-CLASS RADIO
AND T/V COURSES...

1S5
1T4
3S4

24 -HOUR SERVICE
4/6 ECC85 4/9 PCL84 7/Pc85 8/3
3/9 ECH35 5/9
2/9 ECH42 8/9 PFL200 12/6
9/4/3 ECH81 5/3 FLIP

1115

guaranteed. Single phase 1 h.p.. 26/-. Sixth
h.p., 15/- Plus carriage 10/-.

open. Full of Surplus Bargains. Also our
pence.

Special Department, nothing over six-

GERALD BERNARD
83 OSBALDESTON ROAD
STOKE NEWINGTON
LONDON N. 16

NEW RANGE BBC 2 AERIALS
All U.H.F. aerials now fitted with tilting
bracket and 4 element grid reflectors.
Loft Mounting Arrays.? element, 35/-.

11 element. 42/6. 14 element, 50/-. 13

element. 57/8. Wall Mounting
with
Cranked Arm, 7 element, 60/-. 11

element. 67/-. 14 element. 75/-. 18
element. 82/8. Mast Mounting with 2in.
clamp. 7 element. 42/6. 11 element.
55/-. 14 element. 62/-. 18 element, 70/-.
Chimney Mounting Arrays, Complete, 7 element. 72/6. 11 element. 80/-.
14 element, 87/6. 18 element, 95/-.

Complete assembly instructions with
every unit. Low Loss Cable, 1/6 yd.
U.II.F. Preamps from 75/-. State
clearly channel number required on all
orders.

BBC - ITV AERIALS

BBC (Band 1). Telescopic lof t. 21/-. Ex ternal
S/D, 30/-. "II" 22.10.0.
ITV (Band 3). 3 element loft array, 25/-. 5
element, 35/-. 7 element.

45/ -Wall mounting. 3 ele-

ment. 35/-. 5 element.
45/-. Combined BBC/
ITV. Lott 1+3.41/3:1 +5.
48/9: 1+7, 58/9; Wall

mountingl +3.56/3;1+5.
63/9 ; Chimney 1 + 3, 63/8;

1 +5, 71/3.

VHF transistor
amps, 751-.

pro -

COMBINED BBCI - ITV - BBC2
AERIALS 1 4- 3±9. 70/-. 1+5+9, 80/-.
1 +5 +14. 90/-. 1+7+14. 100/, Special
leaflet available.

FAL (Band 2). Loft S/D, 12/6, "H".
30/-. 3 element, 52/6. External units

available. Co -ax. cable. 8d. yd. Co -ax.
Plugs. 1/3. Outlet boxes, 4/6. Diplexer
Crossover Boxes. 12/6. C.W.O. or C.O.D.

P. & P. 5/-. Send 6d. stamps for illustrated lists.
Callers welcomed -open all dam Saturday

K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept. P.T.)

27 Central Parade. New Addington

Surrey (CRO-OJB) LODGE HILL 2266
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REBUILT TUBES!
You're safe when you buy from
RE -VIEW!

*
*

*
*

Each tube is rebuilt with a completely
new gun assembly and the correct voltage
heater.

Each tube comes to you with a guarantee
card covering it for two years against all

HERE IS WHAT YOU
PAY:

but breakage.

Each tube is delivered free anywhere
in the U.K. and insured on the journey.
Each tube is rebuilt with experience and
know-how. We were amongst the very
first to pioneer the technique of rebuilding
television tubes.

12in..
14in..
15in..
17in..
19in..
21in.

.

.. £4.15.0
£5. 0.0
.. £5. 5.0
£5. 5.0
.. £5.15.0
£7. 5.0
.

.

Cash or cheque with

RE -VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES

order, or cash on delivery

237 LONDON ROAD, WEST CROYDON,

Discount

SURREY.

Tel. THOrnton Heath 7735

BBC2, TV, RADIO & TAPE REC. SPARES

for Trade

Old Tubes Purchased

THE.,KING TELEBOOSTER

UHF/625. Modify your set to BBC2. 1955 to 1963 models covered. Selection of
111... manufacturers conversion kits and tuners at reduced prices. List available.
SPECIAL OFFERS: FERGUSON 625 IF amp. chassis. N ENV. incl. 6 valves 45/ -

less valves, 17/6). Circuit and Instr. 3/6, Bp. 4/6. PHILIPS IC25 conversion kit,
includes toner, I.F. amp. switch assv. circuits etc. less valves 39/6 p.p. 6/-. GEC/
SOBELL dual 4115/625 IF amp. and output chassis, NEW 98/6. p4). 4/6
UHF TUNERS. New with valves 38/6, less valves 18/6 Bp. 4/6.
TV SIGNAL BOOSTER UNITS. Sens. gain all stations. I' YE1LABOEA It trans..).

BBC I ITA or ('DE Battery "plug in", 75/-. UHF Mains "plug in", 97/6. UHF
Masthead 105/-. F"st tree.
FIREBALL TUNERS. Used/good condition 30/-, salvaged 17/6 pp. 416.
PUSH BUTTON TUNERS. Used/good condition for Sobel] 290, ROD 612, 619,
RE() 17/18, 192 30/-. p.p. 4/6, or salvaged 15/- ph. 4/ti.

TURRET TUNERS. New, Cyldon C, 38 Me/s 20/-, KR Di Me/s, KB MV/II

IS Meis 10/-, p.p. 4/6. Many others available. Tech. rep). service for Pye, Ferg.,
Sobell, Philips, Stella, GEC, McMich. etc. Large select ion channel coils.
CRTs. Rebuilt, guar. 17in. 70°, 90° 85/-; 17, 19in, I It)°, 105/-. Callers only.
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFS. Popular types available, brand new exact replace 1,1,91, fully guar. A selection which can be supplied:PHILIPS 1768/17TG. STELLA 8617/1017
98/6 LOPT Inserts p.p. 2/-.
EKCO 291 to 331 (U25 types)
..
42/6
FERRANTI 1001 to 1011 (U25 types)
42/6 Bush TV32, 38, 43
45/ EKCO/FERRANTI (1126 types) 70°/90° .. 58/6 Bush TV53 to 69
30/ EKCO 344. FERRANTI 1023 range
.. 72/8 Cosecs 930 to 950
35/ DECCA DM1, 9, 17: OM31', 1/M4C (70°).. 78/6 Emerson 700 range
35/ FERO 305, 300. 308, 42/8; 406, 506 range.. 58/6 Ferguson 203 to 246
35/ FERG, HMV. MARCONI, ULTRA 3600,
Ferranti 14T8 to 17T6 35/ 2600, 4600, 66110, range
59/6 KB MV100/1. NF70,
HEII F611 to MV611, 20/-;14V20/1, RV9O range 30/OV30. PVP20 etc. 35/MARCONI, VTI57, 159, 1611, 164 ..
58/8 Peto Scott 1419 to 1724 30/GEC 1252, 1746, 2745 range 58/6 later Infidels 72/6 Thileo1961,1010to108035/HMV 1865, 1869, 42/6; 1870/6, 1890/6
.. 58/8 Philips 17T0 100 range 85/PYE V14, VT17, CTMI7, 17/21. 110 to 510 62/6 Pye VT4. VT7
42/8
PAM,INVICTA equiv. 1.0 YTS to aliove rye 62/6 ROD 017. 590 to 819 35/ SOBELL TP61611, 6(524, 81270 range
.. 72/6 Reg 10-4 to 10 17
35/ SOBELL TE8180. 8124, 34, 270, 370
65/
Ultra 174,1780 range 35/ Also ALBA, BUSH, COSSOR, McMICHAEL, MURPHY. ULTRA. etc. Postage
and Packing for L.O.T.s 4/6. C.O.D. 3/6 extra.

SCAN COILS. Frame o/p frame toe. transf., width 'linearity coils. sound I,/p
traits)., maillg droppers, control knobs, dual vol., controls, line osc., transt.
resistors, condensers, etc.

TAPE REC/CHANGER. Drive Belts, Heads Pinch Wheels, Idlers, Motors for
nest British (incl. WALTER) and Continental.
SALVAGED COMPONENTS. Large selection for popular models, clean, serviceable condition. lurrt-I, transformer,.etc. ENQI. I HIES invited, 911,tati..11+

give.

I...1..1.10i a, lla1,1,

MANOR SUPPLIES
64 GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE, LONDON, N.W.11
(Callers:

589b, HIGH ROAD or. Granville Road N. Finchley, N.12)
HIL 9115 (DAY) SPE 4032 (EVG)

THE ORIGINAL VHF DUAL BAND TUNABLE
PRE -AMPLIFIER
Still the best 01 its kind available. Latest low -noise transistor

and printed circuit. Boosts Band I and III simultaneously
without switching. Two amplifiers in one. Can produce good
viewing out of almost nothing in fringe areas. Ideal for DX
work.
Guaranteed gain: Minimum 18 dB Band I. 14 dB Band III.
Channels: Red spot, Band I. 1. 2 and 3, all Band III. Yellow spot.
Band I. 3. 4 and 5, all Band III.

Power: Self-contained 9v PP4 battery. limA.

Plastic case 31 x 31 x 2in., brown, with cork base.
Retail price. £3.15.8. complete with battery. OR self-contained
mains version, retail price 25.17.6.
Specify channels, one Band I, one Band III.

THE KING UHF TELEBOOSTER FOR BBC2
Unique design, employing quarter -wave cas:,.
-,,,,,ttor for
100° stability. printed circuit for reliability. with the very
latest second generation low -noise transistor.
.

Channels: Blue spot 25-45, White spot 45-65. tunable.
Plastic case 31 x 31 x 2in., brown. with cork base.
Retail price, 24.17.6. complete with battery, OR self-contained
mains model. 18.15.0.

Sole manufacturers:

TRANSISTOR DEVICES LTD.
BRIDGE 1101 N1!. NI 1%171\111101. Venus

Tel. 2457
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VALUABLE NEW HANDBOOK
TO AMBITIOUS

FREE

ENGINEERS

Have you had your copy of "Engineering Opportunities"?

The new edition of "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" is now available-without chargeto all who are anxious for a worthwhile post in
Engineering. Frank, informative and completely
up to date, the new "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" should be in the hands of every

THIS BOOK TELLS YOU

person engaged in any branch of the Engineering
industry, irrespective of age, experience or training.

man .. . quickly and easily.
* HOW to benefit from our free

On 'SATISFACTION OR
REFUND OF FEE' terms

* HOW you can take advantage of

This remarkable book gives details of examinations and courses in every branch of Engineering,
Building, etc., outlines the openings available and
describes our Special Appointments Department.

WHICH OF THESE IS YOUR
PET SUBJECT?

RADIO ENG.

TELEVISION ENG.

Advanced Television Eng.Gen. Television Eng.-Television Servicing and Main-

Advanced Radio-Gen.

Radio-Radio Servicing-

tenance.

TelecommunicationsSound Recording-Auto-

ELECTRONIC ENG.

Radio Amateurs' Exam.

mation-Practical Radio-

Advanced Electronic Eng.Gen. Electronic Eng.Applied ElectronicsPractical ElectronicsRadar Tech-Frequency
Modulation-Transistors.

MECHANICAL ENG.

Advanced Mechanical Eng.Gem Mechanical Eng.Maintenance Eng.-Diesel

Eng.-Press Tool DesignSheet Metal WorkWelding-Eng. Pattern

Making-InspectionDraughtsmanship-

Metallurgy-

Production Eng.

ELECTRICAL ENG.

Advanced Electrical Eng.Gen. Electrical Eng.Installations-Draughtsmanship-Illuminating

Eng.-Refrigeration-

Elem. Electrical ScienceElectrical Supply-Alining
Electrical Eng.

CIVIL ENG.

Advanced Civil Eng.Municipal Eng.-Structural

Eng.-Sanitary Eng.Road Eng.-HydraulicsMining-Water SupplyPetrol Tech.

WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF COURSES IN OTHER
SUBJECTS INCLUDING CHEMICAL ENG., AERO
ENG., MANAGEMENT, INSTRUMENT TECHNOLOGY,

WORK STUDY, MATHEMATICS, ETC.
WHICH QUALIFICATION WOULD INCREASE YOUR

* HOW to get a better paid, more
interesting job.
* HOW to qualify for rapid
promotion.

* HOW to put some letters after
your name and become a key

Advisory and Appointments Dept.
the chances you are now missing.

* HOW, irrespective of your age,
education or experience, YOU
can succeed in any branch of
Engineering.

132 PAGES OF EXPERT
CAREER - GUIDANCE
PRACTICAL
EQUIPMENT

z
O

INCLUDING
TOOLS

0

Stasis Practical and
Theoretic Courses for
beginners in TV.
Radio, Electronic,

The Specialist
Electronics

0

B.I.E.T.

NOW offers you
a real laboratory
training at home
with practical

cc

Guilds, Radio
Amateurs' Exam.
It.T.E.B. Certificate
P.M.G. (7, t ideate
Practical Radio
Television A Radio

etc., A.M.I.E. It. E. Cit

Division of

tit
.10

z

Servicing

equipment.
Ask for details.

6
z

Engineering
Automation

B.I.E.T.

UI

Practical Elect n,..

You

are

bound

to

benefit

from

reading

"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES",

send

for your copy now-FREE and without obligation.

POST COUPON NOW!
To B.I.E.T., 445A Aldermaston Court
Aldermaston, Berkshire

5.1 stamp if posted in
an unsealed envelope

Please send me a FREE copy of "ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES". I am interested in (state subject,
exam., or career).

EARNING POWER?

NAME

A.M.f.E.R.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.S.E., A.M.I.C.E., B.Sc.,
A.M.I.P.E.,A.M.I.M.L.A.R.I.B.A.,A.I.O.B.,A.M.I.Chem.E.,
A.R.1.C.S., M.R.S.H., A.M.1.E.D., A.M.1.Mun.E., C.ENG.,
CITY & GUILDS, GEN. CERT. OF EDUCATION, ETC.

ADDRESS

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY
445A ALDER MASTON COURT, ALBERNI/V-1'0N, Berks

TE

WRITE IF YOU PREFER NOT TO CUT THIS PAGE

IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD

